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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The development of Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) impacts society in a plethora of areas, stretching
beyond the car manufacturing industry [1]. When the driving task is no longer performed by
a human driver, time and space is freed to create a new form of transportation experience,
e.g., allowing for relaxation or work while being on the road [2]. At the same time, automation
enables individual mobility for a greater audience, such as children [3], the elderly [4], and
people with disabilities [4]. AVs will transform our cities and our ways of labour, just as prior
revolutions in the mobility sector, such as railroads and motor vehicles, have done in the past
[2]. Studies project large economic advantages resulting from the development of AVs [5–8].
Clements and Kockelman [6] estimate the annual economic benefit per person in the United
States at $3814.

Legal questions [9], ethical considerations [10], and technical challenges need to be solved
for making autonomous driving a reality. Despite private companies operating AVs on public
roads, current technology does not yet enable safe autonomous driving, even in restricted
Operational Design Domains (ODDs). Recent reports of accidents and failures of Waymo [11],
Tesla [12], and Uber [13] vehicles show the fragility of current automated vehicle systems.
While current AVs have reached a noteworthy level of maturity, the complexity and diversity of
unforeseen situations that happen on the roads every day overstrain the capabilities of today’s
most advanced autonomous driving softwares. With the goal of deploying mature autonomous
driving functions to the mass market, researchers and companies around the globe work on new
methods to make AVs more robust and reliable.

Autonomous driving software can be divided into the categories perception, planning, and control
[14, p. 3]. Van Brummelen et al. [15, p. 1] point out that improving the perception system is a
vital factor for enabling robust, reliable, and safe autonomous driving. All consecutive functions
can only operate as specified if an accurate environment model is provided by the perception
algorithms. This thesis, therefore, investigates this critical element of autonomous driving in
more detail.

1.2 Automotive Perception

Automotive perception refers to all tasks that deal with gathering information from the environment
to create an internal model for the driving task [14, p. 3]. Pendleton et al. [14, p. 3] further divide
the perception task into (self-)localization, road sign detection, semantic segmentation, e.g., for
drivable space estimation, and object detection. The subdivision of the perception task and its
input and output data is shown in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Subdivision of the perception task for autonomous vehicles. The topics in the grey boxes
are the focus of this thesis.

The main input data for perception tasks are provided by exteroceptive sensors which collect
information from the environment [16]. For autonomous driving applications, camera, Radio De-
tection and Ranging (radar), and Light Detection and Ranging (lidar) sensors are the most widely
used exteroceptive sensors. Additional information is provided by proprioceptive sensors such
as Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSSs) and Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) which
collect information about the vehicle state [16]. High Definition (HD) Maps provide additional
information about the surroundings recorded from specialized mapping vehicles [17]. Arbitrary
subsets of this input data can be used for the individual perception tasks:

• (Self-)localization of a vehicle from perception sensor input is a complex task
and subject to ongoing research [18, 19]. Localization can be performed on a
prior existing map or simultaneously to creating the map, called Simultaneous
Localization and Mapping (SLAM) [20–22]. In certain environments the importance
of perception-based localization can be mitigated by using the localization output
of a combination of a high accuracy GNSS and IMU system with centimeter scale
accuracy [23].

• Road sign detection algorithms are fairly mature and employed in production
vehicles [24–26]. These algorithms enable AVs to adhere to local traffic rules.
Road sign detection is a special use-case of Two-Dimensional (2D) object detection
[27–29]. 2D object detection, e.g. of cars, is not listed as its own category. The
2D position estimation of a 2D object detection algorithm in the image space only
serves as an intermediate result for Three-Dimensional (3D) object detection in
the autonomous driving use-case.

• Semantic segmentation can be subdivided in the 2D segmentation of image data
[30, 31] and 3D segmentation of the environment, e.g. in the form of point clouds
[32–34]. In the 2D case, a class label for each pixel in the input image is predicted.
In the 3D case, the prediction assigns a class label for all input points from the 3D
space. Both tasks pose challenges for autonomous driving. Semantic segmentation
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1 Introduction

can serve as an intermediate result for object detection or provide a free space
detection in the 3D case.

• 3D object detection [35–37] localizes moving and non-moving (but movable) objects
in the 3D environment. While 2D detection in the image space is fairly mature,
3D object detection poses a major challenge in the development of autonomous
vehicles [38].

A multitude of challenges exists in the field of perception. To narrow down the research field, this
thesis focuses on 3D object detection with the sub tasks of 2D object detection and 3D semantic
segmentation. The grey boxes in Figure 1.1 represent the focus of this thesis.

1.3 3D Object Detection

In public automotive perception data sets such as KITTI [39] and nuScenes [40], the object
detection task is defined as the estimation of the 3D pose (position and orientation) and
dimensions of objects in the surroundings, paired with a classification of these objects. An object
detection method for moving vehicles needs to provide high accuracy results in real time. Due
to the continuously changing poses of surrounding objects, it has to be especially precise and
robust since errors cannot easily be mitigated by optimizing detections over several time steps,
which is for example applied for map generation through loop closure [22].

Three sensor modalities are widely used to perform object detection for AVs. Camera and
radar sensors are used in series production vehicles, e.g. for Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
applications. Due to their high resolution and 3D capabilities, lidar sensors are mainly applied
in research vehicles [41]. The higher cost and package size as well as the lower range and
mechanical robustness have hindered the broad success in the mass market up to this point
[42].

Currently, the most effective object detection methods use Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) to
generate the final object estimations [39, 40]. Deep learning-based methods are a subgroup of
machine learning methods [43, 44] and require extensive amounts of data and computational
resources to generate effective algorithms. The basics of deep learning are presented in
additional literature [45, 46].

Each sensor modality comes with different strengths, weaknesses, and data representations.
Combining the data of different sensor modalities to achieve a higher (object detection) per-
formance is called sensor data fusion or simply fusion. A fusion increases the total amount of
available input data and is viewed as a promising research direction to increase the overall object
detection result [35]. It can help to compensate individual sensor failures and enable detections
in inclement weather conditions, e.g., fog, night, challenging illumination or snowy conditions
when individual sensor data quality may be deteriorated [47–52]. The data of different sensor
inputs can be fused at different abstraction levels from a low- to a high-level fusion. Despite
the active research in this field, no best practice fusion method for object detection has been
established so far [35, p. 1354].

Recently, methods that perform a low-level sensor data fusion with deep learning networks
have gained more interest [35, 38, 53]. This low-level raw data fusion enables the usage of
weak features—such as the barely visible outline of a vehicle in a camera image recorded in
fog, together with weak radar signals—for obtaining a high-confidence detection result. Such
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1 Introduction

weak features could not be used jointly by processing the sensor modalities individually and
performing a high-level fusion. The principles of different fusion methods are discussed in more
detail in Chapter 2.

At the beginning of writing this thesis no low-level fusion methods involving radar data were
published. To close this knowledge gap in the literature, this thesis is among the first works to
develop and evaluate low-level object detection fusion methods with radar data being part of
the input data. The processing methods are inspired by literature on camera and lidar object
detection and data fusion.

An additional focus of the thesis is on object detection in inclement weather conditions which
is an unsolved problem in the automotive sector. As radar sensors are relatively robust to
environmental conditions, object detection in inclement weather poses a suitable use-case to
evaluate the potential of sensor fusion algorithms involving radar data.
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This chapter presents literature in the context of object detection for autonomous driving as a
prerequisite for defining a knowledge gap in the state of the art later in Chapter 3. Section 2.1
first reviews public data sets and their suitability to train and evaluate object detection algorithms.
Performance metrics to evaluate semantic segmentation and object detection models are
presented in Section 2.2. On these foundations, Section 2.3 reviews algorithms from these fields.
The algorithms most relevant to this thesis are summarized in Section 2.3.5.

2.1 Automotive Object Detection Data Sets

As the foundation for any machine learning-based algorithm, an adequate data source is
imperative for the successful development of DNNs [54, 55]. Training data are used to adapt
a DNN to a specific task. Independent test data are used to evaluate the trained network.
A realistic distribution of the data in the test set is needed so that the evaluation allows to
draw conclusions for the intended future application, otherwise the evaluation only provides a
theoretical benchmark on pre-selected test data. By selecting inadequate test data, evaluation
scores close to or at 100 % can be achieved while the same algorithm performs poorly during
the real use-case. As the data themselves arguably have the biggest impact on the performance
of deep learning algorithms, publicly available data sets are imperative to enable a scientific,
empirical evaluation and comparison of different deep learning algorithms.

As data can be valuable assets to companies, research data are often kept private to the
organization. On the other hand, publicly available data enables additional research in the field
of interest of the creator of the data. These results might create advances in the development
that otherwise would not have been possible. Due to the complexity of object detection algorithm
development, more and more universities and companies decide to publish their data to profit
from the resulting development on their data.

The following section gives an overview of publicly available data sets for object detection in
the automotive context. Section 2.1.2 analyses the nuScenes data set—which is used in the
publications written for this thesis—in more depth.

2.1.1 Overview

A multitude of publicly available data sets exist for object detection in an automotive context
[56]. Radar data are least available to the public and therefore a critical selection criterion for
identifying a suitable data set for this thesis. Table 2.1 gives an overview of all automotive
localization and object detection data sets known to the author that contain some form of radar
data. Selected popular object detection data sets that do not contain radar data are added
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2 Related Work

to provide a more comprehensive overview. The data sets are divided into four subgroups
distinguished by the different characteristics of the radar data.

Table 2.1: Overview of publicly available autonomous driving perception data sets. The table focuses
on data sets which contain some form of radar data.

Group Data Set Lidar Camera Radar Notes Year

no
ra

da
r

da
ta

1

KITTI [39] 3 3 7 2012
Argoverse [57] 3 3 7 2019

Lyft [58] 3 3 7 2019
A2D2 [59] 3 3 7 2020

Waymo [60] 3 3 7 2020

no
ob

je
ct

gr
ou

nd
tr

ut
h

2

EU Long-term [61] 3 3 3 2019
Oxford Radar RobotCar [62] 3 3 3 2020

MulRan [63] 3 7 3 2020
OLIMP [64] 7 3 3 2020

ra
da

r
cu

be
da

ta 3

CARRADA [65] 7 3 3 staged scenarios 2020
RADIATE [66] 3 3 3 no range rate data 2020

CRUW [67] 7 3 3 no range rate data 2021
RaDICAL [68] 7 3 3 experimental radar 2021

po
in

tc
lo

ud
ra

da
r

da
ta

4

nuScenes [40] 3 3 3 low radar resolution 2019
DENSE [50] 3 3 3 very low radar resolution 2019

Astyx HiRes* [69] 3 3 3 low amount of samples 2019
RadarScenes [70] 7 3 3 no bounding boxes 2021

*no longer available online

The first group of data sets in the table provides a variety of scenes recorded with lidar and
camera sensors. These data sets are widely adopted in research but do not provide any radar
data.

The second group of data sets in the table provides some form of radar data. However, no
object ground truth annotations are available for these data sets, making them only suitable for
self-localization but not for object detection tasks.

The third group of data sets in the table provides radar cube data which are outside the scope
of the development presented in this thesis. A more detailed introduction of the radar data
abstraction levels will be given in Section 2.3.3. Some of these data sets further lack radar range
rate information or only comprise a low amount of variety in the scenes rendering them unfit for
this thesis.

The fourth group of data sets in the table provides object ground truth annotations and point
cloud radar data. The nuScenes [40] data set provides camera, lidar, and series production
radar data as well as object bounding box annotations. However, the radar data resolution in
this data set is lower than expected from the used sensor type [71–73]. The even lower radar
sensor resolution of the DENSE data set [50] can be used for moving object detection for ACC
applications but limits the usability for general object detection of both, moving and non-moving
objects. The Astyx HiRes data set [69] uses an experimental high resolution 3D radar sensor.
However, the data set only comprises 546 labeled frames. The amount of data is too small
to train DNNs and test the generalization of the final algorithms. Further, as of August 2021,
the data set is no longer available online. The RadarScenes data set [70] uses four series
production radar sensors. The radar point cloud is semantically labeled with ground truth classes
for radar points of moving objects. Point reflections from non-moving vehicles are collected in a
background class. Object Bounding box annotations and lidar data are not provided.
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Due to the wide availability of data sets for lidar and camera data, object detection approaches
based on these sensors are predominantly evaluated on public data sets for better comparability.
The overview in Table 2.1 shows that no public data set fulfills the requirements for the devel-
opment of deep learning methods using radar data without any restrictions. Radar research is
therefore often evaluated on non-public data sets as no adequate public data source might be
available for the respective research scope. However, an evaluation on non-public data cannot
replace the evaluation on public data. A shared public data source is imperative to enable a
fair comparison of the results obtained by different research groups. For this thesis, the public
nuScenes data set [40] offers the best compromise for the development of radar-centric sensor
fusion algorithms on production radar data for object detection. The data are described in more
detail in the following section.

2.1.2 nuScenes Data Set

The nuScenes data set is recorded in the cities of Boston (United States of America) and
Singapore. It contains 1,000 scenes of a length of around 20 s each. The data are labeled
at 2 Hz leading to a total of 40,000 labeled sensor data frames. Temporal interjacent sensor
data are available, additional labels are created for these data through interpolation. One lidar
sensor, six cameras and five radar sensors provide the perception data. To maintain an accurate
spatial calibration, the recording vehicles are re-calibrated two times a week during the original
recording period.

The Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) radar sensors operate in a short range
interval up to 70 m and a far range interval up to 250 m. The sensor distinguishes the distance of
point targets at a resolution of 0.4 m in the short range and 1.8 m in the long range. The angular
resolution is lowest with 12.3° at the lateral edges of the short range Field of View (FOV) and
highest with 3.2° at the centre of the the long range FOV [74].

The data set provides data from diverse scenarios. About 19 % of the scenes were recorded in
rain conditions, 12 % of the scenes were recorded at night time [75, p. 25]. The data set contains
a total of around 1,400,000 objects from 23 classes [40]; around 490,000 of the total objects
are cars [76]. Objects are labeled with additional attributes. Vehicles for example are further
distinguishable by being in the state moving, stopped, or parked at the current frame. These
attributes can be used to build sub data sets, e.g. to train an object detection DNN for moving
vehicles only, as done for the ACC use-case.

Newly proposed object detection algorithms are often evaluated and compared to other algo-
rithms on this data set. According to Google Scholar, the nuScenes paper has been cited over
760 times as of August 2021 [77], indicating its widespread usage and reputation as a resource
for algorithm comparison.

However, the radar data quality in the nuScenes data is limited. The limited data quality is a
result of both the radar configuration as well as the labeling process which focuses on lidar data,
resulting in a lot of missing labels for the radar data [72, pp. 14-17].

2.2 Evaluation Metrics

Due to the influence of the data on the performance of deep learning models, a quantitative
comparability of different methods is only possible to prior work that has been evaluated on
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the same data. With a fixed known data source, the definition of performance metrics is a
prerequisite to obtain evidence-based performance results for different methods.

While deep learning methods stand out due to their performance advantages over rule-based
approaches for object detection, the inner workings and limits of the resulting algorithms cannot
be explained thoroughly [78, 79]. Even though the deep learning networks presented in this
thesis incorporate priors from physics—such as the structure of the three dimensional euclidean
space and the dimensions of possible objects—the explainability of such networks remains
subject to current research [80, 81]. The selection of appropriate evidence-based metrics is
therefore crucial to evaluate deep learning-based methods.

Accuracy is a metric which measures the ratio between correct classifications to all classifications.
Due to high class imbalances in the underlying sensor data, such a metric can generate
misleading performance scores. In common traffic scenarios the majority of radar point targets
originate from background objects and not from objects of interest, e.g. moving vehicles. A
machine learning model which classifies all points as background, regardless of their features,
could therefore achieve a high accuracy. By assigning all points to the background class, a radar
data-based semantic segmentation DNN could achieve 97 % accuracy on the nuScenes data
set by predicting all background points correctly, even though it did not classify a single car
correctly [72]. The thesis therefore uses four composed metrics which allow for a robust and
realistic comparison of different methods:

• Confusion Matrix,

• F1-score,

• 2D mean Average Precision (mAP),

• 3D mAP.

The metrics are briefly summarized to facilitate the understanding of the evidence-based eval-
uation of the networks presented in the state of the art and the development chapter of this
thesis.

Confusion Matrix
In this thesis, confusion matrices [43, p. 209] are constructed to analyze the output of a semantic
segmentation model. Each element is added to the two dimensional matrix depending on its
ground truth class and the predicted class assigned by the model that is evaluated. Figure 2.1
shows an example confusion matrix for a classifier that is used to distinguish whether radar
point cloud targets originate from a moving vehicle or from any other surface. In this example,
612 radar points are correctly classified as moving point targets. As this is the class of interest
for the underlying task, these points are counted as True Positives (TPs). The majority of the
background points are correctly classified as background, named True Negative (TN). Five
moving vehicle points are wrongly classified as background, these are the False Negative (FN)
cases. The example classifier confuses 100 background points to be moving vehicles, named
False Positive (FP). The confusion matrix gives a visual overview of the performance of the
classifier and can be compared to confusion matrices of alternative models. In practice, the
confusion matrix can also be used to fine-tune the parameterization of the machine learning
model, e.g. lowering the weight for the moving vehicle class in the training process to lower the
amount of FP cases.

F1-Score
While the confusion matrix gives a fine-grained insight into the performance of a classification
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Figure 2.1: Confusion matrix: Classification of radar point cloud targets as moving vehicles.

model, it can be too detailed to compare a large amount of different classification models
amongst each other. For such a comparison, the elements of the confusion matrix can be
aggregated to high-level metric values that allow for a numerical comparison of different models.
In our example, the Recall metric measures the amount of correctly classified moving vehicle
point targets in relation to the amount of moving vehicle point targets in the data set. The
Precision metric measures the amount of correctly classified moving vehicle point targets in
relation to all point targets classified as a moving vehicle. Mathematically, the metrics are defined
as:

Recall=
TP

TP+FN
, (2.1)

Precision=
TP

TP+FP
. (2.2)

These metrics are further aggregated to their harmonic mean which is called the F1-score and
defined as [43, p. 397]:

F1 = 2
Precision×Recall
Precision+Recall

. (2.3)

The equal weighting of precision and recall in the F1-score is justified for the example task,
as both, not-detected vehicles and wrongly detected vehicles in an empty space, can lead to
hazardous reactions of an automated vehicle. The F1-score can be augmented to multiple
classes by calculating a score for each class separately and calculating the mean over all
classes. In this way underrepresented classes contribute the same amount to the final result as
the majority class.

2D mean Average Precision
The task of object detection cannot be evaluated with the means of the confusion matrix or
the F1-score. In addition to the classification, the predicted dimensions and the pose of the
detected objects need to be considered for a comparison to the ground truth. The 2D mAP score
considers all these factors for object detection on image data. This score is predominantly used
in the literature for the comparison of different object detection models. The mAP is aggregated
by averaging the Average Precision (AP) of all individual classes present in the data set. The
composition of the class specific APs is more complex. It is summarized by performing the
following steps [82]:
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• First, one has to define the criteria for when a bounding box is considered as being
detected correctly. For this, the classes of a ground truth bounding box and the
predicted box have to coincide. Furthermore, some spatial proximity and similarity
measure of the boxes has to be defined and reached. For 2D object detection, this
measure is an Intersection over Union (IoU)-threshold of the overlap of both boxes.
Commonly, IoU-thresholds of 0.5 or 0.7 are used to define a correct prediction.

• All predicted boxes of a class are put in a descending order sorted by the respective
confidence score of their classification from 1 (sure) to 0 (unsure). An ideal classifier
would predict all TPs with high confidence and all TNs with a confidence of 0 for the
current class. In reality, this will rarely be the case. For the real world application,
a classification confidence threshold will be defined to consider only predictions
surpassing this threshold as output predictions by the model. This threshold leads
to a specific precision and recall score combination for the class. Defining a lower
classification confidence threshold normally leads to a precision decrease as more
false positives with low confidence are predicted. At the same time the recall
rises, as also some more difficult examples might be detected correctly with low
classification confidence scores that were excluded before.

• The AP calculation averages different classification confidence thresholds to de-
scribe the performance of the model from a universal point of view independent of
the confidence threshold applied in practice. For this, the AP is calculated as the
area under the curve of precision-recall combinations for selected classification
score thresholds.

An example ordering by classification score is shown in Table 2.2. The associated precision-
recall curve is visualized in Figure 2.2. The scores are not visible in the figure of the precision
recall-curve. In the example, two bounding boxes are correctly predicted with scores of 0.9 and
0.4. While two additional objects are wrongly predicted with a score of 0.8 and 0.7. The score
threshold should be chosen at a score of 0.9 or 0.4 to maximize either precision or recall.

Table 2.2: Bounding box detection ordering for AP calculation. Inspired by Hui [82].

Rank Confidence Score True Positive Precision Recall
1 0.9 3 1.0 0.5
2 0.8 7 0.5 0.5
3 0.7 7 0.33 0.5
4 0.4 3 0.5 1.0

The AP performance metric can reach values between 0 and 1, where 1 would be a correct
prediction of all instances. Slightly different parameterizations are used for the calculation of the
mAP score depending on which data set or competition is considered. These definitions vary
on the choice of the IoU-threshold and the approximation of the area under the precision-recall
curve [82].

3D mean Average Precision
The calculation of the 3D mAP is analogous to the calculation of the 2D mAP. However, in the
definition of nuScenes, the IoU-threshold is replaced with a distance threshold to match positive
bounding boxes [83]. Additional work argues that an IoU-threshold might lead to undesired
bounding box matches [84]. To capture both precise and rough object detections, the nuScenes
AP definition considers four different distance thresholds ranging from 0.5 m–4.0 m. In practice,
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Figure 2.2: The precision-recall curve for four predictions where the most and least certain predictions
are correct and the two remaining predictions are incorrect. The AP in this example is 0.75
which is the adjusted area under the precision recall curve as indicated by the dotted line.
Selecting a classification threshold leading to precision recall pair below the dotted line is
not reasonable for any use-case so that such thresholds are excluded in the AP calculation.

the IoU threshold is still commonly used. A comparison of IoU- and distance-based matching is
given in Figure 2.3.

Ground Truth

Prediction 1
- IoU: 0.12
- Distance: 0.11

- IoU: 0.14
- Distance: 0.14

Prediction 2

Figure 2.3: Comparison of IoU and distance metric for bounding boxes matching. Prediction 1 is the
preferred match when using the distance metric. Prediction 2 is the preferred match when
using the IoU metric. Inspired by Kim et al. [84].

2.3 Object Detection

Object detection algorithms can be categorized by the intended input sensor modality and
the algorithmic principles used. Notable applications of moving object detection in practice
were demonstrated during the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Urban
Challenge in 2007 [41, 85]. Objects were detected from 2D lidar input and compared to a static
map. Detected differences to the static map were classified as moving objects and tracked with
a Kalman filter [41].

For more complex real world urban traffic scenarios, more features have to be taken into account
to accurately identify clusters of points in the 3D space or pixels on images as objects. The
performance of straightforward rule-based approaches for these highly diverse cases has been
surpassed by deep learning-based methods [46, 86, 87] which learn a complex set of decision
boundaries directly from diverse real world traffic data.
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Advances of deep learning methods for object detection have been made possible due to
increased computational capabilities and available data sets that can be used for supervised
deep learning. Deep learning methods are composed of a multitude of stacked neural network
layers whose weights are jointly optimized. The optimization takes into account vast amounts of
input training data in an iterative fashion to generate discriminant features to solve the desired
task. The basics of deep learning methods are assumed to be known for the remainder of the
thesis. The following sections only review object detection specific research advancements.
Section 2.3.1 first reviews the camera-based object detection methods as modern deep learning
methods were first developed in this field. More advanced 3D detection methods for lidar
sensors are shown in Section 2.3.2. Radar data are only recently processed with deep learning
techniques so that Section 2.3.3 gives a more in-depth overview of rule-based methods as well
as deep learning-based methods. Section 2.3.4 presents methods to fuse sensor data from
different modalities for object detection.

2.3.1 Camera-based

Cameras are widely used passive sensors in automotive applications. Their high resolution and
color perception makes them suited for tasks such as road marking [88], traffic sign [26], and
human intention detection [89].

A single camera cannot measure the distance of the recorded pixels; thereby it cannot determine
the 3D position of the underlying objects. This is a drawback for object detection for autonomous
driving where a precise estimation of the 3D pose of surrounding objects is needed to maneuver
the environment.

Deep learning methods are proposed to estimate the depth from camera images, but the
performance of these methods is currently not sufficient for autonomous driving tasks [90].
Stereo camera systems calculate depth information from two cameras recording the same
scene from different view points. However, stereo pixel matching and depth calculation increase
complexity and processing time [91], while vibrations negatively impact the performance obtained
by such systems [92]. The remainder of this thesis therefore focuses on monocular camera data.

Rule-based Processing

Object detection on image data is a subcategory of Computer Vision (CV). Rule-based CV image
processing uses user-defined filters to generate characteristic features from images [93, 94]. For
example, edges of objects in images can be detected by applying a sequence of user-defined
filters over the image pixels [95]. A filter detecting horizontal edges can be applied as follows:
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In the example, the ∗ operator denotes a padded convolution which is used to generate an output
image with the same dimensions as the input image. The example input image is white at the
top and black at the bottom. The strong horizontal edge between the two different areas in the
example image is correctly detected in middle of the output edges image by the filter.

Characteristic features such as edges can further be processed to solve an underlying task.
This could be finding the number of steps of a stair case by counting the number of vertical
edges in an image. For more complex tasks, more complex sequences of filters can be applied
to image data, e.g. to generate depth information for a whole image by using some initial depth
measurements [96]. The features can be processed further with machine learning techniques
to perform image classification or object detection [94]. The usage of filters from classical CV
and the combination of CV and machine learning techniques have accumulated in modern
deep learning which uses optimization techniques to automate the filter definition and resulting
algorithm generation.

Deep Learning Methods

Effective filters for the underlying task are automatically generated in the optimization of DNNs,
replacing user-defined filters and handcrafted features. In practice, the optimized or learned
filter weights have proven more effective than human conceived filters from rule-based CV for
image classification and object detection. The use of learnable convolutional filters in DNNs
increased the performance of image classification algorithms significantly [97]. The strong
performance of convolutional filters, which consider the neighborhood pixels for every image
pixel in the classification process, have led to the explicit naming of this sub group of DNNs as
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). The success of DNNs can be seen on the ImageNet
leader board where such methods claim the first rank since 2012 [98]. Another type of popular
network architectures are recurrent neural networks and especially Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) networks [99] which model the time dimension in the neural network. LSTM cells can be
employed standalone or as part of any variant of DNNs.

More recent, notable works develop more effective deeper and more efficient network architec-
tures [100, 101] as well as novel training strategies [102] to further increase the performance of
image classification DNNs. The same network principles developed for image classification are
used and augmented for image object detection and adapted for further sensor data input. In
the following, an overview of 2D and 3D object detection methods is given. A visual comparison
of the different processing pipelines is given in Figure 2.4.

2D object detection on image data makes use of deep learning network architectures to locate
and classify objects in different parts of the image simultaneously. Girschick et al. [103–105]
propose a series of detection architectures which first identify regions of possible objects on
images and in a second step precisely localize and classify objects in these regions. Other
notable works approach object detection as a one step task, leading to shorter execution times for
real-time application while reaching lower AP scores than two step models [106–108]. Variants of
such models perform additional pixel-wise semantic segmentation of the image data, to receive
pixel-level estimates for surrounding objects [109, 110].

Further areas of research focus on improving the detection score in comparison to respective
baseline network architectures for specialized use-cases. Lin et al. [111] develop a widely-
adapted feature pyramid network. The network proposes object detections on different scales
which facilitates the joint detection of spatially big and small objects from the same input data. In
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of camera-based object detection pipelines. The same Red, Green, Blue (RGB)
input channels are processed to generate different outputs: bounding boxes in the 2D or 3D
space and pixel-wise depth information.
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autonomous driving, this can be helpful to detect close and far vehicles or pedestrians alongside
with trucks from the same input representation.

Further important use-cases include class imbalances in recorded data. Most of the input
image space consists of irrelevant background objects, while some classes such as emergency
vehicles might be underrepresented in the data. Focal loss [112] steers the optimization process
to consider underrepresented and wrongly classified examples more strongly. The stronger
weighting of harder samples implicitly favors the learning of underrepresented classes. As the
proposed approach only modifies the loss function of prior proposed 2D object detection DNNs,
it is adaptable to a variety of models and domains, e.g. object detection on lidar and radar data.

Even though 2D object detection is less complex than 3D object detection, the used CNNs
require a significant amount of computational resources. Much research is dedicated to derive
efficient architectures from the current state of the art. Huang et al. [113] compare a variety of
methods in terms of their quantitative performance and execution time. Other works focus on
finding efficient network architectures by eliminating layers and nodes that only contribute little
to the overall detection result [114].

The works of the different research directions in the field of deep learning mentioned above
can be combined. For example, feature pyramid networks can be trained with Focal loss or
individual network layers can be replaced with more efficient network layers. This overview of
2D object detection methods serves as an overview of important concepts that are re-used for
more complex developments. Methods that serve as a direct inspiration for this thesis will later
be summarized in Table 2.3 for all used modalities.

An exact quantitative comparison of literature methods is of secondary importance for this thesis.
As the methods have proven beneficially in their context, they could prove of greater importance
for further developments than the current quantitative state of the art model. Due to the rapid
development in this field, the state of the art model changes frequently and the current leading
model might not be the most important reference for future developments which set a new
quantitative 2D mAP state of the art score. For completeness of the general review, the highest
2D mAP score on the challenging Common Objects in Context (COCO) data set [115] is at
60.6 % [116] as of August 2021. On the KITTI data set [39], the highest monocular 2D mAP
score is at 95.2 % [117].

3D object detection from image data is an inherently harder task than 2D object detection as the
depth as the third dimension is not explicitly present in the input image data. DNN architectures
have been adapted for this challenge.

A first group of 3D object detection networks operates on the 2D data alone. It makes use of
keypoints and intermediate targets [118, 119], and geometric constraints between 2D and 3D
bounding boxes [120] to enhance the 3D detection performance. Specialized loss functions,
training strategies [121] and proposal generations considering the geometry of the environment
[122] shall further facilitate the training.

A second group of approaches first estimates depth information from every pixel with CNNs [90,
123] and then uses the Red, Green, Blue, Depth (RGB-D) data to detect objects in 3D [124,
125]. This learned depth information can also be used to project the image pixels back to the 3D
space to operate on pseudo-lidar point cloud data [126–128]. Methods originally developed for
lidar input data can then be applied on image data [117]. To further improve the performance,
new works in monocular 3D object detection also consider lens effects in the learning process
[129].
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However, the achieved 3D mAP of even the highest ranking methods is around six times lower
than that of lidar-based methods on public data sets [39, 130, 131]. That holds true despite
monocular images providing higher resolution input data [132] as monocular depth estimation is
less accurate than the estimation from stereo cameras [133] and the measurement from lidar
sensors.

The current quantitative state of the art of monocular 3D object detection achieves a 3D mAP
score of 13.9 % [130], using a combination of depth estimation, key points, and geometric
constraints. The state of the art in stereo 3D object detection reaches 54.2 % 3D mAP [134].
The state of the art lidar method tops the KITTI ranking at 82.5 % 3D mAP [131].

2.3.2 Lidar-based

In contrast to cameras, lidars are active sensors that calculate the distance to objects by
measuring the time interval between the send and receive event of the light waves they emit
[135]. Different sensor hardware designs are used in the automotive context. Mechanically
spinning lidars scan the environment consecutively while flash lidars use optical lenses to
transmit and receive the sensor signal for all directions simultaneously at discrete intervals
[136]. This thesis forgoes to discuss lidar sensor hardware specifications and challenges and
refers to further literature [136–139]. Irrespective of the sensor hardware principles, lidar sensors
output data in a point cloud format. Each point therein comprises its positions and respective
reflectance value. In contrast to camera sensors, the data format is less structured, as no regular
grid is used for the data representation. This leads to a variance in the number of data points, for
example depending on whether the lidar is scanning an empty rural road or a busy intersection
with many objects and static scenery around it.

Rule-based Processing

Rule-based lidar processing identifies characteristic structures in the point cloud data to detect
objects. Clustering methods can be applied to lidar data to find physically close points in the point
cloud and to identify the objects’ class from the shape of these point clusters [140]. Alternatively,
the internal geometry of the laser scan pattern can be used to cluster points [141, 142]. A third
principle for object detection is to project the sparse point cloud data to a discrete (occupancy)
grid [143–145]. Neighboring grid cells of similar properties, e.g. returning a measurement point,
are identified and clustered to extract objects [146, 147].

The overall performance of rule-based methods cannot compete with the one of deep learning-
based methods; this can be inferred from the comparison of methods on public data sets where
deep learning-based methods have constantly achieved the highest scores in recent years [39,
40]. Following this short overview of rule-base algorithms, the next section therefore focuses on
these state of the art methods.

Deep Learning Methods

Similar to image processing, DNNs are dominating object detection benchmarks for lidar data.
PointNet [148], PointNet++ [149] and Kernel Point Convolution (KPConv) [150] are notable DNN
architectures that directly process sparse point cloud input data. KPConv transfers the concept
of convolutions of data points with their neighbors from 2D image grids to irregular 3D point
cloud data.
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Standard CNNs for image data cannot reasonably be applied to 3D lidar data due to the
increased computational complexity caused by the additional spatial dimensionality of the 3D
lidar data in comparison to 2D image data. To solve this, efficient implementations of 3D grid
convolutions have been developed to process sparse point cloud data from a 3D voxel grid [151,
152]. These efficient implementations are possible as most 3D grid cells remain empty in typical
traffic scenes and can be discarded in the sparse processing. Both, direct point processing and
sparse convolutional layers are used as the building blocks of state of the art lidar processing. A
visual comparison of the different processing pipelines for direct point processing and sparse
convolutions is given in Figure 2.5.

3D bounding boxes

Direct point processing

lidar point cloud

sparse 3D DNNvoxelization

3D voxel grid 3D bounding boxes

Sparse 3D convolutions

lidar point cloud

point-based DNN

Figure 2.5: Comparison of point-based and grid-based processing pipelines for lidar object detection.

Liang et al. [153] project lidar data to a camera-like 2D front view plane. The resulting 2D image
is processed with a 2D CNN to extract features for the input points. The generated features
are then projected to a perpendicular Bird’s-Eye View (BEV) plane to perform the 3D object
detection. In this way, no convolutions in the 3D space are needed to obtain the final detection
result.

VoxelNet [154] and Sparsely Embedded Convolutional Detection (SECOND) [151] propose using
sparse 3D grids to perform object detection. The detection head is similar to the ones used in 2D
object detection, making their respective sparse convolution implementations the major novelty
of the works.

PointPillars [155] encodes point-based features into a 2D grid which incorporates all points
and features along the height axis in a single combined cell, leading to a BEV representation.
This is justified by the fact that the height of traffic objects does not vary much and is of less
importance to the driving task. After encoding features with a point-based structure, the features
are processed in a 2D fashion. This way the network makes use of a combination of PointNet
and image object detection architectures.

Shi et al. [156] develop a point-based two stage approach adapted from Faster-RCNN [103] for 3D
object detection and refine the achieved performance in a continuing work [157]. Shi et al. [158]
further use a combination of grid- and point-based processing, creating a rough estimation from
the grid representation and a local refinement on point-based data. At the time of writing this
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thesis, the best performing method [159] on the nuScenes data set [40] similarly uses a VoxelNet
network structure with a second refinement step for the final object detection output.

As human performance in object recognition increases when viewing an object for a longer
consecutive time [160], further efforts have been made to use the time dimension during point
cloud processing. LSTM networks are adapted to accept point clouds as input data [161].
Additionally, motion information can only be inferred by considering time-dependent information
in the perception task [162]. Despite these motivations for the processing of time-dependent
information in DNNs, time-dependent methods could not outperform networks processing a
singular combined point cloud of the input data as of writing this thesis.

Despite their sparsity, processing point clouds with DNNs remains a calculation intensive task.
Han et al. [163] provide a review on filtering point cloud data to make the detection processing
in the DNN less computationally expensive. Simple filtering methods may limit the sensor field
of view or area of interest to reduce the point cloud size. When applying these methods for
real-time applications, one needs to consider the trade-off between the additional processing
time for the pre-processing operations versus the time saved through the reduced input size for
the DNN.

The current quantitative lidar-based state of the art for object detection on the KITTI data set
reaches a 3D mAP of 82.5 % [131]. The highest 3D mAP score on the nuScenes data set is
67.1 % [159]. A direct quantitative comparison of both models is not given as they are only
evaluated on different data sets.

2.3.3 Radar-based

The third widely used sensor type for automotive object detection is the radar sensor. Similar to
lidars, radars emit electromagnetic waves and calculate the distance to objects by measuring
the time it takes until the receiver module records the reflection signal of the transmitted wave.
The doppler effect [164, pp. 420-425] is used to directly measure the radial velocity component
of objects—hereafter called range rate—in one time step. Due to the different wavelengths used,
radars are more robust against inclement weather conditions such as heavy rain or fog than
cameras or lidars.

Figure 2.6 gives a high-level overview of an exemplary radar signal processing chain adapted
from Engels et al. [73]. The raw radar samples are processed in several stages in the pre-
processing module. The fast-time Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used to measure the distance
or range to an object. The slow-time FFT is used to extract the range rate information. The
phase shift of the receive signal at different antennas of the radar is used in the beamforming
module to measure the azimuth angle to an object. In current production radar sensors, the
three dimensions range rate, range, and azimuth angle form the radar cube. Peaks in these
signals are detected with the target detection and parameter estimation modules to create point
targets which are the elements of a radar point cloud. The received radar signal strength of
the point targets, also called Radar Cross-Section (RCS), is strongly dependent on the surface
material, shape, and size of the reflecting object. The RCS alone is not a discriminative indicator
to classify different point targets [165, 166]. A radar point cloud consists of both moving and
non-moving point targets and a notable number of noise targets. The developments of this thesis
operate on data in form of a point cloud. Further common names for the point cloud are target
list or radar clusters. Winner [167] provides further details on radar processing.
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Figure 2.6: Exemplary radar signal processing chain, adapted from Engels et al. [73]. This section
reviews object detection methods based on both, radar cube and point cloud data. The
developments of the thesis use point cloud input data.

The frequency bandwidth and antenna characteristics limit the resolution of radar sensors [73,
p. 1]. Noise and multi-path reflections can lead to unwanted point target detections. Due to the
high background noise level and low resolution, non-moving objects of interest, such as cars,
are not easily distinguishable from other background surfaces. For this reason radar sensors are
mostly used for moving object detection, e.g. for an ACC application where the range rate feature
delivers discriminative information to distinguish objects from the non-moving environment.
Another disadvantage of current radar sensors is that no height information is measured, making
the classification and distinction between different object classes more difficult. Recently, sensor
hardware advances enable the measurement of 4D information (3D space + range rate) [73,
168]. Due to the experimental status of such systems, the remainder of the thesis focuses on
the processing of mature production radar point cloud data with a maximum of one range rate
and two spatial dimensions.

Rule-based Processing

The noise level of radar point cloud data has to be reduced further to provide confident object
detections. For this, the radar point clouds are tracked with Bayesian filtering methods such
as the Unscented Kalman filter [169] to generate object detections. Due to the high noise
level in radar data, a tracking of a point target over time, before deciding on whether or not
an object is present at a certain location, is of greater importance than for lidar and camera
sensors. Despite their close relation, tracking and data association are their own research fields
which enable radar-based object detection. Data association can be performed with simple
and computationally cheap algorithms such as the Hungarian method [170]. The distances
between past tracked objects and the current measurements are used to minimize the data
association costs. More advanced algorithms make use of probability hypotheses to find an
optimal assignment in more complex circumstances [171].

In an automotive environment, spatially close objects need to be distinguished and associated
over multiple time steps. Pedestrian crowds are an especially challenging scenario for tracking
and association applications, as the movement properties of these objects can change quickly,
distances of passing individuals are small and their paths cross regularly [172]. Advances in
tracking and association are discussed in additional literature [173, 174].

With advances in radar technology, single objects can be represented by a multitude of points
originating from the same object of interest. The number of points per object can vary greatly
from no point at all to 20 or even more points per object depending on the sensor type, distance
to, and the type of the object of interest. Tracking and associating this many points is no longer
feasible with the aforementioned methods. Instead, the measurement points are clustered per
object and then tracked to reduce the computational complexity. For clustering, several authors
adapt the Density-based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) algorithm [140]
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to the usage on radar data. For this, the radar points are converted to a grid and then clustered
based on their spatial similarity [175–177]. Kellner et al. [177] incorporate the known changes in
Cartesian resolution over the distance into the clustering. Li et al. [176] use the range rate as an
additional input dimension to perform clustering on a 3D grid.

Stolz et al. [178] adapt border following approaches from image processing to identify radar
clusters in either Range-Azimuth (RA) or Range-Doppler (RD) projections of the point cloud.
The algorithm is demonstrated for several objects in a static scene.

Yuxuan et al. [179] learn the geometric distribution of radar measurements from the underlying
nuScenes data set [40]. The work argues that radar point target distributions cannot accurately
be modeled by contour or surface models and that the data driven approach provides more
accurate results than pre-defined distributions for the tracking application. The presented rule-
based object detection method is in an experimental stage and tested for detecting a single
vehicle.

Rule-based methods are successfully applied for moving object detection on radar data in
series production automotive systems. In contrast, general object detection of both, moving
and non-moving objects from radar data is still in a research phase. Due to the state-of-the-art
results of deep learning methods for object detection on camera and lidar data, the transfer of
such methods to the radar domain is recently explored.

Deep Learning Methods

This section provides an overview of different research directions in this emerging field. Radar
deep learning research is more actively evolving since around 2016. Lombacher et al. [180] apply
a grid-based CNN on radar data to classify grid patches according to the type of object contained
in the patch. In a continuing work [181], an ensemble of a CNN and random forest is used to
boost the performance of the grid classification. The two step approach of Schumann et al. [182]
clusters radar point cloud data with a DBSCAN approach and then classifies those clusters
with either a random forest or an LSTM network. The neural network shows favorable results
in comparison. These early works originate from the same research group, using similar data
in their publications. Since 2019, more radar data became available to the public, facilitating
additional research.

A broad overview of machine learning applications for radar data can be found in review papers
[73, 183, 184]. The reviews of Engels et al. [73] and Abdu et al. [183] focus on the application
to automotive radar data. Only selected works were presented in the review of camera- and
lidar-based object detection methods in the previous sections. Due to the significantly lower
amount of literature, this section gives an overview of all automotive radar deep learning-based
object detection literature known to the author. Many of the works are developed concurrently
and independently from each other so that this section mainly provides an extensive structured
list of works in the field. Relations between papers are given in case they exist.

Automotive radar deep learning methods can be subdivided based on the used input format.
The first group of approaches uses radar cube data in either 2D or 3D grids as an input. The
second group of algorithms processes the point cloud data directly with DNNs. Unsurprisingly,
the first group of approaches uses algorithms more closely related to image processing while
the second group is more heavily influenced by lidar point cloud approaches.

Radar cube data-based methods use the dense radar information before a point cloud
representation is extracted from the peaks in the signal. Cheng et al. [185] propose to use an
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encoder-decoder CNN to convert the input Range-Doppler image into a grid of probabilities of
an object being present at a certain coordinate. The algorithm is evaluated on a non-public data
set. The quality of the resulting point cloud is compared to a rule-based extracted point cloud
with Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) [186]. The deep learning approach generated a point
cloud with greater similarities to a lidar point cloud which is used as benchmark data.

The following methods perform both point cloud extraction and/or some form of object detection
from either Range-Azimuth (RA) or Range-Azimuth-Doppler (RAD) matrices.

Stroescu et al. [187] manually extract data of objects and their close environment from the
Range-Azimuth-plane. Their model detects objects on these extracted data. The work shows
favorable results on a non-public data set. However, as only one object is present per data patch,
the work performs a task similar to the classification performed in previous work [180] with an
additional refinement for the localization rather than a complete object detection.

The network of Major et al. [188] operates on the whole RAD cube tensor. The network processes
2D projections of the cube as input data to generate the object detections. Their work is the first
to perform peak extraction and object detection in one combined DNN. The use of the doppler
information enhances the detection performance.

Azam et al. [189] operate on Range-Azimuth data. The work uses three different color spaces
to represent the input data. All three color space parameterizations of the same data are
concurrently processed in the network to enhance the feature extraction performance with an
attention mechanism. The paper states the robustness of the approach to inclement weather
conditions, as the performance is not affected by different environment conditions present in the
used data.

Another work sets its focus on the detection of pedestrians and bicycles from radar data [190].
Lidar and camera data are leveraged to label a non-public data set. The network takes the
Range-Azimuth-Doppler (RAD) cube data as input. To limit the data amount and computational
expense of the processing, only moving targets in a distance closer than 20 m to the ego vehicle
are used as input data. The network is trained with a combination of noisy labels from automatic
annotations and precise hand-labeled annotations. The addition of noisy automatically labeled
data increased the achieved performance by providing more variance to the training set.

Palffy et al. [191] use a combination of RAD radar cube and point cloud data to classify radar
points and cluster them to objects. The approach shows better classification results on the same
data as Schumann et al. [182] which operate on point cloud data only.

Point cloud-based methods are first applied by Schumann et al. [192] in 2018. The work adapts
a PointNet++ approach for point cloud segmentation as a preliminary result for object detection.
The segmentation result outperforms prior work from the same group using a clustering and
LSTM network [182]. Ablation studies show that using range rate and RCS measurements as
additional features improve the overall result.

Danzer et al. [193] are the first to adapt a point-based approach for both segmentation and
object detection on radar data. The network is evaluated on a non-public data set.

Dreher et al. [194] adapt the previous work [193] and compare point-based and grid-based
object detection on the public nuScenes data set. The point-based approach outperforms the
grid-based approach by a large margin for all evaluated input data. However, the low data density
of the used data set leads to overall less favorable scores than works using similar methods
on non-public data. Problems with the nuScenes radar data are also pointed out by additional
literature [71–73].
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A recent work from Schumann et al. [195] provides an extended framework for radar point cloud
processing. Non-moving radar points are accumulated in a grid and segmentation is performed
with a CNN. Moving points are classified with an augmented point-based approach. The work
extends the point-based network with a fixed-size memory point cloud whose features influence
the current segmentation step to incorporate the time dimension into the segmentation process.

From a quantitative point of view, only one paper reports radar-based detection results on the
publicly available nuScenes data set. The paper achieves a 3D AP for the car class of 10.2 %
[196]. In comparison the CenterPoint lidar method achieves an AP of 87.0 % [159].

2.3.4 Data Fusion-based

A single sensor always measures a specific subset of the whole information content that is
available. This is true for both, the human sensory system and technical sensor systems. Even
more importantly, the data that a sensor provides are only valid to a certain accuracy and
resolution subject to certain conditions. Optical illusions are an everyday example that show the
limitations of the human perception system. To compensate sensory imperfections, humans
combine several sensory modalities, e.g. smell and sight to determine whether food is still edible,
or hearing and sight to localize movements in the surrounding. While humans combine their
sensory systems intuitively, a lot of research is performed to find suitable fusion methods of
several sensor systems in technical contexts.

Back in 1988, Moravec [197] equipped a robot with several sensing systems such as sonar,
camera, and contact sensors to create an occupancy grid map of the environment. The sensor
characteristics are taken into account in order to calculate the occupancy probabilities for each
cell in a grid map built up from multiple sensor measurements. Bayesian principles are used in
the sensor fusion via a Kalman filter [169, 198].

However, the relationships between the measurement content and quality of different sensors
cannot always be estimated precisely. This motivates research in data-based methods that learn
these characteristics from real world data from the target domain. As early as 1990, Chaudhuri
and Das [199] fuse the measurements of thermal and radar sensor information in a simple neural
network to classify airborne targets.

Recently, advanced deep learning networks are used to fuse data of multiple sources, also
called multi-modal data. Liu et al. [200] fuse multi-modal data, in the form of different features
extracted from social media to estimate the gender of a user. In all three tasks presented in the
paper, the multi-modal features lead to an improvement in the achieved performance.

In the autonomous driving context, a review for deep learning fusion methods [201] focuses
on localization and mapping tasks. Velasco-Hernandez et al. [202] review autonomous driving
software solutions in general. The work focuses on perception tasks and sensor fusion aspects.
It highlights the importance of sensor data fusion to enable safe autonomous driving. This
includes the need for a robust framework where different software components do not interfere
with each other’s functionality and resources. A more extensive review by the same authors [203]
provides further insights into different sensor technologies, calibration methods, and sensor
fusion algorithms for object detection.

Lidar and camera data are widely available to the public. Cui et al. [204] review fusion approaches
for both sensor data. A comprehensive review of deep learning sensor fusion methods is provided
by Feng et al. [35]. The work reviews both segmentation and object detection algorithms.
Additionally, it presents data sets available to the public. The research shows that no single
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fusion technique stands out in all circumstances. Furthermore, it stresses that radar data sets
and radar processing research is under-represented in recent research. While all presented
review works motivate sensor data fusion, no best practice methods have been established
so far. In the following, a review of three conceptually different fusion strategies for object
detection is presented: Consecutive fusion, probabilistic fusion, and deep learning fusion. A
visual comparison of the different fusion strategies is given in Figure 2.7.

Probabilistic fusion

camera image

radar point cloud

3D bounding boxes

3D bounding boxes

3D bounding boxes

Consecutive fusion

camera image

radar point cloud

fusion by
association

raw data
fusion

probabilistic
fusion

radar point positions

2D object
detection

3D object
detection

3D object
detection

Deep learning fusion

3D DNN
camera image

radar point cloud

radar data

3D bounding boxes

2D bounding boxes

R G B| | |

3D bounding boxes

Figure 2.7: Comparison of consecutive, probabilistic, and deep learning fusion pipelines.
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Consecutive Fusion

Consecutive fusion methods first process data from one sensor modality and then process
additional modalities to generate additional insights. Each sensor is responsible for a fixed task
and no redundant information, e.g. independent estimates of an object position from different
sensor inputs, are fused.

Han et al. [205] project radar detections to the image space. The surrounding Region of
Interest (ROI) of the radar projection is then fed to a machine learning-based image classifier.
Nabati and Qi [206] and Zhang et al. [207] use the projection of radar point cloud data as the
anchor locations for 2D object detection with a DNN. While these methods leverage the strengths
of the sensors, the resulting detection performance is strongly dependent on accurate radar
data. Should the radar not detect a vehicle, the image processing does not serve as a backup to
compensate a misdetection.

Jha et al. [208] first use a CNN to detect the objects on the image plane. If a radar target is
present at the same location, its distance information is associated to the 2D bounding box to
complete a 3D object detection. In this case, the camera detection is the main limiting factor
for the overall performance. The fusion pipeline of this work is visualized in Figure 2.7. Such
methods would not detect objects which are clearly visible in the radar data for cases where
the prior camera detection fails. To be able to compensate errors in one processing pipeline, a
different processing strategy is proposed.

Probabilistic Fusion

Probabilistic fusion methods create independent object detection outputs from each sensor data,
before computing a final object detection output by considering estimated uncertainties of the
sensor-wise object detections.

The fusion of different sensor modality input data for object detection of automotive applications
in series production is often performed in the form of a Kalman filter fusion [169, 198]. The
individual object detections can either be tracked per sensor or fused directly in an asynchronous
Kalman filter with adequate sensor inputs.

A performance study comparing different fusion strategies [209] favors individual tracking and a
subsequent fusion, also called track-to-track fusion. Data fusion on multiple levels is performed
by Sun et al. [210] for multiple radar sensor data inputs. Liu et al. [51] use a CNN for image-based
object detection and fuse the detections of camera and radar data with a Kalman filter and
data association [211]. Recently, more track-to-track fusion algorithms have been applied to
automotive applications for camera and radar fusion [212] as well as camera, lidar, and radar
fusion [213].

For all these methods, assumptions about the noise-level and measurement accuracy are used
for obtaining the final results. Assumptions need to be made during the steps of data association,
tracking, and the fusion itself. In practice, it is difficult or even impossible to obtain general and
accurate assumptions for all parameters as the detection accuracy of different sensors varies
depending on environment conditions and the type of object that is to be detected. To mitigate
this problem, data-based solutions are explored that learn the fusion output from an adequate
set of examples.
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Deep Learning Fusion

Deep learning fusion methods fuse raw data of all sensors in a DNN, providing a shared object
detection result. The weighting of different sensor input data is performed by the network itself.

While adequate data are a necessary condition for the development of a successful algorithm,
just providing data to a DNN will not lead to the desired result if the network architecture and loss
function are not tailored to the specific task. Convolutions that capture spatial relationships are
an important structure for image object detection. The structure of 3D scenes can be captured
by voxel grids in the network structure [154] or by advanced point-based networks which model
the relationships of points in the provided network connections [149]. This structure helps the
optimizer to find a minimum that is in alignment to the abstract task, e.g. object detection,
that is to be performed. However, it has not been proven whether or not these structures are
beneficial for sensor fusion tasks. Finding an optimal network structure and loss function for
sensor fusion networks is therefore subject to current research. In contrast to probabilistic fusion,
assumptions about the sensor characteristics do not need to be modelled manually. On the
downside, the performance of a DNN has to be experimentally explored, requiring vast amounts
of computational resources for comparing different network parameterizations. This section
reviews existing deep learning-based fusion methods, with an emphasize on radar-centric
methods.

Depending on the processing level on which different sensor modalities are fused in the DNN,
Feng et al. [35] distinguish between early, middle and late fusion methods. Early fusion methods
directly fuse the raw sensor data and process them jointly in a DNN. Late fusion methods use
separate networks or algorithms to process each sensor modality and fuse the outputs, for ex-
ample with a Kalman filter as presented in Section 2.3.4. The advantage of early fusion methods
lies in the potential to use all raw input data information jointly and learn from interdependencies
of the data [214]. Late fusion approaches on the other hand can use specialized algorithms for
processing data of each sensor type. Middle fusion methods, also called feature fusion methods,
processes the input data separately for parts of the network layers, before fusing them and using
the joint features to calculate the shared output. In this thesis, early and feature fusion methods
are jointly called low-level fusion methods as compared to the high-level late fusion approaches.
High-level fusion methods are most widely applied in production as of writing this thesis. Due
to the possibility to compensate sensor weaknesses and add complementary—and not only
redundant—information, more research is recently directed towards early and feature fusion
algorithms. Such methods are reviewed in the following paragraphs, distinguishing between
methods for 2D and 3D object detection.

2D data fusion methods locate objects in a 2D projection space. Chadwick et al. [215] are
the first to perform 2D object detection based on a feature fusion of radar and camera data.
Compared to the image baseline, the performance of the network is especially effective for
distant objects, which are relatively small in the image data.

RV-Net [216, 217] performs a similar fusion and reports a performance gain for more distant
objects as well. This approach is evaluated on the public nuScenes data set. The feature fusion
approach provides better results than the baseline image-only and high-level fusion approaches.
The successor of this work, SO-Net [218] performs a joint segmentation and object detection
with a similar architecture. While individual segmentation and object detection networks produce
higher AP scores, the joint network is motivated by computational performance gain.
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Yadav et al. [219] use feature level fusion of camera and radar as well. The network uses
a Faster-RCNN [103] inspired structure. An implementation using both, 2D grid and radar
projection guided anchors, provides the best results in their research.

Wang et al. [220] use radar data to localize objects. The projection of the radar objects is used to
generate a ROI on the image data. The network then uses image features and associated micro
doppler signatures from the radar data in a feature fusion to classify the objects. Consequently,
the work uses a mix of consecutive and deep learning fusion methods.

3D data fusion methods in an automotive context are first presented in the form of a feature
fusion network by Chen et al. [221]. The network fuses camera and lidar data, where the lidar
data are projected to a BEV and a front view. The features of the different sensor processing
branches are fused with a mean operation. A similar method, the Aggregate View Object
Detection (AVOD) architecture [222] uses camera data and a BEV projection of the lidar data to
perform a feature fusion for object detection. The architecture and novel loss set the quantitative
state of the art on the KITTI data set in 2018 [39].

The works of Kim et al. [84] and Meyer et al. [223] adapted the AVOD architecture for radar and
camera fusion. Instead of a BEV projection of point cloud data, Kim [84] uses Range-Azimuth
tensors from the radar domain as input data. The network is evaluated on a non-public data
set, outperforming their radar- or image-only baselines. The paper further argues that the IoU
threshold for anchor matching is not suitable for 3D object detection. A distance-based anchor
matching is proposed which increases the detection performance.

Lim et al. [224] project camera data to a BEV representation before fusing it with the Range-
Azimuth data of the radar. A feature fusion is performed by a concatenation of the sensor
individual features. The performance of the camera projection is limited especially for distant
parts of the sensor FOV. The fusion approach is therefore evaluated for short ranges where it
outperforms the sensor-individual detection approaches.

The following groups of approaches work with radar data on a point cloud level. The methods
are ordered according to the additional fusion modalities used. GRIF-Net [225] applies a feature
fusion of radar and camera data. The fusion is performed by a Gated Region of Interest Fusion
(GRIF) which uses learned weights to associate the sensor data. The approach outperforms their
radar baseline on the public nuScenes data set by a small margin. Nabati and Qi [226] propose
object candidates in the 3D space generated by a camera data-based network. In a second
stage, the object detection is refined with both camera and front view-projected radar features.
Only radar points which originate from a distance-based interval around the initial object proposal
from camera data processing are considered for the detection output. This compensates the
problem of associating distant radar points in a 2D projection with unrelated camera data. The
joint detection outperforms several camera-based and camera-radar-fusion-based baselines on
the public nuScenes data set.

A fusion of lidar and radar point cloud data is performed by RadarNet [227]. After transforming the
point clouds to a regular grid structure and initial processing, a feature fusion by concatenation
is performed. In later stages, an additional fusion of the radar range rate data is performed
to augment the object detection by a velocity estimation. The radar data input increases the
performance in comparison to the lidar baseline by a small margin. The LiRaNet [228] approach
performs radar, lidar and map data fusion. The network does not only perform object detection,
but also predicts future object positions in an end-to-end fashion outperforming their baseline.
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Wang et al. [229] fuse camera, lidar, and radar data to perform object detection. Camera data
colors are projected onto the lidar point cloud before using a point-based architecture for the
object detection. Additional radar features are used to predict velocity information for the object.
The fusion of all three sensor modalities increases the performance in comparison to their
baseline on the nuScenes data set slightly.

The highest quantitative 3D mAP score of a fusion method on the nuScenes data set reaches
66.8 % [230] which is just short of the highest lidar score at 67.1 % [159]. The highest ranking
radar and camera fusion method reports a 3D mAP score of 32.6 % [226]. For radar and lidar
fusion, as well as radar, camera, and lidar fusion, no official scores with related publications are
released.

2.3.5 Summary of Methods

The thesis gives an overview of object detection methods using different sensor input data.
Though a quantitative comparison of the performance of all methods is not conclusively possible
due to the limited data availability, the dominance of lidar-based approaches in the upper ranks
of public object detection data sets is recognized [39, 40]. This shows that lidar sensor data
are an integral building block to achieve quantitative state of the art object detection results.
Fusion methods of different sensor combinations gain more popularity due to the potential of
complimentary processing and for increased robustness. In the KITTI and nuScenes rankings
however, the absolute quantitative performance of published fusion methods, could not surpass
that of lidar data-based methods as of August 2021.

The multitude of works mentioned in this chapter contribute in different ways to current research
ideas. To condense the shown related research work, Table 2.3 gives an overview of the most
relevant publications which inspired the following development of this thesis in Chapter 4.

Table 2.3: Overview of related work most relevant to this thesis. 3: Official implementation is available
open source. (3): Unofficial implementation is available open source. Publications in bold
are developed as part of this thesis in Chapter 4.

Publication Impact
Open

Year
source

ca
m

er
a VGG [100] CNN for image-based feature extraction 3 2015

SSD [108] Efficient CNN for object detection 3 2016
Feature Pyramid [111] Detection of objects of different sizes 3 2016

RetinaNet [112] Loss function to handle imbalanced data 3 2017

lid
ar

PointNet [148] Semantic segmentation from point cloud data 3 2017
VoxelNet [154] Efficient point cloud processing in discretized 3D grids (3) 2018
KPConv [150] Neighborhood convolutions for point clouds 3 2019

ra
da

r Radar PointNet++ [192] Semantic segmentation from radar point clouds 7 2018
Radar PointNet [193] Object detection from radar point clouds 7 2019
Radar KPConv [72] Neighborhood convolutions for radar point clouds 3 2021

2D
fu

si
on

MV3D [221] CNN fusion for camera and projected lidar data (3) 2017
Fusion ResNet [215] CNN fusion for camera and projected radar data 7 2019

CRF-Net [231] CNN fusion for camera and projected radar data 3 2019

3D
fu

si
on RadarNet [227] CNN fusion for radar and lidar data 7 2020

RVF-Net [232] CNN fusion for radar, camera, and lidar data 3 2021
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This chapter draws conclusions from the literature research and identifies open research ques-
tions in the field of object detection in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 gives an overview of the deduced
research questions and the resulting structure of this thesis.

3.1 Conclusions from Related Work

Chapter 2 discussed recent developments in the field of object detection for autonomous driving.
For camera- and lidar-based object detection, deep learning methods have already proven as
the most reliable and effective group of algorithms. However, even the highest ranking published
lidar method on the nuScenes data set only reaches a 3D mAP score of 67.1 % [159] which
shows that current object detection methods are not robust enough to handle all scenarios of
interest. Radar object detection and multi-modal radar-centric fusion is still in an early stage of
research and development. As shown in Section 2.3.3, radar sensors possess advantageous
characteristics for enabling more robust object detection. The low data availability and historically
lower spatial resolution limited the development of deep learning approaches in the past years.
Radar-based object detection with deep learning methods is identified as the first knowledge
gap in the state of the art. In rule-based processing, tracking objects over time is imperative
to produce reliable object detection results. Using the time dimension in DNN processing is
deemed a possible approach for radar object detection.

The radar data density and labelling availability of the nuScenes data set are the best compromise
of publicly available data sets for object detection. The nuScenes data set is selected as the
data set used for the evaluation in this thesis. As the data density of radar data remains low in
comparison to other modalities, it is questionable whether the data provided by current radar
technology are discriminant enough to perform object detection on this sole input source.

The sensor modality specific drawbacks on the one hand and the complementary potential on
the other hand motivate further research on sensor fusion for object detection. Fusion methods
applied in series production applications perform a high-level fusion of sensor individual object
detections. However, to make use of the strengths and compensate the weaknesses of the
sensors, a shared processing is needed. This need is reflected in the recent surge of low-level
fusion algorithms in literature. Though the motivation from a practical point of view is strong, none
of the proposed fusion methods reaches the recent quantitative state of the art performance of
object detection with lidar data. Radar data show great potential for practical applications due to
their weather robustness, range rate measurements, and durability advantages compared to
lidar sensors. Even for lidar-centric object detection, no best-practice low-level fusion method is
identifiable from the literature.
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The methods presented in the related work for radar-based object detection and radar-centric
deep learning fusion for object detection were only developed concurrently to this thesis. This
is exemplary shown by the Year column in Table 2.3. At the same time, radar-centric object
detection algorithms have been open sourced less often than camera and lidar algorithms in
the past which set higher boundaries for further research. Radar-centric sensor fusion with
additional sensor modalities for object detection is identified as the second knowledge gap.

While there are certain similarities in the presented radar-centric works, different directions
of development show that the research field is still presenting a variety of unsolved problems.
Exploring of different directions is performed until a dominant processing approach can be
deduced from literature. Even though Engels et al. [73, p. 4] state that point cloud data are
an efficient basis for data fusion, with the current lack of adequate data, it is not possible to
confidently determine an ideal input data abstraction level. Point cloud data are selected in
this thesis due to the motivation from related work, the public data availability, and resulting
comparability potential to future methods. Due to the little research in this field and the shown
potential, this thesis develops algorithms with the goal to set a baseline performance of radar-
centric object detection approaches. The performance of the models is evaluated on the public
nuScenes data set.

This thesis explores new architectures motivated by practical considerations inspired from
classical radar processing and physical relationships of point targets. Both early and feature
fusion approaches need to be further explored for radar processing. The usage of an early
fusion is motivated by the potential to leverage all raw data jointly. Feature fusion methods are
motivated by the fact that different sensor data have different abstraction levels. The exploration
of low-level fusion methods in general is motivated by several works [214, 233]. To start off with
a strong but not overly complex baseline model, this thesis adapts established deep learning
models from camera and lidar processing such as CNNs, KPConv, and VoxelNet to the radar
domain.

3.2 Research Questions

As the literature does not provide a conclusive approach for deep learning-based radar-centric
object detection, the goal of this thesis is to explore different approaches and provide evidence-
based directions for future research guided by the main research question:

Can the usage of radar data make camera and lidar object detection more robust?
Object detection is chosen as the focus of the research question since established methods in
the radar processing field are only able to detect moving objects in a limited area of interest,
e.g. for ACC applications, in comparison to the need of detecting a plethora of objects in a large
FOV for the use-case of autonomous driving. Robustness refers to the application of object
detection methods in challenging environment conditions such as rain or night conditions, where
the resulting lidar or camera data quality is limited. The research question is further subdivided
into sub research questions, which are deduced from the knowledge gap in the state of the art:

• How to process radar data with deep learning methods?

• Should radar and camera data be fused with low-level or high-level fusion
methods?

• Should radar, camera, and lidar data be fused with low-level or high-level
fusion methods?
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Sections 4.1–4.3 of this thesis propose methods to answer these questions in the form of
published papers:

• Section 4.1 presents a direct point-based deep learning method to classify radar
points. A straightforward approach is researched in order to obtain a first bench-
mark for transferring existing lidar-based methods into a new domain. The suitability
of different deep learning architectures for the application to radar sensor data
is explored. Furthermore, the time-dependent processing of consecutive input
data samples with deep learning methods is investigated due to the importance of
tracking point targets in classical radar processing.

• Section 4.2 fuses radar data and camera data with a combined early and feature
fusion deep learning network. The approach is motivated by the maturity of camera-
based object detection methods in literature. The fusion approach is explored to
obtain a quantitative benchmark in this new field on a public data set. As no
prior fusion results are available, the performance is benchmarked against a
strong camera-only baseline network. To measure the robustness of the fusion
method, additional experiments in inclement weather conditions are performed
and discussed in Chapter 5.

• Building up on the knowledge of the prior studies about the importance of lidar
input data for object detection, Section 4.3 fuses radar, camera, and lidar data
with an early fusion deep learning network. Motivated by lidar-based literature, the
fusion of the different sensor types is explored in the 3D space. Different fusion
modality configurations are studied in inclement weather conditions to examine the
robustness of the sensor fusion approach.

Figure 3.1 gives an overview of the structure of this work. Algorithm development and evaluation
is performed in Chapter 4. The thesis discusses the answers to the research questions and the
practical implications of the results in Chapter 5. Directions for future work from open questions
of this thesis are suggested in Section 5.3.

Object Detection for Autonomous Driving

Radar Camera Lidar

Section 5.1: Research Questions

Section 5.3: Outlook

Chapter 6: Summary

Section 5.2: Practical Relevance

Section 4.3: Radar, Camera, and Lidar Fusion [232]

Section 4.1:
Point Cloud
Segmentation [72]

Section 4.2: Radar and Camera Fusion [231]

Figure 3.1: Structure of the remainder of the thesis.
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This chapter develops radar-centric deep learning methods to answer the research questions
formulated in the previous chapter.

4.1 Radar Point Cloud Segmentation

This work explores the application of deep learning methods on radar data. The content of this
section has been published in [72]. The developed semantic segmentation DNN for radar data
is available on GitHub [234].

Summary
A point cloud segmentation method for a combined moving and non-moving target classification
with radar input data is presented in this paper. The radar data of five calibrated radars are
combined for this task. This combination of unimodal sensors is not labeled as a fusion as the
thesis reserves the terms of low-level and high-level fusion for data originating from sources of
different modalities. A direct point processing approach is selected as the processing method. To
model the relationships between radar points more directly than with previous PointNet++-based
methods used on radar data [192], a KPConv [150] architecture is adapted to the radar domain.
This network architecture leads to more accurate segmentation results on lidar data by modelling
spatial relationships more directly [150]. This work is the first to use these neighborhood point-
based convolutions on radar data. To decrease the complexity of the learning process, a semantic
segmentation is preferred against an object detection head to explore the general feasibility of
the use of deep learning methods in a first step.

The segmentation of moving vehicles leads to an F1-score of 75.8 % with the PointNet++
baseline. The proposed KPConv architecture reached an F1-score of 74.7 %. Additional efforts
were made to adapt LSTM networks to the irregular point processing domain to mimic the
strengths of tracking methods for radar processing with deep learning, called Kernel Point LSTM
(KPLSTM). The modelling with point cloud-adapted LSTM layers leads to a score of 75.3 %.
All further tested models of the paper have a relative performance difference to the respective
baseline lower than 2 %, leading to the conclusion that the more complex network architecture
could not significantly improve the performance of the baseline. For the remainder of the thesis,
relative differences in the performance scores are given without decimal places while absolute
scores are presented with one decimal place to prevent confusion.

The spatial coordinates, radar cross section, and range rate features of the radar data are used
as input features to the network. The F1-score for segmenting both moving and non-moving
vehicles is relatively 21 % lower than that for semantic segmentation of moving vehicles. An
ablation study without the range rate feature in the input space, showed a relative decrease
in the segmentation F1-score by 31 % for semantic segmentation of moving vehicles with the
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proposed KPConv architecture. Similar performance differences are seen for all tested network
parameterizations. The evaluation of the networks shows that the range rate feature is of great
importance to the segmentation result which was also deduced from literature of rule-based
approaches. The lower segmentation performance achieved without the range rate feature hints
that the used radar data are not discriminant enough to detect non-moving objects reliably. A
summary of the results is given in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Radar point cloud segmentation results. The developed KPLSTM and KPConv methods do
not outperform the PointNet++ baseline. Ablation studies are found at the bottom of the table.

Network Radar Input Vehicles of Interest F1-Score Relative Difference

PointNet++ with velocity input moving 75.8% 0 %
KPLSTM with velocity input moving 75.3% −1 %
KPConv with velocity input moving 74.7% −1 %

KPConv with velocity input moving and non-moving 59.9% 21 %
KPConv without velocity input moving 52.2% 31 %

Due to the relatively low performance of the baseline network on the public data in comparison to
the performance of the same network on non-public data, the data themselves are investigated
in more detail. The paper identifies several weaknesses in the radar data of nuScenes; these
include the general sparsity of the radar data as well as issues in the ground truth labels for
radar processing. The ground truth data are obtained from lidar data which leads to missing
bounding boxes for objects visible in the radar data but not in the lidar data and vice versa. A
visual examination of random scenes has shown this pattern of missing labels regularly, as
objects where not detected by the used lidar due to the limited vertical resolution while the radar
generates point targets from these objects. This is visualized in an exemplary sample of the data
set in Figure 4.1.

Moving vehicle bounding box

Non-moving vehicle bounding box

Missing ground truth bounding box

Static radar points

Wrongly unlabeled points

Labeled moving points

Street

Figure 4.1: BEV of radar point cloud data of the nuScenes data set. Three moving vehicles are labeled
by ground-truth boxes. Four moving vehicles are not labeled, even though they are clearly
visible in the radar data indicated by their relative range rate vector. Adapted from [72].

These drawbacks make an accurate semantic segmentation on the whole data set with radar
data as the sole sensor input unfeasible. The paper therefore foregoes to present an object
detection architecture. The results of more recent works [194, 196] confirm that object detection
on this limited quality radar data, while theoretically feasible, is not able to produce reasonably
accurate results. Instead, the paper finishes by identifying important aspects for the creation of a
radar focused object detection data set to enable future research.

Research Questions
This publication is related to the first sub research question. The paper develops a KPConv DNN
for radar point cloud segmentation. The limited radar data quality did not enable the development
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of a radar-based object detection method. The achieved semantic segmentation performance
is on par with that of a state of the art DNN. A PointNet++ network is determined as a fitting
DNN for processing the limited quality radar data. The answer to the research question will be
discussed in more detail in Section 5.1.
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Abstract: State-of-the-art 3D object detection for autonomous driving is achieved by processing
lidar sensor data with deep-learning methods. However, the detection quality of the state of the
art is still far from enabling safe driving in all conditions. Additional sensor modalities need to be
used to increase the confidence and robustness of the overall detection result. Researchers have
recently explored radar data as an additional input source for universal 3D object detection. This
paper proposes artificial neural network architectures to segment sparse radar point cloud data.
Segmentation is an intermediate step towards radar object detection as a complementary concept to
lidar object detection. Conceptually, we adapt Kernel Point Convolution (KPConv) layers for radar
data. Additionally, we introduce a long short-term memory (LSTM) variant based on KPConv layers
to make use of the information content in the time dimension of radar data. This is motivated by
classical radar processing, where tracking of features over time is imperative to generate confident
object proposals. We benchmark several variants of the network on the public nuScenes data set
against a state-of-the-art pointnet-based approach. The performance of the networks is limited by the
quality of the publicly available data. The radar data and radar-label quality is of great importance to
the training and evaluation of machine learning models. Therefore, the advantages and disadvantages
of the available data set, regarding its radar data, are discussed in detail. The need for a radar-focused
data set for object detection is expressed. We assume that higher segmentation scores should be
achievable with better-quality data for all models compared, and differences between the models
should manifest more clearly. To facilitate research with additional radar data, the modular code for
this research will be made available to the public.

Keywords: perception; deep learning; radar segmentation; radar point cloud; object detection

1. Introduction

In everyday driving, humans perceive and react to a variety of scenarios and envi-
ronment conditions. For a self-driving car to deal with such diversified situations, an
extensive model of the environment is needed. For this, a variety of sensors are used to
gather information about different aspects of the scene, e.g., road layout, conditions, traffic
participants and traffic lights. Currently, object detection of traffic participants in 3D is most
accurately performed with lidar sensor data input [1,2]. Notwithstanding, even the most
accurate methods only achieve about 67% mAP (mean Average Precision) on the nuScenes
data set [2] and 83% mAP on the KITTI 3D data set [1]. To gain a better understanding
of the environment, object detection research is therefore pursuing two complementary
approaches: Improving the detection accuracy of lidar-based algorithms; or leveraging
additional sensor modalities and fusing the detection results.

This paper develops a segmentation model for radar point cloud data to complement
the lidar processing. In comparison to lidar sensors, radar sensors have several advantages
and disadvantages for performing object detection:
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• Radar signals are affected significantly less by rain or fog than lidar [3].
• Radar sensors measure the radial velocity of surrounding objects directly.
• The spatial resolution of production radar sensors is lower than that of lidar [3].
• Current production radar sensors do not measure the elevation component of the

radar returns.
• Several processing steps are necessary to obtain a radar point cloud from the raw

sensor signals. These processing steps are based on additional assumptions, e.g.,
prioritizing moving objects, which may not lead to the desired point cloud signal in
all environmental conditions.

Due to these characteristics, especially the lower resolution and the radar internal
processing focus on moving objects, general object detection based on radar data is a
challenging task. Figure 1 shows an example of a scene containing both radar and lidar
returns. Estimating the position and the class of the shown object just from the radar
returns seems more difficult than using the denser lidar data.

Radar point cloud 
and velocity vector

Lidar point cloud

Ground truth
bounding box

Figure 1. A vehicle detected by both radar and lidar sensors. The radar point cloud density is lower
than the lidar point cloud density. Taken from nuScenes sample with the unique identifier token:
77fc24547ab34182a945eecb825b6576.

This paper compares the performance of different segmentation models on three
subsets of the nuScenes data set; first on a data set distinguishing between vehicles, bikes,
pedestrians and background detections; secondly on a data set only distinguishing vehicles
from the background; thirdly on a data set that distinguishes moving vehicles from the
background. The performance of the networks is limited by the input data quality. As data
availability is one of the biggest barriers to public automotive radar research, we study the
available nuScenes data set in detail and formulate requirements for an adequate radar
data set for machine learning applications.

The contribution of the paper is fourfold:

• The paper adapts KPConv network architectures for radar point cloud data processing.
• The paper proposes modified LSTM network architectures to process irregular radar

point cloud input data. The advantages and disadvantages of different time modelling
and association techniques are discussed. However, an empirical study on public
radar data does not motivate a preferred network architecture.

• The paper analyzes publicly available radar data for autonomous driving. It concludes
that the data quality of the public data is not sufficient. Furthermore, it proposes
which key points to consider when composing a radar data set for autonomous driving
research.

• The code for this research is released to the public to make it adaptable to further
use cases.
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Section 2 discusses related work for lidar and radar point cloud processing. Section 3
describes the proposed models. The results are shown in Section 4 and discussed in
Section 5. Our conclusions from the work are presented in Section 6.

2. Related Work

As object detection and segmentation networks often use similar backbones, we
discuss both types of networks in this section. First, we give an overview of the state of the
art in lidar point cloud segmentation and object detection. This motivates our choice for
radar processing networks. Second, we present the state of the art in radar object detection
and radar point cloud segmentation.

2.1. Lidar Point Cloud Segmentation

The task of point cloud segmentation describes the process of assigning a class label
to every point of the input point cloud. As the input point cloud is a sparse, irregular
3D tensor, classic convolution neural networks cannot be directly applied to this form of
input data. [4] therefore projects the data to a spherical image format to process it with 2D
convolutions. The network consists of an encoder–decoder structure, to be able to generate
a class label for every input pixel.

Similarly, [5] projects the point cloud data to a 2D frame. The paper augments the pre-
viously mentioned approach by taking into account a full 360° point cloud. Furthermore, it
performs additional filtering for projection errors and provides an efficient implementation
open source.

Qi [6] is the first to segment point cloud data without performing an intermediate
feature transformation. The paper introduces the pointnet network structure, which can
process an arbitrary number of input points by processing the points individually. How-
ever, their network does not consider neighboring points, as it is standard in convolutional
neural networks. Their continued work [7] enhances the implementation to create lo-
cal features from neighboring points while still operating on point cloud data directly.
The applied operations still only process one point at a time.

Thomas [8] transfers the convolution approach from grid-based data to 3D point
cloud data. The network processes a target point and its neighboring points by a defined
number of kernel points analogous to 2D image convolutions. In this manner, spatial
relationships can be learned directly from the input points by performing a so-called Kernel
Point Convolution (KPConv).

2.2. Lidar Object Detection

3D Object detection networks estimate the position of 3D bounding boxes and asso-
ciated classes in the 3D space. As they process the same input data as the segmentation
networks, they can make use of the same backbone structure. Similar to point cloud
segmentation, it is possible to project the point cloud data to a grid or voxel structure, or
directly process the points of the point cloud to perform object detection from lidar data.

Liang [9] builds upon a spherical projected point cloud representation to extract
features. In a second processing step, they project the input point cloud to a bird’s-eye
view (BEV) representation to estimate 3D bounding boxes.

Shi [10] presents the current state of the art in object detection according to the
KITTI 3D Car leader board. They use both a projection to voxels followed by point-wise
processing, to perform object detection.

VoxelNet [11] first generates point-wise features and then uses a max pooling operation
to project the point features to a voxel grid structure. The object predictions are then
generated by a convolutional detection head. Similarly, [12] combines pointnet and voxel-
based processing to generate the object proposals.

Recurrent long short-term memory (LSTM) cells [13] are used for video processing [14]
and object detection [15]. Lidar point cloud data, unlike video data, does not have a fixed
structure over consecutive timeframes. When we look at a specific lidar point at a given
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time, in the past time frame there might be no lidar return originating from the same
location. The association of consecutive point cloud frames is therefore less intuitive than
that of video data. [16] adapts LSTM cells for point cloud processing. They associate each
point from the current point cloud with the past point cloud by learning a relation over
the k-nearest neighbors and their relative distance to the current point. These association
functions are used as the gate functions in the LSTM cell to create their PointLSTM to
predict future point clouds from a time series.

2.3. Radar Point Cloud Processing

Radar signals can be represented in a similar data structure as lidar data. However, due
to the greater sparsity and the lack of available radar data for algorithm development, the
development in this area is less evolved. Many advances in the radar field are accomplished
by industry research with direct access to labeled radar data. Recently, lidar processing
techniques are transferred to the radar domain, taking into account the aforementioned
differences between the two types of data.

Schumann [17] uses a two-step approach to classify radar objects. A DBSCAN algo-
rithm [18] is used to cluster the radar detections. In a second step, features are generated for
these clusters and classified by a random forest or a simple LSTM cell. The LSTM network
outperformed the random forest approach. Difficulties with generating adequate training
data for the LSTM network are mentioned. Furthermore, the drawbacks of the two-step
approach and the manual corrections for the clustering algorithm are mentioned.

Another work [19] from the same group abstains from using a two-step clustering
approach. Instead, they accumulate radar data over several time steps in a grid map.
They create patches of 8× 8 m, which are classified with a deep neural network approach.
They train one-vs-all classifiers in a static environment to simplify the use case for the
sparse radar data. The approach is evaluated on a proprietary data set.

Schumann [20] is the first to apply a pointnet-based approach to automotive radar
data for semantic segmentation. They argue that due to the lower point cloud density grid-
based discretization is not feasible for radar processing, as most grid cells would remain
empty. Their approach segments different moving object classes against a static background
class. It is important to note that moving objects cannot simply be distinguished from the
environment by taking into account the doppler-measured velocity of the radar. Effects of
an imperfect time synchronization, multi-path reflections and general noise induce non-
zero doppler measurements for static locations. Furthermore, they stress the importance of
taking into account the time domain for radar data processing.

A recent work by Schumann et al. [21] gives a comprehensive overview of a seg-
mentation approach for both static and dynamic objects. They apply a convolutional
encoder–decoder network on an extended grid map to classify static points. Moving points
are segmented with a pointnet-based approach. The network integrates a recurrent struc-
ture by associating point features of past time steps with current point features. The time
dependency is limited by the removal of old points from their memory point cloud to keep
it at a fixed size. The approach is evaluated on a proprietary data set.

Palffy [22] performs radar point segmentation by using both the low-level radar cube
and the processed radar point cloud data level. They evaluate their approach on the same
proprietary data as [17] and show that they can set a new benchmark score by taking into
account the additional data source.

Danzer [23] also uses a pointnet approach. Their network first segments patches of
the environment for possible objects. Consecutively, the network processes the segmented
object points to regress the bounding box dimensions for object detection. As with the
other works, they evaluate their approach on a proprietary data set.

3. Methodology

Taking into account the related work above, we emphasize the importance of the
following points for the development of a semantic segmentation network for radar data:
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• Data Availability: In contrast to lidar research, where a vast amount of labeled data is
publicly available, the access to radar data is more restricted. Accurately labeled data
is the basis for any successful supervised learning model, which means that reduced
data availability could be one reason for the smaller amount of research work in this
area. A more detailed view of radar data available to the public is given in Section 5.2.

• Data Level: Due to the sensor principle of the radar, a variety of intermediate processing
stages occur before the raw receive signal is converted into object proposals.
The unprocessed low-level raw antenna signals theoretically contain the most informa-
tion; however, there are no methods of labeling data on this abstraction level for object
categories. Additionally, depending on the antenna characteristics and configuration,
the data would differ a lot for different radar types, which would require a specific
learning approach for different sensor hardware designs. Consequently, to the best of
our knowledge, no one-step learning approach exists for classifying objects directly
on the raw antenna signals.
One can perform object detection at the radar cube level or on any of its 2D pro-
jections, e.g., range-azimuth plot. However, data labeling of this 3D representa-
tion (2D location + velocity) would still be a tedious task. [22] performs the la-
beling by extracting data from the cube at manually labeled point target locations.
However, in this way the label quality can only approximate the ground-truth, as
the point target might not include all raw signals that originate from an object.
Furthermore, the point targets only represent a compression of the radar signal,
which means that the point signal cannot be re-projected precisely on the cube-level
signal. To our knowledge, no full 3D cube-level radar data set has been released to the
public. However, due to the high informativeness and the similarity to image data,
which is heavily processed with learning-based techniques, the cube-level data is an
interesting use case for future deep-learning research on radar data.
Point level data is the most explored data level for deep learning on radar data.
It represents a compromise between data informativeness and data amount. Due to
the similarity to lidar point cloud data, algorithms can be transferred from the lidar
domain to the radar domain. This work operates on point level radar data. We bench-
mark our models on the public nuScenes data set [2], which includes labeled point
cloud radar data.

• Data Sparsity: For lidar data processing, both grid and point-based approaches, are
used in the state of the art. Similar to [20], we argue that for radar data, a point-based
approach is more feasible than the intermediate grid representation as most of the
grid cells would remain empty. For fusion approaches of radar data with denser
data such as images or lidar both grid-based and point-based approaches [24–26],
might be suitable. This work presents a point-based approach. To the best of
our knowledge, we are the first to adapt the KPConv architecture for radar point
cloud data.

• Time Dependency: Due to the low spatial resolution of radar sensors, the time domain
plays an important role in radar processing. Current production radar systems track
point level detections over several timeframes before recognizing a track as an object.
This decreases the number of false positive object detections due to clutter. These false
positives would otherwise be harmful to driver assistant systems such as adaptive
cruise control (ACC) or emergency brake assist. In the literature, approaches that use
the time domain in learning models such as simple LSTM cells or memory point clouds
have proven successful for radar data processing. This paper integrates KPConv layers
into an LSTM cell, which we call KPConv-based LSTM (KPLSTM). In this way, we
can encode the time dependency for points individually. Additionally, we combine
KPConv encoding with LSTM and ConvLSTM cells [27] in the latent space to integrate
the time domain in the model on a global feature level.

• Moving Object Recognition: In addition to the time dependency, production applications
only react to moving objects, as the amount of clutter among the static points causes
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additional challenges for the processing. It is desired to bring radar processing to a
level of maturity to detect static objects just as with the lidar sensor. However, the
research above shows that the focus is still mainly on the moving object case. Even in
the simplified moving objects scenario, the detections are only reliable enough for
simplified use cases, such as vehicle following in the ACC case. In this work, we
evaluate our network for both static and dynamic cases and show the disadvantages
of the radar for the complex static scenarios.

• One-vs-all Classification: Due to the difficulties in creating reliant object detections from
radar data, one compensation strategy is the simplification of the scenarios. In the
literature, one-vs-all classification are an efficient way to simplify the training use
case, while keeping a relevant task in focus. This paper shows the results for different
training configurations and their impact on the segmentation performance.

Radar Data Availability is discussed in Section 5.2, The Data Level is given as only point
level data is available. Data Sparsity and Time Dependency are major considerations for
the design of the KPConv-LSTM networks presented, which are discussed in Section 3.1.
The evaluation of focusing on Moving Object Recognition and One-vs-All Classification is
shown in Section 4.

3.1. Model

The proposed radar models are inspired by lidar processing and general LSTM net-
works from literature. The models are implemented in a modular fashion so that different
architectures, e.g., for the encoder or decoder part of the network, can be replaced and
combined for greater model flexibility. For additional details and analysis, we refer to the
master thesis of Fent [28] as the main contribution to the implementation. In the following,
we recapitulate the ideas of the KPConv layer and describe our LSTM extensions, including
a KPConv-based LSTM (KPLSTM) cell. The proposed models can process radar input
points clouds of varying size. The KPLSTM cell associates point clouds of varying sizes
over consecutive time steps. In contrast to existing LSTM cells, we incorporate the time
dimension as early as in the encoding part of the network.

3.2. KPConv with LSTM Cells in Latent Space

The KPConv layer is inspired by the KPConv model introduced by [8]. The idea
behind the Kernel Point Convolutions is to model the spatial relationships in a point cloud
directly. Sliding a standard convolutional kernel over an unordered space is not feasible.
The KPConv layer applies convolutional weights at Kernel Point locations with a distance
factor to neighboring points of the input point cloud. The number of kernel points K is
fixed, while the number of neighboring points Nx and the respective association function
hij varies with the number of points in the local neighborhood. The considered neighbor
points lie within a specified radius r from the center point of the convolution. The output
feature dimension dout for every center point is determined by the number of KPConv filters
applied. Here, the KPConv layer follows the same principle as grid-based convolutions.
Figure 2 shows a graphical representation for the processing of a center point x.

Due to the sparsity of the radar data, the maximum radius for neighbor points that
affect the feature output of the current center point in the first KPConv layer is set to 8 m.
In the original KPConv implementation [8] for lidar data, this radius is set to a maximum
of 0.15 m for outdoor scenarios. The larger radius empirically provided the best results on
our data set. From a theoretical perspective, the greater sparsity of the radar data motivates
a greater radius of influence to include sufficient information of the surroundings. In this
radius, all radar reflections of a passenger vehicle could influence all other reflections from
the same object. For larger objects, such as trucks and buses, this is not always the case.
Nonetheless, an even greater radius did not result in better detection scores, as at the same
time more clutter information could be associated in the neighborhood. Figure 1 shows
that radar points do not necessarily originate from the visible edges of an object.
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Figure 2. Processing of the center point x with dout kernel point filters. Based on [8].

Figure 3 shows the high-level model structure of a KPConv model with a ConvLSTM
center layer (KPConv-CLSTM). The inputs to the network are the n input radar points
consisting of the last three radar time steps with five feature dimensions f eat: Location x,
y, z; radial velocity components vx, vy; and the radar signal strength, called radar cross
section RCS. Following the original implementation, each KPConv ResNet Block consists of
an MLP layer, a KPConv layer and another MLP layer. The skip link branch consists of an
MLP layer to adapt the feature dimension before adding it to the processed KPConv branch.
The number of points is compressed with a farthest point sampling method. Once the input
point cloud has been encoded, convolutional LSTM cells [27] are applied to the features in
the latent space representing the entire input point cloud. The decoding or upsampling
of the point cloud is performed by a combination of three-nearest neighbors upsampling
and MLP layers for feature generation. When features have been obtained for every input
point, three MLP layers serve as a classification head. The upsampling and classification
head is inspired by [20]. A class-weighted focal loss function [29] is used for training to
handle class imbalances, e.g., in the Moving Vehicle Data Set used below over 97% of the
points belong to the background class.

KPConv-CLSTM
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Figure 3. High-level structure of our KPConv model with ConvLSTM cells in the latent space.
The blue color shows layers that consider time dependencies.

Due to the modularity of the model, we can replace the ConvLSTM layer in the latent
space with a standard LSTM cell or omit the time dependency altogether for our evaluation
in Section 4. Additional details of the implementation can be found directly in the provided
configurations in the repository released with this publication.

3.3. KPLSTM

From an architecture point of view, the KPConv-CLSTM comes with the drawback
that the time dependency is only applied on the global feature of the point cloud in the
latent space. A direct application of the LSTM cells to the input points would not be feasible
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due to the irregular structure and size of the input point cloud over several time steps.
Schumann [21] associates points of the current radar point cloud with neighboring points
from a memory point cloud by using the grouping method of PointNet++, using only the
current point cloud as center points. Similar to [16], we propose a new variant of the LSTM
cell in such a way that it can process and associate point cloud data directly. Instead of
pointnet-based processing, we use KPConv kernel gates for the KPLSTM cell. To align the
dimension of the past and present point clouds, we explore different sampling strategies
from nearest neighbor sampling to learnable sampling via the KPConv weights. For the
use case of the paper, the nearest neighbor sampling proved most reliant. Figure 4 shows a
comparison of a standard LSTM cell and the KPLSTM cell.
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Figure 4. Comparison of standard LSTM cell and KPLSTM cell.

The inputs to the LSTM cells are the old cell state Ct−1, the old hidden state Ht−1
and the current point cloud Xt. The output of the cells are the current cell state Ct and
the current hidden state Ht. For the input data, the old hidden state and current point
cloud are concatenated. This structure is the same as in the standard LSTM cell. Instead of
fully connected layers, KPConv operations KPx are used to model the input gate It, output
gate Ot, forget gate Ft and internal cell state C̃t. The subscript x denotes the respective
weights. The KPx layers perform feature generation and point cloud association of the old
and current coordinates at the same time. Additionally, the old cell state Ct−1 needs to be
mapped to the new point coordinates. As we do not want to apply the features of the new
point cloud but only propagate the old features to new coordinates, we take the current
point coordinates without the point features X′t and use them as the center points for the
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nearest neighbor sampling SNN to obtain the intermediate cell state Ĉt−1. The remaining
structure is analogous to the standard LSTM cell. The symbol ◦ denotes the element-wise
product. We remove old features from the cell state via the forget gate and add new ones
via the input gate. The equations describing the KPLSTM cell are as follows:

Ĉt−1 = SNN
(
X′t, Ct−1

)
, (1)

It = σ(KPi(Xt, Ht−1)), (2)

Ft = σ(KPf (Xt, Ht−1)), (3)

Ot = σ(KPo(Xt, Ht−1)), (4)

C̃t = tanh(KPc̃(Xt, Ht−1)), (5)

Ct = Ft ◦ Ĉt−1 + It ◦ C̃t, (6)

Ht = Ot ◦ tanh (Ct) (7)

Figure 5 shows the overall KPLSTM network architecture. The encoding is performed
in two consecutive blocks. Each block comprises a KPConv layer to downsample the point
cloud, a KPLSTM cell and another KPConv layer for feature generation. The upsampling
is done in the same manner as in the KPConv-CLSTM. It is worth mentioning that the time
dependency is already introduced in the network encoding layers, making an intermediate
global feature LSTM model obsolete. With this, we capture local structure over time instead
of only being able to keep track of the features globally.
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Figure 5. High-level structure of the KPLSTM model. The time dependency is already considered in
the encoding stage as indicated by the blue color-coding.

3.4. Data Processing

The nuScenes data is labeled using lidar data. Radar detections are not time syn-
chronized with the labels. Due to the time delay, bounding box labels do not always
coincide with the radar detections. Further errors can be introduced through slight angular
miscalibrations of the radar sensors, which has a particular impact on far-range detections.
The transformation from the radar and lidar frame to the car coordinate system can be
another source of spatial offset between ground-truth (GT) bounding boxes and radar data.
To account for spatio-temporal calibration errors, nuScenes added the so-called wlh-factor
to increase the bounding box size. For small bounding boxes, e.g., pedestrians, increasing
the bounding box size by 50% might be a reasonable factor, whereas this would include too
much environment information in the case of vehicles or buses. Similarly, the wlh-factor
scales the tolerance for the length and width of vehicles differently, as usually the length of
a vehicle is larger than its width. We propose an absolute wlh-tolerance in meters that is
equally suited for all object categories. Figure 6 shows the misalignment of bounding boxes
and the effect of the wlh-factor vs the wlh-tolerance. Although choosing a higher wlh-factor
could also include respective points in the bounding box in Figure 6b, this would; however,
increase the tolerance in longitudinal direction too much.
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Due to the sparsity of radar data, we process three consecutive time steps as a single
point cloud. As these past time steps are not available for the first sample of each scene of
the public data set, we omit the first sample, both for training and evaluation.

Radar Point Cloud

GT Bounding Box

Compensated GT
Bounding Box

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6. Compensating the misalignment of the manually labeled ground-truth bounding box with
a wlh-tolerance creates a more precise ground-truth for the network training. (a) The truck of interest
in camera view. (b) BEV: The wlh-factor = 1.3 includes only 5 points in the compensated GT bounding
box. (c) BEV: The wlh-tolerance = 1.2 includes all 14 points in the compensated GT bounding box.
NuScenes sample token: a3c6db2751a54c8590c4d8241e01ac8c.

3.5. Training

We train the segmentation networks on the official training split of the public nuScenes
data set. We test the performance of the models on the official validation split as nuScenes
does not provide segmentation ground-truth for their test set. We do not perform hyperpa-
rameter optimization on the validation split. During the training process, we batch several
scenes for one training step. We keep the order of the samples inside each scene, to be able
to learn the time dependency of the radar data.

4. Evaluation

The model performance is measured with the macro-averaged F1-score as in the
works of [20–22]. However, none of the related work benchmarked their implementations
on a public radar data set. To compare our approach to the literature, we implement a
PointNet++ approach in the style of [20]. We use our implementation of the PointNet++
approach as the state-of-the-art baseline as there are no radar pointnet implementations
publicly available.

4.1. Traffic Data Set

First, the models are trained on a data set distinguishing between the classes: vehicle,
cycle, pedestrian and background. The classes consist of moving and static objects alike.
Figure 7 shows the confusion matrices for three different class weight configurations.
The Veh Weights configuration shows a strong bias towards the vehicle class, whereas almost
no points are classified as pedestrians or bikes. For the Lower Veh Weights configuration
the class weight on the vehicle class is halved. We see a better fit for the background class
in this way. Additional equilibration between the class weights lead to the result of the
Distributed Weights confusion matrix. All classes are associated while the overall quality
stays low. The radar data is too sparse to reliably distinguish between four classes.
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Figure 7. Segmentation confusion matrices for different class weight configurations of the data set
classes.

4.2. All Vehicle Data Set

In the following, we therefore limit the segmentation task, distinguishing between
vehicles and background in the All Vehicle Data Set. The left column of Table 1 shows
the resulting F1-score for different model configurations on this data set. The different
network architectures are trained with the same hyper parameters to enable comparability.
Due to the low data density in the underlying data set, a fitting parameter set needs to
be established first to generate reasonable results for any configuration. Due to the high
class imbalance, a vanilla network does not produce a reasonable learning result as all
classes would just be segmented as background. However, after a fitting configuration
is found it becomes evident that the different models reach more or less the same result.
While experimenting with different learning strategies, we found that there is no clear
ranking between the models, but that the performance levels out in the range of the
F1-scores shown in Table 1. It seems that the radar data basis does not include enough
discriminative features to separate the classes further. The low data density and quality
limits the performance for the proposed models.

Table 1. Segmentation macro-averaged F1-scores on the nuScenes validation data set.

Network All Vehicle Data Set Moving Vehicle Data Set

PointNet++ 59.91% 75.83%
KPConv 59.88% 74.68%

KPConv-LSTM 59.69% 75.81%
KPConv-CLSTM 60.05% 75.42%

KPLSTM 57.89% 75.34%

KPconv w/o vel 52.36% 52.15%

4.3. Moving Vehicle Data Set

Additionally, we evaluate the models for segmenting moving vehicles against the
background in the Moving Vehicle Data Set. The moving vehicle class compromises all
bounding boxes with the nuScenes attribute vehicle.moving. This includes cars, trucks and
buses. Table 1 shows the results for this data in the right column.

The results show that moving vehicles can be distinguished from the background
more successfully than static vehicles, due to the overall higher F1-score achieved. At the
same time, the performance levels out at higher overall scores for this type of input data.

4.4. Velocity Input Feature Study

As the velocity component is a strong feature used in classical radar processing, we
evaluate its relevance to the result of our segmentation model. We retrain our KPConv
model with a reduced input feature space without velocity information. The results are
shown in the last row of Table 1. Without the velocity information, the F1-scores are
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significantly lower for both data sets. Especially for segmenting moving vehicles, the
velocity dimension seems to be a discriminative feature. Without using the strong velocity
feature, the segmentation quality of moving and static vehicles reaches a similar score.

Figure 8 shows a qualitative comparison of the segmentation result of a moving
bus with and without the velocity feature dimensions. The radar returns from within the
bounding box are segmented correctly in Figure 8a. The radar return in the top of the figure,
which also comprises a non-zero relative velocity, is correctly segmented as background.
Figure 8b shows that the segmentation failed when not using velocity features. Points in
the lower left part of the figure are segmented as a moving vehicle. Geometrically, these
points show a great similarity to the points of the moving vehicle or even the wall along
the road. The RCS feature is not discriminative enough to compensate for this fact.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Classification of a moving vehicle. Ground-truth bounding boxes and radar classifica-
tions are color-coded. Blue: moving vehicle. Black: rest. The segmentation in (a) is more precise
than the segmentation in (b) due to the inclusion of velocity features. NuScenes sample token:
9a7dc9c8adce4ae68ca26ad5b5f93366.

5. Discussion

A definite conclusion of the model performance cannot be inferred from these results
above. The data quality constrains the model performance, meaning that the potential of
the KPConv models, as proven for lidar data, could not be shown for the underlying radar
data. However, the main reason for this does not seem to lie in the model itself but rather
in the data. In recent publications of radar deep-learning processing, the data source is only
mentioned briefly. However, many important considerations, when dealing with radar
data and especially the particularities of the nuScenes data set, are not discussed in the
literature. We believe there is a need to shift the focus from solely the model architectures
to the data itself to develop functioning radar deep-learning applications in public research.
Therefore, in the following discussion, we not only carefully assess our model, but add
a focus on the data side and discuss barriers for the widespread application of machine
learning techniques for radar data.

5.1. Model Critique

Due to the low information content in the underlying radar data, model training
requires a careful calibration. Although higher segmentation scores could not be achieved,
slight variations in learning rate could result in models barely outperforming a guessing
model. The low radar density is partly the result of the radar processing itself. In the
range-velocity dimension of the radar cube, moving objects are more differentiable from the
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static background than static vehicles. Consequently, many labeled static vehicle bounding
boxes do not include any or only a few radar points. This is one reason the moving vehicle
segmentation performed better than the static case.

The presented LSTM models, in comparison to [21], do not forget old points once an
intermediate memory point cloud is full. The data is added or forgotten by the memory
point cloud according to the LSTM structure. We assume this to be an advantage of the
presented architecture. However, due to the different underlying data source, a direct
comparison of the models is not possible here.

We experimented with different functions to associate consecutive radar point clouds
in the KPLSTM cell. In general, we would expect learning methods to provide the most
accurate data association capability on noisy radar data. However, nearest neighbor
sampling outperformed learning-based methods on the presented data set. We assume
that the learning of an appropriate association function is not feasible due to the corruption
of the radar data in the data set. A detailed study of different learning methods for data
association is postponed until an appropriate data is available.

Radar data comes with a class imbalance towards the background class. Most radar
reflections originate from non-traffic participants, which makes a high accuracy score
possible through the classification of all points as background. The class-weighted focal
loss function helps mitigate this problem, by assigning strongly misclassified examples of
the minority classes with a higher weight during backpropagation.

At this stage, it is difficult to pinpoint whether the model or the data has the greatest
effect on drawbacks of the model performance. To further study the discriminative content
in the data set, we overfit the KPConv model to two select scenes from the nuScenes data
set. When training a model to segment static and moving vehicles alike, a perfect score is
not achieved within 10,000 epochs of training with the same scene. Figure 9a shows the
resulting confusion matrix for a All Vehicle configuration. Figure 10 shows an extract from
this scene. The radar returns of the vehicles have a high similarity to points returned from
the background, making even overfitting to the data a challenging task.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9. Overfitting confusion matrices. (a) Perfect overfitting is not achieved for the All Vehicle
configuration scene on the left. (b) The Moving Vehicle data scene is not perfectly segmented when
a wlh-factor is used. (c) Training with the same scene as in (b) results in a perfect score when an
adequate wlh-tolerance is used.

For moving vehicle segmentation, we were able to achieve a perfect segmentation for
a scene of a vehicle following scenario. Figure 9b,c shows the confusion matrices for this
scene with two different compensations methods for the spatial misalignment. Please note
that it was only possible to achieve a perfect score when a wlh-tolerance was applied in
Figure 9c. When a wlh-factor was used in Figure 9b, not all points from the moving object
class were correctly associated with the ground-truth bounding box. The model learned to
segment these points to the moving vehicle class due to its similarity to points inside the
ground-truth box; however, they count negatively towards the metric score.
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Figure 10. Even in the overfitting scenario, misclassifications are present when static objects are
segmented. NuScenes sample token: 205c60f1248343a09bf4c6b6c05d8525.

Labeling bounding boxes from radar data directly is a challenging task itself due to
the data sparsity. Nonetheless, if we want to create machine learning models for radar
data for a real-world application, it would be beneficial to adapt the lidar bounding boxes
to the radar data during the labeling and have sets of ground-truth labels for the sensor
modalities independently. Thus far, the wlh-tolerance has helped mitigate the problem, but
this cannot be the solution when highly precise results are necessary in production.

For the overall performance, further studies with selected data would be necessary to
investigate the source of errors in the segmentation result. Due to the overall data quality
of the nuScenes radar data, however, it is debatable whether the creation of a high-quality
subset of the data set is worth the effort or even achievable. The next section discusses this
in detail and motivates our choice to refrain from further optimization due to the quality of
the training data.

5.2. Data

This section discusses the particularities of radar data and the nuScenes data set.
Data sparsity is a general difficulty when dealing with radar data. Though [21] shows
favorable results on a private data set, it becomes clear that even with high-quality-high-
resolution input data, the challenge of general semantic segmentation on automotive radar
data is far from solved.

In 2019, a review [30] stated that they expect more radar data sets to be released in
the future. However, at the start of 2021, only nuScenes [2], Astyx HiRes2019 [31] and
DENSE [32] data sets provide point level radar data with 3D bounding box annotations.
The HiRes2019 data consists of only 546 frames, which makes training of a learning model
on this data impractical. The DENSE data set uses an outdated radar model with even
greater sparsity than the nuScenes data set while providing fewer labels. The nuScenes
data set consists of 40,000 annotated frames of a production radar. It is the only data
set that contains the consecutive samples needed for training time-dependent models.
In conclusion, this is the only reasonable public data set for deep-learning applications of
radar data.

Despite its unique position, nuScenes has some major drawbacks regarding its radar
data. Scheiner [33] compared the performance of their models on high-resolution and
production radar data. They state that the nuScenes radar density is far worse than that
of their production radar. A comparison of the specifications of the radars of [2,33] and
shows that they use a comparable or even the same radar model as nuScenes. The huge
differences in data density between the two data sets cannot be explained by the radar
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hardware alone. We calculated that over 40% of the annotated vehicles are not covered
by any radar detection when considering three radar sweeps for a nuScenes sample. For
vehicles labeled as moving, the same holds true for over 24% of the labeled bounding boxes.
Consequently, bounding boxes of objects detected by the radar sensor, include fewer point
returns than expected from this sensor type. In the following, we look at some factors that
decrease the suitability of the nuScenes data set for the development of radar algorithms
and conclude with the aspects that a radar data set should consider.

The nuScenes data set includes information about the number of radar points per an-
notation. However, this number does not distinguish between its five different radar
modules. The labels include information about whether or not a vehicle is moving.
Although this information is correct for many cases, by manually examining random
samples of the data set, we encountered a significant number of annotations where moving
objects were labeled as static objects and vice versa. This not only negatively impacts the
training, but also impacts the evaluation scores of moving object detection, which is the
main application of radar data. Figure 11 shows the ground-truth classes from a scene of
a bus moving towards the sensor vehicle. Even though the bus is approaching at a high
speed and is close to the sensor vehicle, it is wrongly labeled as a non-moving vehicle.

Figure 11. A bus approaching the sensor vehicle in BEV projection. The black color
of the ground-truth points and bounding box indicates a static vehicle, despite the bus
clearly approaching as indicated by its measured relative velocity. NuScenes sample token:
87a927d7e61345d3a098eb66908bddcb.

The radar data is limited to 125 detections per sweep by the sensor interface.
Additional detection filters are applied in the standard configuration of the data set API of
nuScenes. The hardware limitation to 125 detections is enforced by cutting off detection
signals at an RCS value of less than −5 dB m2. The works of Yamada and Yasugi [34,35]
measure the expected RCS value of a pedestrian at a distance of less than 10 m to be less
than−8 dB m2 for 76 GHz and 79 GHz radar sensors, respectively. The chosen cut-off value
thereby likely filters out many pedestrian detections that cannot be used for training even
when the additional filter settings in the data set API are deactivated. By visualizing the
data set, we found that not only pedestrian detections are affected by this, but also passen-
ger vehicle are often not detected in the data set. Figure 12 shows a vehicle in line-of-sight
direction from the radar sensor. However, no radar points are present inside or near the
ground-truth bounding box.
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(a) (b)

Figure 12. Vehicle in line-of-sight direction from the radar sensor. Despite its exposed position, it is
not detected with the sensor settings used. (a) The vehicle in camera view in front of the sensor vehicle.
(b) BEV: Zoom onto the GT bounding box in blue and the radar data in the surroundings. No radar
return originates from the vehicle. NuScenes sample token: bbba31d91e334f4abf6d1f96bf699980.

While introducing the wlh-tolerance, we mentioned that the ground-truth labels are
not always accurate regarding the radar returns. Radar reflections seem to originate from
outside the ground-truth bounding boxes. The wlh-tolerance can mitigate this problem
but not completely erase it. No matter the choice of a bounding box tolerance, there
will always be returns that lie outside of it and will either “confuse” the learning algo-
rithm or count negatively towards the segmentation score, while seeming to be classified
correctly intuitively.

The biggest artificial barrier for successful training that we encountered is the absence
of labels for objects that are clearly visible in radar view. Figure 13 shows several moving
vehicles from a BEV perspective. Although the radar points on the right are correctly
labeled as moving vehicles, the vehicles further to the left in the scene, on both sides of
the road, are not labeled. Their presence can be estimated from the point clusters with
non-zero velocity. The nuScenes labels are created from lidar view. The resulting number
of samples with missing labels for radar data limits the data set quality.

Figure 13. Moving vehicles ground-truth color-coded in blue. Ground-truth bounding boxes are not
labeled for four vehicles in the sensor field of view, though they are clearly distinguishable by their
relative velocity. NuScenes sample token: e2c7c91b4ea2462090d866539ff6b9e5.

The nuScenes data set is a potent data set for measuring the quality of lidar and
camera detection algorithms. The effects mentioned decrease the data quality for the
training of radar algorithms significantly. Nonetheless, it is an important contribution
to the radar community as it remains the only usable 3D-labeled source of radar point
cloud data available to the public. Although it can serve as a comparison benchmark for
radar detection algorithms, it cannot measure the absolute performance to be expected
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when the algorithms are applied to a real-world use case with a comparable radar module.
Slight corrections, such as using the wlh-tolerance or filtering for samples with high data
density, can be performed to increase the data quality. The creation of a production quality
data set, however, would require manual filtering of the instances and possibly even
relabeling to create a generally applicable sub data set. This kind of complete revision of
the labels seems unreasonable, considering the low raw radar data quality in the data set.

We therefore see a great demand for the release of a data set tailored for radar object
detection. This would make it easier to compare different radar processing approaches.
The absolute model performance that is measured on private data sets can hardly serve
as a metric for comparison due to the huge impact of the underlying data set on the
segmentation result. In an ideal data set, the dimensions, the classes and movement
properties of the objects are a focus of the scene selection and have been critically revised.
A high-resolution radar should be used and its calibration evaluated before data recording.
Filtering of radar points, when required by the sensor interface, should be performed,
e.g., along the longitudinal and lateral distance dimension to include all nearby objects
of interest in the data. As a uniform data density is preferred for model training, sensors
around the vehicle should possess little field of view overlap. If sensor overlap is preferred
for important directions, e.g., in front of the vehicle, these areas should be separated from
remaining areas during training and inference to preserve the homogeneity of the data.
lidar data can be used to help the labeling process, though the final labels should be set
regarding the radar data.

6. Conclusions and Outlook

This paper develops and benchmarks KPConv-based segmentation networks on radar
data. Due to the sparsity of radar data, we motivate the use of direct point processing
and one-vs-all segmentation strategies. Furthermore, we model the time dependency
during point feature encoding within a KPLSTM cell and in the global feature space with
standard LSTM cells. Despite their theoretical motivation, the models could not outperform
a pointnet-based network on the underlying data set. Advantages and disadvantages of
models are discussed. An in-depth analysis of the data set shows that the public data
source itself is a major performance barrier for the models. Absolute performance metrics
cannot be measured on currently available public radar data sets. The slower progress
of development for radar processing in comparison to lidar data processing can partly
be attributed to the lack of publicly available data. Building a high-quality data set of
automotive radar data is therefore a major steppingstone in accelerating the progress of
radar processing development. We expect the proposed models to show their increased
potential when high-quality radar data is available. For that, we make the code for the
proposed network architectures and the interface to the nuScenes data set available to the
public at: https://github.com/TUMFTM/RadarSeg (accessed on 6 March 2021).
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4.2 Radar and Camera Fusion for Object Detection

The previous section has shown that the radar data quality of nuScenes does not enable general
object detection based on this single modality. As the data source remains fixed, this section
fuses camera and radar data to increase the input data density to enable object detection. The
content of this section has been published in [231]. The developed 2D object detection network
for radar and camera data is available on GitHub [235].

Summary
The fusion of camera and radar data in this paper is motivated by the complementary charac-
teristics of both sensor data. While radar data provides an accurate distance measurement,
camera data offers a high resolution measurement for the lateral positioning of objects and rich
features for classification. This complementary characteristic comes with the downside that radar
and camera data are measured in perpendicular planes of the 3D space. A spatial fusion of the
two data types is therefore non-trivial. As camera-based object detection networks have proven
effective in the past, the radar data are projected onto the camera image plane for the data
fusion. In this way, a shared convolution operation can be performed on both data sources at the
same time. As the radar data do not provide an elevation measurement, the data are assumed
to originate from somewhere between the ground plane and a height of 3 m for the projection.
The projected features of the radar data are concatenated as additional channels to the three
channel RGB image. Figure 4.2 visualizes the principle and the resulting tensor of the fusion.

camera image

fused data

radar point cloud

components
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projection
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Figure 4.2: Fusion of radar point cloud and camera data in a DNN. The vertical dimension of the radar
projection is enlarged to account for the uncertainty of the origin of the measurement in the
elevation direction. Projected radar and camera channels are concatenated to fuse the data
in the representation of an augmented image.

For the processing itself, a RetinaNet network architecture [112] is enhanced for data fusion.
Each additional layer of a DNN creates more and more abstract information from its input data,
until the network produces a result at the desired abstraction level at the output layer, in this case
an object detection result. The radar sensor data directly provide important information about
an object such as its position and range rate. The camera data provide low-level pixel values
that require additional aggregation before it can be used to detect an object. This comparison
suggests that the abstraction level of camera and radar data is different, but the difference in
abstraction is not quantifiable. The proposed CRF-Net architecture therefore performs data
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fusion at different depths of the processing network and lets the network learn a combined
optimal fusion level by the adjustment of the respective weights in the optimization process.

The network input can be configured to use camera and radar input data for a fusion, or either
modality on their own. For the network configuration with the radar-only input, no configuration
was found to produce reasonable detection performance. The RetinaNet camera-only baseline
reaches an 2D mAP score of 43.0 %, the combined early and feature fusion of image and radar
data increases the 2D mAP score by about 4 % to 44.9 %. The paper further applies ground
truth-based filters to investigate the performance potential of such a fusion method if noise-
free radar data and radar-centric labels were available. For this case, the fusion performance
surpasses the camera baseline by 30 %. While a noise-free radar remains a theoretical concept,
the fusion performance shows promising results for future research with more accurate and
dense radar data. Table 4.2 summarizes these results.

Table 4.2: 2D object detection results with different input data. The fusion of camera and radar data
outperforms the camera baseline network.

Input data 2D mAP Relative Difference

Camera 43.0% 0 %
Camera and radar (CRF-Net) 44.9% 4 %
Camera and noise-free radar 56.0% 30 %

The paper motivates further research in augmenting the network to perform an evaluation on
data with severe weather conditions. Furthermore, an augmentation to a 3D object detection
approach is motivated by adding additional output layers to the network. Such additional studies
were performed for this thesis and selected results are discussed in Section 5.1.

Research Questions
This publication is related to the second sub research question. The developed combined early
and feature fusion DNN increases the 2D mAP in comparison to a camera baseline for object
detection. The proposed low-level fusion approach is determined as a suitable processing
method for both input data. The answer to the research question with regard to the robustness
and 3D capabilities of the approach are discussed with reference to additional studies in Section
5.1.
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Abstract—Object detection in camera images, using deep learning
has been proven successfully in recent years. Rising detection
rates and computationally efficient network structures are push-
ing this technique towards application in production vehicles.
Nevertheless, the sensor quality of the camera is limited in severe
weather conditions and through increased sensor noise in sparsely
lit areas and at night. Our approach enhances current 2D object
detection networks by fusing camera data and projected sparse
radar data in the network layers. The proposed CameraRadarFu-
sionNet (CRF-Net) automatically learns at which level the fusion
of the sensor data is most beneficial for the detection result.
Additionally, we introduce BlackIn, a training strategy inspired
by Dropout, which focuses the learning on a specific sensor type.
We show that the fusion network is able to outperform a state-
of-the-art image-only network for two different datasets. The
code for this research will be made available to the public at:
https://github.com/TUMFTM/CameraRadarFusionNet

Index Terms—Sensor Fusion, Object Detection, Deep Learning,
Radar Processing, Autonomous Driving, Neural Networks, Neu-
ral Fusion, Raw Data Fusion, Low Level Fusion, Multi-modal
Sensor Fusion

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years convolutional neural networks (CNN) have
been established as the most accurate methods for performing
object detection in camera images [1]. The visual repre-
sentation of the environment in camera images is closely
linked to human visual perception. As humans perceive the
driving environment mainly via their visual sense, it is well
motivated for autonomous vehicles to rely on a comparable
representation. However, in adverse conditions like heavy rain
or fog, the visibility is reduced, and safe driving might not
be guaranteed. In addition, camera sensors get increasingly
affected by noise in sparsely lit conditions. Compared to
camera sensors, radar sensors are more robust to environment
conditions such as lighting changes, rain and fog [2]. The
camera can be rendered unusable through weather-induced
occlusion e.g. if water droplets stick to the camera lens and
block the view, as shown in Figure 1.

In this paper, we investigate the fusion of radar and camera
sensor data with a neural network, in order to increase the
object detection accuracy. The radar acquires information
about the distance and the radial velocity of objects directly. It

Fig. 1: Van occluded by a water droplet on the lens

is able to locate objects in a two-dimensional plane parallel to
the ground. In contrast to the camera, no height information
can be obtained by the radar sensor. We develop a network
architecture that deals with camera and radar sensor data
jointly. The proposed method is able to detect objects more
reliably in the nuScenes dataset [3] and the TUM dataset
which is created for this research. Additionally, we show the
limitations of our fusion network and directions for future
development.

Section II discusses related methods for object detection and
sensor fusion. Section III describes our method to preprocess
the radar data before fusing it into the network. We continue to
describe the network architecture in Section IV. The evaluation
and discussion of the approach is performed in Section V.
Finally, our conclusions from the work are presented in
Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

[4] were the first to successfully implement a convolutional
neural network for the classification of images that outper-
formed the state-of-the-art in the ImageNet competition. This
marked a starting point for increased interest in research
into image processing with neural networks. Sebsequently,
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neural network architectures for classification are augmented
to perform additional tasks such as object detection [5] and
semantic segmentation [6]. Several network meta-architectures
for object detection exist, which build upon a variety of
convolutional layer designs for feature extraction. In terms
of real-time application, single shot architectures have been
shown to perform accurately while keeping computational
times reasonably low [7]. In recent years, new feature ex-
traction architectures have been proposed which increase the
object detection performance when employed in a given meta-
architecture [8]–[11]. Recently, further studies emerged to
automatically fine-tune an initial neural network design to
increase the detection performance or minimize the run-time,
without effecting the detection performance significantly [12],
[13].

The success of neural networks for image data processing
has led to an adaption to additional sensor principles and to
sensor fusion. By incorporating multi-modal sensor data in the
sensor fusion, researchers aim to obtain more reliable results
for the different tasks involved in environmental perception
for autonomous vehicles. [14] projects lidar data onto the 2D
ground plane as a bird’s-eye view and fuse it with camera data
to perform 3D object detection. [15] projects the lidar onto
the ground plane and onto a perpendicular image plane, and
fuses both representations with the camera image in a neural
network for object detection. [16] fuses lidar and camera
data in a neural network to segment the driveable road. The
paper proposes a network structure which consists of two
branches for lidar and camera input. The interconnections of
these branches are trainable so that the network can learn an
optimized depth level in the network for the data fusion during
the training process. [17] uses a similar fusion approach while
operating with a bird’s-eye view projection for both camera
and lidar.

Convolutional neural networks are widely applied to operate
on regular 2D grids (e.g. images) or 3D grids (e.g. voxels). The
3D lidar object detection approaches discussed above apply
the idea of transforming unstructured lidar point clouds onto
a regular grid before feeding it into a neural network. We
employ the same process to the radar data.

[18] uses radar detections to create regions of interest in
camera images, in order to classify objects in these regions
using a simple neural network. A similar approach of using
the radar to guide the object detection in the image space
is performed in a series of other works [19]–[22]. [23] fuse
independent detections of the camera and radar in order to
associate the distance measurements of the radar with objects
in the image space. [24] fuses independently tracked detections
of each sensor to generate one final position estimation which
incorporates the readings of both sensors. [25] present a
deep learning approach with Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) to fuse camera data and radar data, incorporated into
a 2D bird’s-eye view grid map, in order to perform free space
detection.

[26] gives an overview of deep learning methods for sensor
fusion. They conclude that raw level fusion methods for image
and radar data have merely been investigated to date, and
that more research needs to be conducted in this respect.
[27] projects low level radar data onto a camera image plane
perpendicular to the road, and proposes a neural network for
the fusion with the camera image. They use the range and
the range rate of the radar as additional image channels. The
paper proposes two fusion strategies by concatenation or by
element-wise addition on a fixed layer after initial separated
layers for the sensors. They show the benefit of the fusion
strategy for a self-recorded dataset.

In this paper, we use a similar projection approach to [27] to
project the radar data onto the vertical plane of the camera
image with which it is fused. We propose a fusion network
that is able to learn the network depth at which the fusion
is most beneficial to reduce the network loss. We operate in
the image space to operate with 2D ground-truth data which
significantly facilitates training data generation in comparison
to 3D labels.

Due to the range rate measurement, moving objects can be
distinguished from their surroundings in the radar data. For
practical applications such as Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC),
filtering for moving objects is applied to reduce the amount of
false postives in the radar returns. At the same time, important
stationary objects, e.g. cars stopped in front of a traffic lights,
will be filtered out as well. In this approach no filtering for
moving objects is performed, so that we are able to detect
stationary and moving traffic objects alike.

III. RADAR DATA PREPROCESSING

This section describes the projection of the radar data to the
image plane that is used in our fusion approach. We describe
the spatial calibration of the camera and radar sensors, how
to deal with the missing height information from the radar
returns, how to deal with the sparsity of the radar data, and
ground-truth filtering methods to reduce the noise or clutter in
the radar data.

The radar sensor outputs a sparse 2D point cloud with associ-
ated radar characteristics. The data used for this work includes
the azimuth angle, the distance and the radar cross section
(RCS). We transform the radar data from the 2D ground plane
to a perpendicular image plane. The characteristics of the radar
return are stored as pixel values in the augmented image. At
the location of image pixels where no radar returns are present,
the projected radar channel values are set to the value 0. The
input camera image consists of three channels (red, green,
blue); to this we add the aforementioned radar channels as
the input for the neural network. In our own dataset, the field
of view (FOV) of three radars overlap with the FOV of the
front-facing fish-eye camera. We concatenate the point clouds
of the three sensors into one and use this as the projected radar
input source. The projection differs, as the nuScenes dataset
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uses a 70° FOV camera while the TUM dataset uses a 185°
FOV fish-eye camera. In the nuScenes dataset, camera intrinsic
and extrinsic mapping matrices are provided to transform a
point from world coordinates into image coordinates. The non-
linearities of a fish-eye lens cannot be mapped with a linear
matrix operation. We use the calibration method presented by
[28] to map the world coordinates to the image coordinates
for our own data.

The radar detections give no information about the height at
which they were received, which increases the difficulty to
fuse the data types. The 3D coordinates of the radar detections
are assumed to be returned from the ground plane that the
vehicle is driving on. The projections are then extended in
perpendicular direction to this plane, so as to account for
the vertical extension of the objects to be detected. We
detect traffic objects which can be classified as cars, trucks,
motorcycles, bicycles and pedestrians. To cover the height of
such object types, we assume a height extension of the radar
detections of 3m to associate camera pixels with radar data.
The radar data is mapped with a pixel width of one into the
image plane.

The camera data in the nuScenes dataset is captured at a
resolution of 1600× 900 = 1, 440, 000 pixels at an opening
angle of 70° for the front camera. The lidar returns up to
14, 000 points for the same horizontal opening angle [29].
On a fraction of the nuScenes dataset (nuScenes mini), we
calculated an average of 57 radar detections per cycle for the
front radar. The greater variety in the density of the radar and
the camera data - in comparison to the lidar and the camera -
poses the challenge of finding a suitable way to fuse the data
in one shared network structure. For our own dataset, we use
the Continental ARS430 radar which has a different output
format but comparable radar characteristics to the radar used
in nuScenes. To deal with the sparsity of radar data, [25] uses
probabilistic grid maps to generate continuous information
from the radar. In this work, we increase the density of radar
data by jointly fusing the last 13 radar cycles (around 1 s) to
our data format. Ego-motion is compensated for this projection
method. Target-vehicle motion cannot be compensated. The
fusion of previous time steps adds to the information density
of the radar input. At the same time, it can also add noise to
the input data as the detections of moving objects at previous
time steps do not align with the current object position. This
drawback is tolerated to obtain an information gain due to
the additional data. Figure 2a shows the input data format for
the neural network in an exemplary scene. The radar channels
(distance and RCS) are mapped to the same locations and
therefore shown in a uniform color.

The radar returns many detections coming from objects which
are not relevant for the driving task, such as ghost objects,
irrelevant objects and ground detections. These detections are
called clutter or noise for the task at hand. In the evaluation,
we compare the fusion of the raw noisy radar data with two
additionally filtered approaches. First, in the nuScenes dataset,

(a) Without ground-truth noise filter

(b) With ground-truth noise filter

Fig. 2: nuScenes sample with radar projection to the image
plane for the last 13 radar cycles. Radar channels are shown
in yellow. The red color shift depicts increasing distances. Best
viewed in color.

only a fraction of the labeled objects is detected by the radar.
In training and evaluation, we therefore apply an annotation
filter (AF), so that the filtered ground-truth data only contains
objects which yield at least one radar detection. This is done
via associating the 3D bounding boxes with radar points. The
fusion approach is expected to show its potential for those
objects which are detectable in both modalities. Second, we
apply a ground-truth filter to the radar data which removes
all radar detections outside of the 3D ground-truth bounding
boxes. Of course, this step cannot be performed if applied
to a real scenario. It is employed here to show the general
feasibility of the fusion concept with less clutter in the input
signal. The radar data after the application of the filter is shown
in Figure 2b. Note, that the ground-truth radar filter (GRF)
does not output perfect radar data and partly filters out relevant
detections from the data for four reasons. First, we do not
compensate the motion of other objects when we concatenate
the past radar detections in the input. As the nuScenes dataset
is labeled at 2Hz, no ground-truth is available for intermediate
radar detection cycles, radar object detections only present in
intermediate cycles are possibly filtered out. Second, slight
spatial miscalibrations between the radar and camera sensors
result in a misalignment of the radar detection locations and
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the ground-truth bounding boxes at greater distances. Third,
the data from the radar and the camera are not recorded at
the exact same time. This leads to a spatial misalignment for
moving objects. As we jointly operate on the last 13 detections
of the radar, this effect is increased. Fourth, while the radar
distance measurement is very reliable, its measurements are
not perfect and slight inaccuracies can cause the detections to
lie outside of the ground-truth bouding boxes. The unintended
filtering of relevant data can partly be seen in Figure 2b. In
Section V-C, we compare the results for the network using raw
radar data and ground-truth filtered radar data. For the training
and evaluation step, the 3D ground-truth bounding boxes are
projected onto the 2D image plane.

IV. NETWORK FUSION ARCHITECTURE

Our neural network architecture builds on RetinaNet [30] as
implemented in [31] with a VGG backbone [11]. The network
is extended to deal with the additional radar channels of
the augmented image. The output of the network is a 2D
regression of bounding box coordinates and a classification
score for the bounding box. The network is trained using focal
loss, as proposed in [30]. Our baseline method uses a VGG
feature extractor during the first convolutional layers.

The amount of information of one radar return is different from
the information of a single pixel. The distance of an object to
the ego-vehicle, as measured by the radar, can be considered
more relevant to the driving task than a simple color value of
a pixel of a camera. If both sensors are fused by concatenation
in an early fusion, we should assume that the different data are
semantically similar [32]. As we cannot strongly motivate this
assumption, the fusion of the first layer of the network might
not be optimal. In deeper layers of the neural network, the
input data is compressed into a denser representation which
ideally contains all the relevant input information. As it is hard
to quantify the abstraction level of the information provided by
each of the two sensor types, we design the network in a way
that it learns itself at which depth level the fusion of the data
is most beneficial to the overall loss minimization. The high-
level structure of the network is shown in Figure 3. The main
pipeline of the fusion network is shown in the center branch
of the graph, composed of the VGG blocks. The camera and
radar data is concatenated and fed into the network in the top
row. This branch of the network is processed via the VGG
layers for both the camera and radar data. In the left branch,
the raw radar data is additionally fed into the network at deeper
layers of the network at accordingly scaled input sizes through
max-pooling. The radar data is concatenated to the output of
the previous fused network layers of the main branch of the
network. The Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) as introduced
in [33] is represented by the blocks P3 through P7; herein,
the radar channels are additionally fused by concatenation at
each level. The outputs of the FPN blocks are finally processed
by the bounding box regression and the classification blocks
[30]. The optimizer implicitly teaches the network at which

depth levels the radar data is fused with the greatest impact,
by adapting the weights to the radar features at the different
layers. A similar technique has been applied by [16].
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Fig. 3: High-level structure of CameraRadarFusionNet (CRF-
Net)

We introduce a new training strategy to multi-modal sensor
fusion for camera and radar data. The strategy is inspired by
the technique Dropout [34]. Instead of single neurons, we
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simultaneously deactivate all input neurons for the camera
image data, for random training steps. This is done at a rate of
0.2 of all training images. We call this technique BlackIn. [35]
introduced BlackOut which is inspired by dropout on the final
layer of the network. The absence of camera input data pushes
the network to rely more on the radar data. The goal is to teach
the network the information value of the sparse radar data
independently of the much denser camera representation. We
begin the training with weights that are pretrained on images
for the feature extractor. The training focus towards the radar,
additionally intends to overcome this bias.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the network on the nuScenes
dataset and a second dataset collected during the work for
this paper. We compare our CameraRadarFusionNet (CRF-
Net) with the baseline network, which is our adapted imple-
mentation of RetinaNet [30].

A. Datasets

a) nuScenes dataset: The nuScenes dataset is extensively
described in [3]. It is recorded in various locations and
conditions in Boston and in Singapore. We condense the
original 23 object classes into the classes shown in Table I for
our detection evaluation. The nuScenes results are evaluated
with and without the application of ground-truth filters.

TABLE I: Number of objects per object class in nuScenes and
our dataset

Object classes nuScenes TUM
Car 22591 4020
Bus 1332 109

Motorcycle 729 10
Truck 5015 14
Trailer 1783 45
Bicycle 616 438
Human 10026 678

b) Our data (TUM): We utilize the same classes for evalua-
tion as for the nuScenes dataset. Our dataset is annotated with
2D bounding boxes using the Computer Vision Annotation
Tool (CVAT) [36]. As we lack 3D ground-truth data, no
additional ground-truth filter can be applied to this dataset
during the training and validation step. We reduce the default
anchor sizes of RetinaNet by a factor two for our dataset, as
the objects appear smaller on the fish-eye images.

B. Training

We create an 60:20:20 split from the raw data of nuScenes
to balance the amount of day, rain and night scenes in the
training, validation and test set. We use the nuScenes images
at an input size of 360 x 640 pixels. The fish-eye images of our
dataset are processed at 720 x 1280 pixel resolution. Objects
generally appear smaller in the fish-eye images which we

want to compensate with the augmentation of the resolution.
We weight the object classes according to the number of
appearances in the respective datasets for the mean Average
Precision (mAP) calculation.

The weights of the VGG feature extractor are pretrained on
the Imagenet dataset [37]. During preprocessing, the cam-
era image channels are min-max scaled to the interval [-
127.5,127.5], the radar channels remain unscaled. We perform
data augmentation on our dataset because the amount of
labeled data is relatively small. The number of objects per
class for each dataset is shown in Table I.

Training and evaluation are performed with an Intel Xeon
Silver 4112 CPU, 96GB RAM and a NVIDIA Titan XP GPU.
On the nuScenes dataset, the networks are trained for 25
epochs and a batch size of 1 in a period of about 22 hours
for the baseline network and about 24 hours for the CRF-Net.
On our dataset, the networks are trained for 50 epochs and a
batch size of 1 over a period of about 18 hours.

C. Evaluation

Table II shows the mean average precision for different con-
figurations of our proposed network. The first block shows
the results on the nuScenes dataset. The fusion network is
achieving comparable but slightly higher detection results than
the image network for the raw data inputs. The CRF-Net
trained with BlackIn achieves a mAP of 0.35 %-points more
than without BlackIn. In the next step, we apply the annotation
filter (AF) which considers only objects which are detected
by at least one radar point. When the network additionally
learns on ground-truth filtered radar data (AF, GRF), the mAP
advantage of the CRF-Net rises to 12.96 %-points compared to
the image baseline (AF). The last line of the nuScenes block
shows an additional comparison study. The radar channels are
reduced to one channel which indicates solely the existence
or non-existence of a radar detection in the image plane. The
drop in the mAP score shows that the radar meta data, e.g.
distance and RCS, are important for the detection result.

The second block of Table II shows the data for our own
dataset. The performance gain of the fusion network compared
to the baseline (1.4 %-points) is greater for our data than
for nuScenes. This could be due to the use of three partly
overlapping radars in our data and due to the use of a more
advanced radar sensor. In addition, we labeled objects that
appear small in the images in our dataset; in the nuScenes
dataset, objects at a distance greater than 80m are mostly not
labeled. As suggested in [27], it is possible that the radar is
beneficial especially for objects at a greater distance from the
ego vehicle. The camera data differs in both datasets due to the
different lens characteristics and the different input resolutions,
so that a definite reason cannot be given here.

Figure 4 qualitatively illustrates the superiority of the object
detection with the CRF-Net for an example scene.
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TABLE II: mAP scores of the baseline network and our
CameraRadarFusionNet. Configurations: (AF) - Annotation
filter, (GRF) - ground-truth radar filter, (NRM) - No radar
meta data

Data Network mAP

nu
Sc

en
es

Baseline image network 43.47 %
CRF-Net w/o BlackIn 43.6 %

CRF-Net 43.95 %
Baseline image network (AF) 43.03 %

CRF-Net (AF) 44.85 %
CRF-Net (AF, GRF) 55.99 %

CRF-Net (AF, GRF, NRM) 53.23 %

T
U

M Baseline image network 56.12 %
CRF-Net 57.50 %

(a) Baseline network detection

(b) CRF-Net detection

Fig. 4: Detection comparison of the baseline network (a) and
the CRF-Net (b). The baseline network does not detect the
pedestrian on the left.

The overall higher mAPs for the fusion network compared
to the baseline presented in Table II show the potential of
the fusion approach. This potential motivates further research
towards an ideal network architecture for this type of fusion.
The performance gain for ground-truth filtered radar data mo-
tivates the development of a non-ground-truth based filtering
method for the radar data during preprocessing, or inside the
neural network. In future work, we will continue research into
filtering out noisy radar detections before feeding them into

the fusion network, to improve the results for the application
under real-world conditions.

The baseline network needs 33ms for the processing of one
image at a size of 360 x 640 pixels. The CRF-Net needs
43ms for the processing of the corresponding fused data.
Additionally the data processing for the radar projection and
channel generation amounts to 56ms of CPU time. The
time needed for the processing of the ground-truth filters is
negligible. In our TUM dataset, we input the data at a higher
resolution, which results in increased execution times. The
baseline network processing takes 92ms, the CRF-Net needs
103ms, the data generation takes 333ms. In this dataset more
radar data is used and the projection is done with a fish-eye
projection method which adds to the data generation time.
However, the data generation is not optimized and the values
are given as a reference to present the current status of the
implementation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

This paper proposes the CameraRadarFusion-Net (CRF-Net)
architecture to fuse camera and radar sensor data of road
vehicles. The research adapts ideas from lidar and camera
data processing and shows a new direction for fusion with
radar data. Difficulties and solutions to process the radar data
are discussed. The BlackIn training strategy is introduced for
the fusion of radar and camera data. We show that the fusion
of radar and camera data in a neural network can augment the
detection score of a state-of-the-art object detection network.
This paper lends justification to a variety of areas for further
research. As neural fusion for radar and camera data has only
recently been studied in literature, finding optimized network
architectures needs to be explored further.

In the future, we plan research to design network layers to
process the radar data prior to the fusion, so as to filter out
noise in the radar data. The fusion with additional sensor
modalities such as lidar data could further increase the detec-
tion accuracy, while at the same time adding complexity by
augmenting the layers or through the need to introduce new
design concepts. The study of the robustness of neural fusion
approaches against spatial and temporal miscalibration of the
sensors needs to be evaluated. We see an increased potential
for multi-modal neural fusion for driving in adverse weather
conditions. Additional datasets modeling these conditions need
to be created to study this assumption. Lastly, as the radar sen-
sor introduces distance information into the detection scheme,
the applicability of the fusion concept to 3D object detection
is a direction we want to explore.

On the hardware side, high-resolution or imaging radars [38]
are expected to increase the information density of radar data
and reduce the amount of clutter. The hardware advancement
is expected to enable an increase in the detection results of
our approach.
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4.3 Radar, Camera, and Lidar Fusion for Object De-
tection

The previous section presented a fusion of camera and radar data. As state of the art 3D mAP
scores for object detection are achieved with lidar input data, this section performs a fusion of
all three data modalities to increase the achievable performance of 3D object detection. The
content of this section has been published in [232]. The developed 3D object detection network
for radar, camera, and lidar data is available on GitHub [236].

Summary
This paper aims to set a baseline for further fusion developments by adapting the effective lidar
VoxelNet architecture [154] to use multi-modal sensor data input. The sensor data are fused
in the input layer in an early fusion approach. The input space of the radar and lidar points are
discretized to a 3D grid. Camera pixel information is projected onto the lidar points. In this way, a
depth estimation from the image data itself becomes obsolete for a fusion in 3D. Radar, camera,
and lidar features are concatenated at the respective input grid points. The joint input tensor
is processed with sparse convolutions to enable efficient processing of the 3D voxel grid. The
resulting network is named Radar Voxel Fusion-Net (RVF-Net).

In this study only car objects are detected with the network to reduce the output complexity
and as this category is the most frequent object of interest in the used data set and potentially
real-world scenarios. Example detections which show the benefit of the addition of radar data
are visualized in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Object detection result comparison using different input data, visualized from a BEV. The
fusion of radar data enhances the detection performance. (a) Only RVF-Net is able to detect
the vehicle from the point cloud. (b) RVF-Net detects both bounding boxes. (c) RVF-Net
detects both bounding boxes. However, the detected box on the right has a high translation
and rotation error towards the ground truth bounding box. Adapted from [232].

The fusion approach increases the object detection performance to the lidar baseline by about
5 % with a 3D AP score of 54.9 %. The 3D fusion is especially effective for samples with rain
or night conditions where it outperforms the lidar baseline by 10 % and 6 %, respectively. The
absolute 3D AP for night scenes of the RVF-Net is 67.4 % which is significantly higher than
the score for the overall data set. The absolute AP for rain scenes is 48.3 %. The difference
in absolute AP scores for the different data sets shows the strong data dependence of deep
learning methods.

The network is evaluated against a high-level fusion approach. For this, lidar and projected
camera data are used as a shared input in the proposed network architecture, with re-trained
network parameters, to produce the first group of object proposals to the high-level fusion
pipeline. The radar data are processed with the same DNN architecture, with radar specific
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re-trained network parameters, to produce the second group of object proposals independently.
Both, camera and lidar data are used in the first pipeline to enable an overall comparison to
the low-level fusion approach of all three modalities in RVF-Net, as no camera-only processing
in the 3D space is possible with the proposed approach. Both groups of object proposals are
fused with a Kalman filter which is parameterized using three randomly selected scenes of the
nuScenes data set. As the tracking performed by the Kalman filter for the high-level fusion has
an impact on the resulting object detection performance, the low-level fusion detections are also
tracked with the same filter to enable a comparison. The tracked low-level fusion reaches an
3D AP score of 47.1 % which is relatively 41 % higher than that of the high-level fusion. The
resulting high-level fusion performance is deteriorated through the use of the radar data in the
fusion. A pipeline using only the camera and lidar input data reaches an AP score which is 20 %
higher than that of the high-level fusion. The independent object detection results of the weak
radar features are not precise enough to contribute positively to the detection result. The joint
processing in the low-level fusion approach, however, can leverage the weak information in the
radar data in conjunction with further data modalities to improve the detection result. A summary
of the results is given in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: 3D object detection and tracking results. The low-level fusion outperforms the lidar and
high-level fusion approaches.

Network 3D mAP Relative Difference

High-level fusion 33.3 % 0 %
Lidar 40.0 % 20 %

Low-level fusion (RVF-Net) 47.1 % 41 %

The paper furthermore introduces a combined classification and regression loss for the opti-
mization of the bounding box orientation estimation. The novel loss increases the 3D AP by 4 %,
while the Average Orientation Error (AOE) is reduced by about 40 % in comparison to the same
network architecture with a standard regression loss. The proposed loss is similar to the one
used in SECOND [151], with the enhancement that it solves an edge case where two distinct
bounding box configurations would generate the same loss value in their formulation.

When projecting camera pixels to lidar data, camera data not associated with lidar locations get
lost. To mitigate this problem the lidar point cloud is depth-completed with the IP-Basic algorithm
[96] prior to the camera data fusion in an ablation study. The addition of this data, however, did
not lead to an increased performance.

A combined IoU- and distance-based matching threshold is used for the proposed network. In
contrast to results in the literature, the combined matching threshold did not result in a higher
object detection score in comparison to the commonly used IoU-threshold.

Potential for further improvements of the network are discussed in the paper. The classification
loss overfits before the bounding box regression loss reaches its minimum. A further tuning
of the network training process to balance the results could improve the network performance.
Furthermore, the field of view of the fusion could be extended to enable a full 360° FOV for the
object detection which is required to participate in the official nuScenes evaluation.

Research Questions
This publication is related to the second sub research question. The developed low-level fusion
DNN increases the 3D mAP in comparison to a high-level fusion baseline for object detection.
The proposed low-level fusion approach is determined as a suitable processing method for both
input data. The answer to the research question will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.1.
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Abstract: Automotive traffic scenes are complex due to the variety of possible scenarios, objects, and
weather conditions that need to be handled. In contrast to more constrained environments, such
as automated underground trains, automotive perception systems cannot be tailored to a narrow
field of specific tasks but must handle an ever-changing environment with unforeseen events. As
currently no single sensor is able to reliably perceive all relevant activity in the surroundings, sensor
data fusion is applied to perceive as much information as possible. Data fusion of different sensors
and sensor modalities on a low abstraction level enables the compensation of sensor weaknesses and
misdetections among the sensors before the information-rich sensor data are compressed and thereby
information is lost after a sensor-individual object detection. This paper develops a low-level sensor
fusion network for 3D object detection, which fuses lidar, camera, and radar data. The fusion network
is trained and evaluated on the nuScenes data set. On the test set, fusion of radar data increases
the resulting AP (Average Precision) detection score by about 5.1% in comparison to the baseline
lidar network. The radar sensor fusion proves especially beneficial in inclement conditions such
as rain and night scenes. Fusing additional camera data contributes positively only in conjunction
with the radar fusion, which shows that interdependencies of the sensors are important for the
detection result. Additionally, the paper proposes a novel loss to handle the discontinuity of a simple
yaw representation for object detection. Our updated loss increases the detection and orientation
estimation performance for all sensor input configurations. The code for this research has been made
available on GitHub.

Keywords: perception; deep learning; sensor fusion; radar point cloud; object detection; sensor;
camera; radar; lidar

1. Introduction

In the current state of the art, researchers focus on 3D object detection in the field of
perception. Three-dimensional object detection is most reliably performed with lidar sensor
data [1–3] as its higher resolution—when compared to radar sensors—and direct depth
measurement—when compared to camera sensors—provide the most relevant features for
object detection algorithms. However, for redundancy and safety reasons in autonomous
driving applications, additional sensor modalities are required because lidar sensors cannot
detect all relevant objects at all times. Cameras are well-understood, cheap and reliable
sensors for applications such as traffic-sign recognition. Despite their high resolution, their
capabilities for 3D perception are limited as only 2D information is provided by the sensor.
Furthermore, the sensor data quality deteriorates strongly in bad weather conditions such
as snow or heavy rain. Radar sensors are least affected by inclement weather, e.g., fog,
and are therefore a vital asset to make autonomous driving more reliable. However, due
to their low resolution and clutter noise for static vehicles, current radar sensors cannot
perform general object detection without the addition of further modalities. This work
therefore combines the advantages of camera, lidar, and radar sensor modalities to produce
an improved detection result.
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Several strategies exist to fuse the information of different sensors. These systems can
be categorized as early fusion if all input data are first combined and then processed, or
late fusion if all data is first processed independently and the output of the data-specific
algorithms are fused after the processing. Partly independent and joint processing is called
middle or feature fusion.

Late fusion schemes based on a Bayes filter, e.g., the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) [4],
in combination with a matching algorithm for object tracking, are the current state of the art,
due to their simplicity and their effectiveness during operation in constrained environments
and good weather.

Early and feature fusion networks possess the advantage of using all available sensor
information at once and are therefore able to learn from interdependencies of the sensor
data and compensate imperfect sensor data for a robust detection result similar to gradient
boosting [5].

This paper presents an approach to fuse the sensors in an early fusion scheme. Similar
to Wang et al. [6], we color the lidar point cloud with camera RGB information. These
colored lidar points are then fused with the radar points and their radar cross-section (RCS)
and velocity features. The network processes the points jointly in a voxel structure and
outputs the predicted bounding boxes. The paper evaluates several parameterizations and
presents the RadarVoxelFusionNet (RVF-Net), which proved most reliable in our studies.

The contribution of the paper is threefold:

• The paper develops an early fusion network for radar, lidar, and camera data for 3D
object detection. The network outperforms the lidar baseline and a Kalman Filter late
fusion approach.

• The paper provides a novel loss function to replace the simple discontinuous yaw
parameterization during network training.

• The code for this research has been released to the public to make it adaptable to
further use cases.

Section 2 discusses related work for object detection and sensor fusion networks. The
proposed model is described in Section 3. The results are shown in Section 4 and discussed
in Section 5. Section 6 presents our conclusions from the work.

2. Related Work

Firstly, this section gives a short overview of the state of the art of lidar object detection for
autonomous driving. Secondly, a more detailed review of fusion methods for object detection
is given. We refer to [7] for a more detailed overview of radar object detection methods.

2.1. 3D Lidar Object Detection

The seminal work of Qi et al. [8] introduces a method to directly process sparse,
irregular point cloud data with neural networks for semantic segmentation tasks. Their
continued work [9] uses a similar backbone to perform 3D object detection from point
cloud frustums. Their so-called pointnet backbone has been adapted in numerous works
to advance lidar object detection.

VoxelNet [10] processes lidar points in a voxel grid structure. The network aggregates
a feature for each voxel from the associated points. These voxel grid cells are processed in
a convolutional fashion to generate object detection results with an anchor-based region
proposal network (RPN) [11].

The network that achieves the highest object detection score [3] on the KITTI 3D
benchmark [2] uses both a voxel-based and pointnet-based processing to create their
detection results. The processing of the voxel data is performed with submanifold sparse
convolutions as introduced in [12,13]. The advantage of these sparse implementation of
convolutions lies in the fact that they do not process empty parts of the grid that contain
no information. This is especially advantageous for point cloud processing, as most of the
3D space does not contain any sensor returns. The network that achieves the highest object
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detection score on the nuScenes data set [1] is a lidar-only approach as well [14]. Similarly,
it uses a sparse VoxelNet backbone with a second stage for bounding box refinement.

2.2. 2D Sensor Fusion for Object Detection

This section reviews 2D fusion methods. The focus is on methods that fuse radar data
as part of the input data.

Chadwick [15] is the first to use a neural network to fuse low level radar and camera
for 2D object detection. The network fuses the data on a feature level after projecting radar
data to the 2D image plane. The object detection scores of the fusion are higher than the
ones of a camera-only network, especially for distant objects.

CRF-Net [16] develops a similar fusion approach. As an automotive radar does not
measure any height information, the network assumes an extended height of the radar
returns to account for the uncertainty in the radar returns origin. The approach shows a
slight increase in object detection performance both on a private and the public nuScenes
data set [1]. The paper shows further potential for the fusion scheme once less noisy radar
data are available.

YOdar [17] uses a similar projection fusion method. The approach creates two detec-
tion probabilities of separate radar and image processing pipelines and generates their
final detection output by gradient boosting.

2.3. 3D Sensor Fusion for Object Detection

This section reviews 3D fusion methods. The focus is on methods that fuse radar data
as part of the input data.

2.3.1. Camera Radar Fusion

For 3D object detection, the authors of [18] propose GRIF-Net to fuse radar and camera
data. After individual processing, the feature fusion is performed by a gated region of
interest fusion (GRIF). In contrast to concatenation or addition as the fusion operation, the
weight for each sensor in the fusion is learned in the GRIF module. The camera and radar
fusion method outperforms the radar baseline by a great margin on the nuScenes data set.

The CenterFusion architecture [19] first detects objects in the 3D space via image-
based object detection. Radar points inside a frustum around these detections are fused
by concatenation to the image features. The radar features are extended to pillars similar
to [16] in the 2D case. The object detection head operates on these joint features to refine
the detection accuracy. The mean Average Precision (mAP) score of the detection output
increases by 4% for the camera radar fusion compared to their baseline on the nuScenes
validation data set.

While the methods above operate with point cloud-based input data, Lim [20] fuses
azimuth range images and camera images. The camera data are projected to a bird’s-eye
view (BEV) with an Inverse Projection Mapping (IPM). The individually processed branches
are concatenated to generate the object detection results. The fusion approach achieves a
higher detection score than the individual modalities. The IPM limits the detection range
to close objects and an assumed flat road surface.

Kim [21] similarly fuses radar azimuth-range images with camera images. The data
are fused after initial individual processing, and the detection output is generated adopting
the detection head of [22]. The fusion approach outperforms both their image and radar
baselines on their private data set. Their RPN uses a distance threshold in contrast to
standard Intersection over Union (IoU) matching for anchor association. The paper argues
that the IoU metric prefers to associate distant bounding boxes over closer bounding boxes
under certain conditions. Using a distance threshold instead increases the resulting AP by
4–5 points over the IoU threshold matching.

The overall detection accuracy of camera radar fusion networks is significantly lower
than that of lidar-based detection methods.
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2.3.2. Lidar Camera Fusion

MV3D [23] projects lidar data both to a BEV perspective and the camera perspective.
The lidar representations are fused with the camera input after some initial processing in a
feature fusion scheme.

AVOD [22] uses a BEV projection of the lidar data and camera data as their input data.
The detection results are calculated with an anchor grid and an RPN as a detection head.

PointPainting [24] first calculates a semantic segmentation mask for an input image.
The detected classes are then projected onto the lidar point cloud via a color-coding for the
different classes. The work expands several lidar 3D object detection networks and shows
that enriching the lidar data with class information augments the detection score.

2.3.3. Lidar Radar Fusion

RadarNet [25] fuses radar and lidar point clouds for object detection. The point clouds
are transformed into a grid representation and then concatenated. After this feature fusion,
the data are processed jointly to propose an object detection. An additional late fusion of
radar features is performed to predict a velocity estimate separate to the object detection task.

2.3.4. Lidar Radar Camera Fusion

Wang [6] projects RGB values of camera images directly onto the lidar point cloud.
This early fusion camera-lidar point cloud is used to create object detection outputs in a
pointnet architecture. Parallel to the object detection, the radar point cloud is processed
to predict velocity estimates of the input point cloud. The velocity estimates are then
associated with the final detection output. The paper experimented with concatenating
different amounts of past data sweeps for the radar network. Concatenating six consecutive
time steps of the radar data for a single processing shows the best results in their study.
The addition of the radar data increases their baseline detection score slightly on the public
nuScenes data set.

3. Methodology

In the following, we list the main conclusions from the state of the art for our work:

• Input representation: The input representation of the sensor data dictates which subse-
quent processing techniques can be applied. Pointnet-based methods are beneficial
when dealing with sparse unordered point cloud data. For more dense—but still
sparse—point clouds, such as the fusion of several lidar or radar sensors, sparse
voxel grid structures achieve more favorable results in the object detection literature.
Therefore, we adopt a voxel-based input structure for our data. As many of the
voxels remain empty in the 3D grid, we apply sparse convolutional operations [12]
for greater efficiency.

• Distance Threshold: Anchor-based detection heads predominately use an IoU-based
matching algorithm to identify positive anchors. However, Kim [21] has shown that
this choice might lead to association of distant anchors for certain bounding box
configurations. We argue that both IoU- and distance-based matching thresholds
should be considered to facilitate the learning process. The distance-based threshold
alone might not be a good metric when considering rotated bounding boxes with a
small overlapping area. Our network therefore considers both thresholds to match
the anchor boxes.

• Fusion Level: The data from different sensors and modalities can be fused at differ-
ent abstraction levels. Recently, a rising number of papers perform early or feature
fusion to be able to facilitate all available data for object detection simultaneously.
Nonetheless, the state of the art in object detection is still achieved by considering only
lidar data. Due to its resolution and precision advantage from a hardware perspec-
tive, software processing methods cannot compensate for the missing information
in the input data of the additional sensors. Still, there are use cases where the lidar
sensor alone is not sufficient. Inclement weather, such as fog, decreases the lidar
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and camera data quality [26] significantly. The radar data, however, is only slightly
affected by the change in environmental conditions. Furthermore, interference effects
of different lidar modules might decrease the detection performance under certain
conditions [27,28]. A drawback of early fusion algorithms is that temporal synchro-
nized data recording for all sensors needs to be available. However, none of the
publicly available data sets provide such data for all three sensor modalities. The
authors of [7] discuss the publicly available data quality for radar sensors in more
detail. Despite the lack of synchronized data, this study uses an early fusion scheme,
as in similar works, spatio-temporal synchronization errors are treated as noise and
compensated during the learning process of the fusion network. In contrast to recent
papers, where some initial processing is applied before fusing the data, we present
a direct early fusion to enable the network to learn optimal combined features for
the input data. The early fusion can make use of the complementary sensor informa-
tion provided by radar, camera and lidar sensors—before any data compression by
sensor-individual processing is performed.

3.1. Input Data

The input data to the network consists of the lidar data with its three spatial coordi-
nates x, y, z, and intensity value i. Similar to [6], colorization from projected camera images
is added to the lidar data with r, g, b features. Additionally, the radar data contributes
its spatial coordinates, intensity value RCS—and the radial velocity with its Cartesian
components vx and vy. Local offsets for the points in the voxels dx, dy, dz complete the
input space. The raw data are fused and processed jointly by the network itself. Due to
the early fusion of the input data, any lidar network can easily be adapted to our fusion
approach by adjusting the input dimensions.

3.2. Network Architecture

This paper proposes the RadarVoxelFusionNet (RVF-Net) whose architecture is based
on VoxelNet [10] due to its empirically proven performance and straightforward network
architecture. While other architectures in the state of the art provide higher detection
scores, the application to a non-overengineered network from the literature is preferable
for investigating the effect of a new data fusion method. Recently, A. Ng [29] proposed a
shift from model-centric to data-centric approaches for machine learning development.

An overview of the network architecture is shown in Figure 1. The input point
cloud is partitioned into a 3D voxel grid. Non-empty voxel cells are used as the input
data to the network. The data are split into the features of the input points and the
corresponding coordinates. The input features are processed by voxel feature encoding
(VFE) layers composed of fully connected and max-pooling operations for the points inside
each voxel. The pooling is used to aggregate one single feature per voxel. In the global
feature generation, the voxel features are processed by sparse 3D submanifold convolutions
to efficiently handle the sparse voxel grid input. The z dimension is merged with the feature
dimension to create a sparse feature tensor in the form of a 2D grid. The sparse tensor is
converted to a dense 2D grid and processed with standard 2D convolutions to generate
features in a BEV representation. These features are the basis for the detection output heads.

The detection head consists of three parts: The classification head, which outputs a
class score for each anchor box; the regression head with seven regression values for the
bounding box position (x, y, z), dimensions (w, l, h) and the yaw angle eθ ; the direction
head, which outputs a complementary classification value for the yaw angle estimation
cdir. For more details on the network architecture, we refer to the work of [10] and our
open source implementation. The next section focuses on our proposed yaw loss, which is
conceptually different from the original VoxelNet implementation.
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Figure 1. Network architecture of the proposed RVF-Net.

3.3. Yaw Loss Parameterization

While the original VoxelNet paper uses a simple yaw regression, we use a more
complex parameterization to facilitate the learning process. Zhou [30] argues that a simple
yaw representation is disadvantageous, as the optimizer needs to regress a smooth function
over a discontinuity, e.g., from −π rad to +π rad. Furthermore, the loss value for small
positive angle differences is much lower than that of greater positive angle differences,
while the absolute angle difference from the anchor orientation might be the same. Figure 2
visualizes this problem of an exemplary simple yaw regression.

θ2 � θ1

L(θ2) � L(θ1)

Figure 2. Vehicle bounding boxes are visualized in a BEV. The heading of the vehicles is visualized
with a line from the middle of the bounding box to the front. The relative angular deviations from
the orange and blue ground truth boxes to the anchor box are equal. However, the resulting loss
value of the orange bounding box is significantly higher than that of the blue one.

To account for this problem, the network estimates the yaw angle with a combination
of a classification and a regression head. The classifier is inherently designed to deal with a
discontinuous domain, enabling the regression of a continuous target. The regression head
regresses the actual angle difference in the interval [−π, π) with a smooth sine function,
which is continuous even at the limits of the interval. The regression output of the yaw
angle of a bounding box is

θd = θGT − θA

eθ = sin(θd),
(1)
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where θGT is the ground truth box yaw angle and θA is the associated anchor box yaw angle.
The classification head determines whether or not the angle difference between the

predicted bounding box and the associated anchor lies inside or outside of the interval
[−π/2, π/2). The classification value of the yaw is modeled as

cdir =

{
1, if − π

2 ≤ (θd + π) mod 2π − π < π
2

0, otherwise
. (2)

As seen above, the directional bin classification head splits the angle space into two
equally spaced regions. The network uses two anchor angle parameterizations at 0 and
π/2. A vehicle driving towards the sensor vehicle matches with the anchor at 0 rad. A
vehicle driving in front of the vehicle would match with the same anchor. The angle
classification head intuitively distinguishes between these cases. Therefore, there is no
need to compute additional anchors at π and −π/2.

Due to the subdivision of the angular space by the classification head, the yaw regres-
sion needs to regress smaller angle differences, which leads to a fast learning progress. A
simple yaw regression would instead need to learn a rotation of 180 degrees to match the
ground truth bounding box. It has been shown that high regression values and disconti-
nuities negatively impact the network performance [30]. The regression and classification
losses used to estimate the yaw angle are visualized in Figure 3.

The SECOND architecture [31] introduces a sine loss as well. Their subdivision of the
positive and negative half-space, however, comes with the drawback that both bounding
box configurations shown in Figure 3 would result in the same regression and classification
loss values. Our loss is able to distinguish these bounding box configurations.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Visualization of our yaw loss. (a) Bin classification. (b) Sine regression. The bounding boxes
in (a) are not distinguishable by the sine loss. The bin classification distinguishes these bounding
boxes as visualized by the bold dotted line, which splits the angular space in two parts.

As the training does not learn the angle parameter directly, the regression difference is
added to the anchor angle under consideration of the classification interval output to get
the final value of the yaw angle during inference.

3.4. Data Augmentation

Data augmentation techniques [32] manipulate the input features of a machine learn-
ing method to create a greater variance in the data set. Popular augmentation methods
translate or rotate the input data to generate new input data from the existing data set.

More complex data augmentation techniques include the use of General Adversarial
Networks [33] to generate artificial data frames in the style of the existing data. Complex
data augmentation schemes are beneficial for small data sets. The used nuScenes data set
comprises about 34,000 labeled frames. Due to the relatively large data set, we limit the use
of data augmentation to rotation, translation, and scaling of the input point cloud.
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3.5. Inclement Weather

We expect the fusion of different sensor modalities to be most beneficial in inclement
weather, which deteriorates the quality of the output of lidar and camera sensors. We
analyze the nuScenes data set for frames captured in such environment conditions. At the
same time, we make sure that enough input data, in conjunction with data augmentation,
are available for the selected environment conditions to realize a good generalization for
the trained networks. We filter the official nuScenes training and validation sets for samples
recorded in rain or night conditions. Further subsampling for challenging conditions such
as fog is not possible for the currently available data sets. The amount of samples for
each split is shown in Table 1. We expect the lidar quality to deteriorate in the rain scenes,
whereas the camera quality should deteriorate in both rain and night scenes. The radar
detection quality should be unaffected by the environment conditions.

Table 1. Training and validation splits for different environment conditions. The table only considers
samples in which at least one car is present in the field of view of the front camera.

Data Set Split Training Samples Validation Samples

nuScenes 19,659 4278
Rain 2289 415

Night 4460 788

3.6. Distance Threshold

Similar to [21], we argue that an IoU-based threshold is not the optimal choice for 3D
object detection. We use both an IoU-based and a distance-based threshold to distinguish
between the positive, negative, and ignore bounding box anchors. For our proposed
network, the positive IoU-threshold is empirically set to 35% and the negative threshold is
set to 30%. The distance threshold is set to 0.5 m.

3.7. Simulated Depth Camera

To simplify the software fusion scheme and to lower the cost of the sensor setup, lidar
and camera sensor could be replaced by a depth or stereo camera setup. Even though the
detection performance of stereo vision does not match the one of lidar, recent developments
show promising progress in this field [34]. The relative accuracy of stereo methods is higher
for close range objects, where high accuracy is of greater importance for the planning of the
driving task. The nuScenes data set was chosen for evaluation since it is the only feasible
public data set that contains labeled point cloud radar data. However, stereo camera data
are not included in the nuScenes data set, which we use for evaluation.

In comparison to lidar data, stereo camera data are more dense and contain the color
of objects in its data. To simulate a stereo camera, we use the IP-Basic algorithm [35]
to approximate a denser depth image from the sparser lidar point cloud. The IP-Basic
algorithm estimates additional depth measurements from lidar pixels, so that additional
camera data can be used for the detection. The depth of these estimated pixels is less
accurate than that of the lidar sensor, which is in compliance with the fact that stereo
camera depth estimation is also more error-prone than that of lidar [36,37].

Our detection pipeline looks for objects in the surroundings of up to 50 m from the
ego vehicle so that the stereo camera simulation by the lidar is justified as production
stereo cameras can provide reasonable accuracy in this sensor range [38,39]. An alternative
approach would be to learn the depth of the monocular camera images directly. An
additional study [40] showed that the state of the art algorithms in this field [41] are not
robust enough to create an accurate depth estimation for the whole scene for a subsequent
fusion. Although the visual impression of monocular depth images seems promising, the
disparity measurement of stereo cameras results in a better depth estimation.
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3.8. Sensor Fusion

By simulating depth information for the camera, we can investigate the influence
of four different sensors for the overall detection score: radar, camera, simulated depth
camera, and lidar. In addition to the different sensors, consecutive time steps of radar
and lidar sensors are concatenated to increase the data density. While the nuScenes data
set allows to concatenate up to 10 lidar sweeps on the official score board, we limit our
network to use the past 3 radar and lidar sweep data. While using more sweeps may be
beneficial for the overall detection score through the higher data density for static objects,
more sweeps add significant inaccuracies for the position estimate of moving vehicles,
which are of greater interest for a practical use case.

As discussed in our main conclusions from the state of the art in Section 3, we fuse
the different sensor modalities in an early fusion scheme. In particular, we fuse lidar and
camera data by projecting the lidar data into the image space, where the lidar points serve
as a mask to associate the color of the camera image with the 3D points.

To implement the simulated depth camera, we first apply the IP-Basic algorithm to
the lidar input point cloud to approximate the depth of the neighborhood area of the lidar
points to generate a more dense point cloud. The second step is the same as in the lidar and
camera fusion, where the newly created point cloud serves as a mask to create the dense
depth color image.

The radar, lidar, and simulated depth camera data all originate from a continuous
3D space. The data are then fused together in a discrete voxel representation before they
are processed with the network presented in Section 3.2. The first layers of the network
compress the input data to discrete voxel features. The maximum number of points per
voxel is limited to 40 for computational efficiency. As the radar data are much sparser than
lidar data, it is preferred in the otherwise random downsampling process to make sure that
the radar data contributes to the fusion result and its data density is not further reduced.

After the initial fusion step, the data are processed in the RadarVoxelFusionNet in
the same fashion, independent of which data type was used. This modularity is used to
compare the detection result of different sensor configurations.

3.9. Training

The network is trained with an input voxel size of 0.2 m for the dimensions parallel to
the ground. The voxel size in height direction is 0.4 m.

Similar to the nuScenes split, we limit the sensor detection and evaluation range to
50 m in front of the vehicle and further to 20 m on either side to cover the principal area of
interest for driving. The sensor fusion is performed for the front camera, front radar, and
the lidar sensor of the nuScenes data set.

The classification outputs are learned via a binary cross entropy loss. The regression
values are learned via a smooth L1 loss [42]. The training is performed on the official
nuScenes split. We further filter for samples that include at least one vehicle in the sensor
area to save training resources for samples where no object of interest is present. Training
and evaluation are performed for the nuScenes car class. Each network is trained on an
NVIDIA Titan Xp graphics card for 50 epochs or until overfitting can be deduced from the
validation loss curves.

4. Results

The model performance is evaluated with the average precision (AP) metric as defined
by the nuScenes object detection challenge [1]. Our baseline is a VoxelNet-style network
with lidar data as the input source. All networks are trained with our novel yaw loss and
training strategies, as described in Section 3.

4.1. Sensor Fusion

Table 2 shows the results of the proposed model with different input sensor data. The
networks have been trained several times to rule out that the different AP scores are caused
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by random effects. The lidar baseline outperforms the radar baseline by a great margin.
This is expected as the data density and accuracy of the lidar input data are higher than
that of the radar data.

The fusion of camera RGB and lidar data does not result in an increased detection
accuracy for the proposed network. We assume that this is due to the increased complexity
that the additional image data brings into the optimization process. At the same time, the
additional color feature does not distinguish vehicles from the background, as the same
colors are also widely found in the environment.

The early fusion of radar and lidar data increases the network performance against the
baseline. The fusion of all three modalities increases the detection performance by a greater
margin for most of the evaluated data sets. Only for night scenes, where the camera data
deteriorates most, does the fusion of lidar and radar outperform the RVF-Net. Example
detection results in the BEV perspective from the lidar, RGB input, and the RVF-Net input
are compared in Figure 4.

Table 2. AP scores for different environment (data) and network configurations on the respective
validation data set.

Network Input nuScenes Rain and Night Rain Night

Lidar 52.18% 50.09% 43.94% 63.56%
Radar 17.43% 16.00% 16.42% 22.46%
Lidar, RGB 49.96% 46.59% 42.72% 61.66%
Lidar, Radar 54.18% 53.10% 47.51% 68.01%
Lidar, RGB, Radar (RVF-Net) 54.86% 53.12% 48.32% 67.39%
Simulated Depth Cam 48.02% 46.07% 39.07% 57.33%
Simulated Depth Cam, Radar 52.06% 48.31% 41.65% 61.04%

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4. BEV of the detection results: Lidar and RGB fusion in the top row. RVF-Net fusion in the
bottom row. Detected bounding boxes in orange. Ground truth bounding boxes in black. Lidar
point cloud in blue. Radar point cloud and measured velocity in green. The street is shown in
gray. (a) Only RVF-Net is able to detect the vehicle from the point cloud. (b) RVF-Net detects both
bounding boxes. (c) RVF-Net detects both bounding boxes. However, the detected box on the right
has a high translation and rotation error towards the ground truth bounding box.

The simulated depth camera approach does not increase the detection performance.
The approach adds additional input data by depth-completing the lidar points. However,
the informativeness in this data cannot compensate for the increased complexity introduced
by its addition.

The absolute AP scores between the different columns of Table 2 cannot be compared
since the underlying data varies between the columns. The data source has the greatest
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influence for the performance of machine learning models. All models have a significantly
higher scores for the night scenes split than for the other splits. This is most likely due to
the lower complexity of the night scenes present in the data set.

The relative performance gain of different input data within each column shows a
valid comparison of the fusion methods since they are trained and evaluated on the same
data. The radar data fusion of the RVF-Net outperforms the lidar baseline by 5.1% on the
nuScenes split, while it outperforms the baseline on the rain split by 10.0% and on the night
split by 6.0%. The increased performance of the radar fusion is especially notable for the
rain split where lidar and camera data quality is limited. The fusion of lidar and radar is
also especially beneficial for night scenes, even though the lidar data quality should not be
affected by these conditions.

4.2. Ablation Studies

This section evaluates additional training configurations of our proposed RVF network
to measure the influence of the proposed training strategies. Table 3 shows an overview of
the results.

To study the effect of the introduced yaw loss, we measure the Average Orientation
Error (AOE) as introduced by nuScenes. The novel loss reduces the orientation error by
about 40% from an AOE of 0.5716 with the old loss to an AOE of 0.3468 for the RVF-Net.
At the same time, our novel yaw loss increases the AP score of RVF-Net by 4.1 percent.
Even though the orientation of the predicted bounding boxes does not directly impact
the AP calculation, the simpler regression for the novel loss also implicitly increases the
performance for the additional regression targets.

Data augmentation has a significant positive impact on the AP score.
Contrary to the literature results, the combined IoU and distance threshold decreases

the network performance in comparison to a simple IoU threshold configuration. It is up
to further studies to find the reason for this empirical finding.

We have performed additional experiments with 10 lidar sweeps as the input data.
While the sweep accumulation for static objects is not problematic since we compensate
for ego-motion, the point clouds of moving objects are heavily blurred when considering
10 sweeps of data, as the motion of other vehicles cannot be compensated. Nonetheless,
the detection performance increases slightly for the RVF-Net sensor input.

For a speed comparison, we have also started a training with non-sparse convolutions.
However, this configuration could not be trained on our machine since the non-sparse
network is too large and triggers an out-of-memory (OOM) error.

Table 3. AP scores for different training configurations on the validation data set.

Network nuScenes

RVF-Net 54.86%
RVF-Net, simple yaw loss 52.69%
RVF-Net, without augmentation 50.68%
RVF-Net, IoU threshold only 55.93%
RVF-Net, 10 sweeps 55.25%
RVF-Net, standard convolutions OOM error

4.3. Inference Time

The inference time of the network for different input data configurations is shown in
Table 4. The GPU processing time per sample is averaged over all samples of the validation
split. In comparison to the lidar baseline, the RVF-Net fusion increases the processing
time only slightly. The different configurations are suitable for a real-time application with
input data rates of up to 20 Hz. The processing time increases for the simulated depth
camera input data configuration as the number of points is drastically increased by the
depth completion.
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Table 4. Inference times of different sensor input configurations on the NVIDIA Titan Xp GPU.

Network Input Inference Time

Lidar 0.042 s
Radar 0.02 s
Lidar, RGB 0.045 s
Lidar, Radar 0.044 s
RVF-Net 0.044 s
Simulated Depth Cam, Radar 0.061 s
RVF-Net, 10 sweeps 0.063 s

4.4. Early Fusion vs. Late Fusion

The effectiveness of the neural network early fusion approach is further evaluated
against a late fusion scheme for the respective sensors. For the lidar, RGB, and radar input
configurations are fused with an UKF and an Euclidean-distance-based matching algorithm
to generate the final detection output. This late fusion output is compared against the early
fusion RVF-Net and lidar detection results, which are individually tracked with the UKF
to enable comparability. The late fusion tracks objects over consecutive time steps and
requires temporal coherence for the processed samples, which is only given for the samples
within a scene but not over the whole data set. Table 5 shows the resulting AP score for
10 randomly sampled scenes to which the late fusion is applied. The sampling is done to
lower the computational and implementation effort, and no manual scene selection in favor
or against the fusion method was performed. The evaluation shows that the late fusion
detection leads to a worse result than the early fusion. Notably, the tracked lidar detection
outperforms the late fusion approach as well. As the radar-only detection accuracy is
relatively poor and its measurement noise does not comply with the zero-mean assumption
of the Kalman filter, a fusion of this data to the lidar data leads to worse results. In contrast
to the early fusion where the radar features increased the detection score, the late fusion
scheme processes the two input sources independently and the detection results cannot
profit from the complementary features of the different sensors. In this paper, the UKF
tracking serves as a fusion method to obtain detection metrics for the late fusion approach.
It is important to note that for an application in autonomous driving, object detections
need to be tracked independent of the data source, for example with a Kalman Filter, to
create a continuous detection output. The evaluation of further tracking metrics will be
performed in a future paper.

Table 5. AP scores of the tracked sensor inputs. The early fusion RVF-Net outperforms the late fusion
by a great margin.

Network nuScenes

Tracked Lidar 40.01%
Tracked Late Fusion 33.29%
Tracked Early Fusion (RVF-Net) 47.09%

5. Discussion

The RVF-Net early fusion approach proves its effectiveness by outperforming the lidar
baseline by 5.1%. Additional measures have been taken to increase the overall detection
score. Data augmentation especially increased the AP score for all networks. The novel loss,
introduced in Section 3.3, improves both the AP score and notably the orientation error
of the networks. Empirically, the additional classification loss mitigates the discontinuity
problem in the yaw regression, even though classifications are discontinuous decisions on
their own.

Furthermore, the paper shows that the early fusion approach is especially beneficial
in inclement weather conditions. The radar features, while not being dense enough for an
accurate object detection on their own, contribute positively to the detection result when
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processed with an additional sensor input. It is interesting to note that the addition of
RGB data increases the performance of the lidar, radar, and camera fusion approach, while
it does not increase the performance of the lidar and RGB fusion. We assume that the
early fusion performs most reliably when more different input data and interdependencies
are present. In addition to increasing robustness and enabling autonomous driving in
inclement weather scenarios, we assume that early fusion schemes can be advantageous
for special use cases such as mining applications, where dust oftentimes limits lidar and
camera detection ranges.

When comparing our network to the official detection scores on the nuScenes data
set, we have to take into account that our approach is evaluated on the validation split
and not on the official test split. The hyperparameters of the network, however, were not
optimized on the validation split, so that it serves as a valid test set. We assume that the
complexity of the data in the frontal field of view does not differ significantly from the full
360 degree view. We therefore assume that the detection AP of our approach scales with
the scores provided by other authors on the validation split. To benchmark our network
on the test split, a 360 degree coverage of the input data would be needed. Though there
are no conceptual obstacles in the way, we decided against the additional implementation
overhead due to the general shortcomings of the radar data provided in the nuScenes data
set [7,43] and no expected new insights from the additional sensor coverage. The validation
split suffices to evaluate the applicability of the proposed early fusion network.

On the validation split, our approach outperforms several single sensor or fusion
object detection algorithms. For example, the CenterFusion approach [19], which achieves
48.4% AP for the car class on the nuScenes validation split. In the literature, only Wang [6]
fuses all three sensor modalities. Our fusion approach surpasses their score of 45% AP on
the validation split and 48% AP on the test split.

On the other hand, further object detection methods, such as the leading lidar-only
method CenterPoint [14], outperform even our best network in the ablation studies by a
great margin. The two stage network uses center points to match detection candidates and
performs an additional bounding box refinement to achieve an AP score of 87% on the
test split.

When analyzing the errors in our predictions, we see that the regressed parameters of
the predicted bounding boxes are not as precise as the ones of state-of-the-art networks.
The validation loss curves for our network are shown in Figure 5. The classification loss
overfits before the regression loss converges. Further studies need to be performed in order
to further balance the losses. One approach could be to first only train the regression and
direction loss. The classification loss is then trained in a second stage. Additionally, further
experiments will be performed to fine tune the anchor matching thresholds to the data set
to get a better detection result. The tuning of this outer optimization loop requires access
to extensive GPU power to find optimal hyperparameters. For future work, we expect the
hyperparameters to influence the absolute detection accuracy greatly as simple strategies
such as data augmentation could already improve the overall performance. The focus of
this work lies in the evaluation of different data fusion inputs relative to a potent baseline
network. For this evaluation, we showed a vast amount of evidence to motivate our fusion
scheme and network parameterization.

The simulated depth camera did not provide a better detection result than the lidar-
only detection. This and the late fusion approach show that a simple fusion assumption in
the manner of "more sensor data, better detection result" does not hold true. The complexity
introduced by the additional data decreased the overall detection result. The decision for an
early fusion system is therefore dependent on the sensors and the data quality available in
the sensors. For all investigated sub data sets, we found that early fusion of radar and lidar
data is beneficial for the overall detection result. Interestingly, the usage of 10 lidar sweeps
increased the detection performance of the fusion network over the proposed baseline. This
result occurred despite the fact that the accumulated lidar data leads to blurry contours for
moving objects in the input data. This is especially disadvantageous for objects moving
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at a high absolute speed. For practical applications, we therefore use only three sweeps
in our network, as the positions of moving objects are of special interest for autonomous
driving. The established metrics for object detection do not account for the importance of
surrounding objects. We assume that the network trained with 10 sweeps performs worse
in practice, despite its higher AP score. Further research needs to be performed to establish
a detection metric tailored for autonomous driving applications.

Figure 5. Loss values of the RVF-Net. The classification loss starts to overfit around epoch 30 while
regression and direction loss continue to converge.

The sensors used in the data set do not record the data synchronously. This creates
an additional ambiguity in the input data between the position information inferred from
the lidar and from the radar data. The network training should compensate for this effect
partially; however, we expect the precision of the fusion to increase when synchronized
sensors are available.

This paper focuses on an approach for object detection. Tracking/prediction is applied
as a late fusion scheme or as a subsequent processing step to the early fusion. In contrast,
LiRaNet [44] performs a combined detection and prediction of objects from the sensor data.
We argue that condensed scene information, such as object and lane positions, traffic rules,
etc., are more suitable for the prediction task in practice. A decoupled detection, tracking,
and prediction pipeline increases the interpretability of all modules to facilitate validation
for real-world application in autonomous driving.

6. Conclusions and Outlook

In this paper, we have developed an early fusion network for lidar, camera, and radar
data for 3D object detection. This early fusion network outperforms both the lidar baseline
and the late fusion of lidar, camera, and radar data on a public autonomous driving data set.
In addition, we integrated a novel loss for the yaw angle regression to mitigate the effect
of the discontinuity of a simple yaw regression target. We provide a discussion about the
advantages and disadvantages of the proposed network architecture. Future steps include
the amplification of the fusion scheme to a full 360 degree view and the optimization of
hyperparameters to balance the losses for further convergence of the regression losses.

We have made the code for the proposed network architectures and the interface
to the nuScenes data set available to the public. The repository can be found online at
https://github.com/TUMFTM/RadarVoxelFusionNet (accessed on 16 June 2021).
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5 Discussion

Section 5.1 answers the research questions. The relevance of the results of the thesis is
discussed in Section 5.2. The chapter concludes by giving an outlook to future work and related
object detection topics in Section 5.3.

5.1 Research Questions

This section revisits the sub research questions and discusses the advantages and disadvan-
tages of the developed methods, before giving an answer to the main research question.

How to process radar data with deep learning methods?
For the limited quality radar data used in this research, PointNet++-based methods [149]
provide enough capabilities to perform semantic segmentation. The limited data quality impedes
higher classification scores with more complex models such as the proposed KPConv or LSTM
architectures. The thesis has shown that the proposed methods perform on par with methods
from literature. However, these proposed models increased the computational load without
improving the overall performance.

Additional studies regarding the nuScenes radar data characteristics were performed [237]. Even
when limiting the area of interest to the front radar and to a maximum distance of 50 m, 51 % of
cars are not detected by a single radar point target. Even when the last three radar measurement
cycles are accumulated, the same holds true for 37 % of the objects [237, p. 36]. Each radar
used in the nuScenes data set records up to 125 point cloud targets per measurement cycle.
The number of points is limited by the Controller Area Network (CAN) bus data rate. Point targets
with a RCS value of under −5 dB m2 are filtered from the detection results [238, p. 13]. While
an increased segmentation performance could not be shown on the data set, further research
with the proposed KPConv model architecture is recommended due to reasons for the limited
performance found in the data.

The literature suggests that even the baseline PointNet++ approach is able to achieve higher
segmentation scores on denser radar data [192]. As of August 2021, the recently released
RadarScenes data set [70] can be used to evaluate semantic segmentation of moving objects in
radar point cloud data. Once such data for both, moving and non-moving object detection are
available to the public, the proposed KPConv-based architectures should be evaluated again to
investigate if they provide better results than the current PointNet++ state of the art.

Incorporating the time dimension in unstructured point processing is explored as an additional
measure for classification of radar data. The additional time processing produced results on
par with the state of the art. At the same time, the proposed point-based LSTM architecture is
computationally expensive. With the currently achieved performance, the point-based LSTM
processing is in a too early stage to be recommended for a practical application.
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DNN architectures like VoxelNet [154] that show quality results on higher resolution lidar data
have not been explored for processing radar data in this thesis. A detection performance
comparison between those modelling strategies cannot be given by this thesis. With higher
resolution data both modelling approaches should be further explored. For lidar processing a
combination of both architectures has resulted in favorable results [158].

To conclusively answer the research question, a PointNet++ network architecture [149] is
empirically found as the most effective and efficient way for semantic segmentation of the radar
data of the nuScenes data set. Rule-based approaches to process such limited quality radar data
are not known to the author for comparison. More complex DNN approaches, do not increase the
overall performance. Due to the limited performance of all methods on the preliminary semantic
segmentation, a radar-only object detection method is not proposed.

Should radar and camera data be fused with low-level or high-level fusion methods?
Section 4.2 has shown that the projection of radar data onto the image plane is an effective
measure to fuse the two data sources originating from perpendicular planes in the 3D space.
The distance information and additional radar features are preserved in the projection. The
combined early and feature fusion of radar and camera data outperforms the camera baseline
on the whole data set.

Additional studies with CRF-Net have shown that the data fusion-based object detection is
more robust against noise in the image data than the baseline [75, p. 81]. While the fusion
method provides favorable results for the whole data set, the fusion shows an even greater
performance increase against the baseline for rain and night scenes where the camera data
quality is deteriorated [239]. Figure 5.1 exemplary shows the benefit of the low-level fusion in
comparison to the camera baseline for scenes recorded during the night.

(a) without radar fusion (b) with radar fusion

Pedestrians

Figure 5.1: Object detection results at night. (a) The pedestrians in front of the vehicle are not detected
from camera input data. (b) The pedestrians are detected by fusing additional radar data in
CRF-Net.

An additional classification head is added to the network to estimate the distance to objects
[75, p. 75] so that the 2D fusion enables a 3D position estimation. This research direction can
be further explored to generate a full 3D pose estimation from the 2D projection. However, the
evidence from concurrent literature suggests that 2D projection-based object detection methods
are not as precise as 3D methods. This thesis therefore recommends a 2D fusion when a),
no lidar data are available or b), when a precise 3D localization performance for all objects
is not required. This could be in applications with guaranteed slow relative velocities, such as
production environments, as the performance of the 2D fusion is more precise for close vehicles.
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The motivation for the low-level fusion in the neural network lies in the joint processing of the
features of both sensors. In this case, even weak features from the radar, when complemented
by weak features from the camera at night time, can generate a strong detection result. In a
classical high-level fusion the potential of those weak features is lost. A sole projection of the
radar data to the image plane, followed by a DNN object detection, does not result in accurate
object proposals. A probabilistic high-level fusion of these inaccurate object proposals with
object proposals from camera processing, deteriorates the overall object detection result against
the camera baseline so that a high-level fusion is not recommendable in this case. Both, the
proposed low-level fusion method in the 2D space and the camera-only method prove to be
more effective. The combination of weak features in the processing allows to recognize certain
similarities to gradient boosting machine learning methods where weak classifier models are
combined to produce one strong classifier output [240]. It is yet to see if the further development
of low-level fusion models can augment to similar popularity and performance advantages.

In recent years, further research works have proposed low-level camera and radar data fusion
approaches for object detection. Though concurrently developed, the 2D fusion approach
developed in this thesis can be seen as an extension of the fusion work of Chadwick et al. [215]
by incorporating multi-level fusion and height extension for the radar projections in the processing.
Since then, other works have proposed extensions building on similar low-level fusion concepts
[219, 226, 241]. The first two works [219, 241] process radar and camera data in two separate
input branches before performing a feature fusion by projecting the radar data into the image
space. Nabati and Qi [226] perform a mixed early and feature fusion by fusing pre-processed
image and raw radar features in the image space. The work of Kowol et al. [242] also uses a radar
projection but uses separate neural networks for both data sources. The features generated by
these networks are combined in a gradient boosting fusion of both data.

Despite the rising number of publications proposing 2D low-level fusion approaches, there are
also downsides to the fusion by 2D projection. Pair-wise distant radar detections in the 3D
space might be close in the projected 2D space which may limit the resulting object detection
performance. This downside is explicitly addressed in the recent work of Nabati and Qi [226].
The paper mitigates the problem by generating a camera depth estimate in a pre-processing
step to filter out radar detections not belonging to an object of interest before the fusion. As a
downside, this approach lowers the potential of the complementary processing of the fusion,
since the camera depth estimation needs to be reliable on its own in the first step.

A further drawback of the fusion in the 2D space is that the relative image grid resolution
decreases for distant objects. While a projection error of one pixel on the ground close to the
vehicle might correspond to a 3D displacement error of a few centimeters, one pixel error at far
distances might correspond to a displacement error of several meters. The association in the
projection space is thereby more susceptible to errors for objects at far distances. Objects that
are in direct line of sight of each other from the camera point-of-view might project to the same
position in the image location. In this case, the projection discards the more distant object, while
both objects may be easily distinguishable in the original radar data representation. As physically
close objects are in general of greater importance to the autonomous driving use-case, this
drawback does not impede a successful application.

Competing fusion concepts which do not possess theses drawbacks, e.g. a high-level fusion or
a low-level fusion by projecting camera data into the 3D space, are not suitable for the use-case
presented in this thesis. A fusion by projecting the camera data to the 3D space is not feasible
due to the insufficient accuracy of monocular depth estimation methods [90]. Therefore, a fusion
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of camera and radar data in the 3D space cannot be performed with a reasonable spatial
coherence.

For a high-level fusion, each sensor modality needs to provide sufficiently discriminant infor-
mation to produce reasonable object detection results on their own which can subsequently
be fused. For example, the Kalman filter uses a zero mean assumption for the measurement
noise to guarantee optimality [198]. This is not given by the trained radar-only DNN which
produces object detection proposals with no reasonable relation to the distribution of ground
truth objects due to the insufficient information content in the radar data. For higher performance
sensor-individual object detection pipelines, a high-level fusion can be a reasonable alternative
due to the maturity of such approaches in practice.

In conclusion, this thesis empirically determines a low-level fusion of camera and radar data in
the 2D space to be the most effective approach for the presented object detection use-case.
Strengths and weaknesses of the proposed and alternative approaches were discussed to guide
the selection of an adequate approach for future object detection use-cases with respect to their
individual boundary conditions.

Should radar, camera, and lidar data be fused with low-level or high-level fusion methods?
The thesis proposes an early fusion method for radar, camera, and lidar data. The camera data
are projected to the lidar point cloud. The augmented lidar point cloud is then fused in 3D voxels
with the radar data. This combined data tensor is the input for a voxel-based neural network. The
fusion approach is also tested without the additional camera input which leads to an increased
performance against the lidar baseline as well. The fusion of all modalities, however, resulted in
the highest detection score. The presented 3D fusion paper [232] is the first to process all three
sensor modalities jointly in a DNN for object detection.

Similar to the radar and camera fusion in Section 4.2, the joint processing of the weak radar
features with the strong lidar features proves more effective than the high-level fusion of both
data. A competitive 3D object detection performance is not achieved in the current literature
from both production camera-only or radar-only data for object detection in the 3D space, as
seen in the respective nuScenes and KITTI leaderboards [39, 40]. Current radar processing is
only mature enough for production applications for moving object detection. Camera detection is
mature for 2D applications such as traffic sign recognition or the assisted detection of objects
where a precise distance estimate for the objects is not required. Despite the low radar data
quality, the weak information can still be leveraged in a low-level fusion, whereas it deteriorates
the result of a high-level fusion.

From a practical point of view, a high-level fusion needs reasonable detection results of all
independent measurement sources to be beneficial. Such reasonable results could not be
obtained from the radar-only data of nuScenes, negatively impacting the overall result of the
high-level fusion object detection. There is no proof that a low-level fusion will generate better
object detection results for all cases. However, this performance advantage could empirically be
demonstrated for 2D and 3D object detection use-cases on the nuScenes data set in this thesis.

The relative benefit of the fusion increased for night and rain scenes, demonstrating the robust-
ness of the approach. While the deterioration of the lidar detection in rain conditions is expected
due to increased noise, the reason for the relatively weaker performance of the lidar object
detection in night conditions is not found by the author. The relative benefit of the fusion input
over the lidar input for night scenes in comparison to the fusion input over the lidar input for all
conditions in the data set is consistently observed for different network configurations. Due to
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the small relative performance gain, however, it cannot be ruled out that the higher performance
is a non-significant observation and should be investigated further.

The relative performance gain towards lidar-only and high-level fusion baselines motivates
further research for the proposed fusion method. Point cloud-based fusion methods are generally
feasible as well. However, the performance advantages of the voxel-based methods found in
literature and the additional effort for the network structure to combine the feature dimensions of
the different modalities in a point-based fusion favor the usage of a voxel-based fusion. As with
all research focusing on data-based methods, the reader should keep in mind that there is no
guarantee that this empirical advantage will permanently hold true for further advancements in
the respective areas.

A feature fusion has not been developed in this work, but due to the non-strict border between
early and feature fusion approaches, both approaches possess further potential for a fusion of
radar, camera, and lidar data. More studies with additional data about low-level fusion methods
are needed to explore the potential in this field.

Wrong predictions of the orientation of objects by the current implementation are a main reason
for the inferior performance of the model derived in this thesis to the lidar state of the art [131].
Even though the newly proposed loss function in Section 4.3 improved the overall result by a
large margin, there is further potential in tuning the networks’ overall performance. Access to
additional compute power would help to parallelize the exploration of the model parameter space
further, by reducing the overall needed training time for additional experiments.

To conclude the research question, the evidence generated on the nuScenes data set leads to
the proposal of a voxel-based low-level fusion method of radar, camera, and lidar data for 3D
object detection. The developed DNN reaches higher 3D mAP scores than a state of the art
high-level fusion approach. The advantage of the low-level fusion could be demonstrated for
challenging conditions such as rain and night time.

Can the usage of radar data make camera and lidar object detection more robust?
The robustness of object detection with automotive radar data has been studied with three
different approaches in this thesis. The used radar data alone do not enable a robust object
detection due to the limited data quality. Both developed fusion approaches prove that an
increased detection performance and robustness can be achieved by the low-level fusion of
radar data with additional sensor data in comparison to high-level fusion approaches.

The robustness of such fusion approaches is demonstrated by the relative performance increases
to the baselines for rain and night conditions. The performance increase of the fusion approaches
is especially notable since the radar data quality in the nuScenes data set is limited and other
authors forgo working on the nuScenes radar data due to the limited prospect of developing a
successful model on the data [71, 73]. Both, projected and voxel low-level fusion methods, show
further potential for more precise and robust object detection.

At the same time, the development of deep learning-based sensor fusion methods is still in
its early stages. The performances achieved in this thesis are still far from enabling safe and
robust autonomous driving in unconstrained environments. While the input data are arguably the
greatest challenge for successful detection strategies (Section 5.3.2), the algorithm also needs
to be developed further. At the beginning of this research, deep learning-based radar fusion was
not covered in literature at all. The publication of additional fusion approaches in parallel to this
thesis, presented in Section 2.3.4, shows a rising interest in this area. With the release of more
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labeled radar data sets, it is expected that more radar fusion methods will be developed [35,
p. 1354].

A sole thesis cannot determine which sensor modality or fusion approach will be the most
beneficial approach for future applications of object detection. The influence of sensor technology
advancements, increased computational resources or newly proposed algorithms can have a
major impact for the future development of sensor fusion methods. It can, however, provide
a recommendation based on the empirical results and the discussion of related fields. In this
thesis, the usage of radar data alone did not lead to a robust object detection result. In contrast,
the fusion of radar and camera data, as well as the fusion of radar, camera, and lidar data have
proven beneficial in comparison to their respective baseline approaches. The usage of radar
data in the form of a low-level deep learning fusion with additional sensor modalities is therefore
recommended as a processing approach for robust object detection.

5.2 Practical Relevance

Finding the answers to the open research questions alone does not enable a final assessment
of the proposed systems. For the adaption and further development in this field, scientific,
commercial, and societal aspects need to be considered to determine the relevance of the
development. This section discusses topics which are explicit and implicit conclusions from the
presented research work.

Scientific Relevance
All proposed solutions of this thesis are released under open source licences on GitHub [234–
236]. The practice of making algorithms publicly available has led to a speed up of the develop-
ment of camera- and lidar-based algorithms. This thesis contributes its part to the development
of radar-centric algorithms to serve as a source of reference and inspiration for future work of
more advanced object detection algorithms.

The publications that comprise the core of this thesis are among the first works in their respective
fields. Though far from solving the underlying problem, they serve as references for further
developments of low-level fusion methods using radar data. Recent publications of human activity
recognition [214] and multi-modal classification [233] have demonstrated similar advantages
of low-level fusion methods in terms of performance and robustness in adjacent fields. The
proposed radar and camera fusion method of this thesis [231] is already adapted and extended
in several works in literature [219, 226, 241]. The code is widely adapted in the open source
community as indicated by the statistics on GitHub [235].

The proposed object detection systems are validated on the public nuScenes data set. This
data set comprises real-world sensor data. The validation on realistic sensor data information
from practical use-cases could therefore be shown. The validation of a closed-loop autonomous
driving software is still outstanding and should be postponed until the relevant points for future
work in Section 5.3.1 are solved.

Commercial Relevance
Due to the lower price of radar and camera in comparison to lidar sensors, the fusion of camera
and radar data might be a beneficial approach for commercial applications which have cost-
effective requirements. Private companies take inspiration of the ideas and code published in
this work in their current developments [243, 244].
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Enabling autonomous driving in an increased number of environment conditions is an important
factor to bringing autonomous driving into a more mature state outside of restrictively defined
ODDs [245]. The fusion of radar, camera, and lidar data can help to enlarge those ODDs for a
broader application of autonomous driving.

The time-consuming and uncertain outcome of the training of deep learning algorithms, as
developed in this thesis, has shown that an adaption of the used workflow might be difficult to
implement in current commercial organizations. For engineering companies, the switch from
rule-based to data-based development [246] might also require the adaption of organizational
structures to new development workflows. In the case that an object detection algorithm does
not detect an object, a classical algorithm would be analyzed and an issue would be created
that addresses the identified problem in the code. With a data-based algorithm, such an exact
analysis to find the root cause might not be possible. Solving the problem could furthermore
involve the collection of new data from fleet vehicles, labeling of new data, and retraining of
the network. An explicit involvement of a software engineer would not be required, but rather a
team working on a shared task at different stages. The further advancement of machine learning
methods could impact the work style, not just of developers, but also of entire companies in the
radar sector.

The effectiveness of a deep learning system is not only dependent on the quantity but more
importantly on the quality of the training data. This thesis has proven this fact once more
for the application of deep learning methods on radar data. A data set comprising 100,000
samples of a static environment might be less effective than a data set comprising 100 distinct
samples with relevant variance. Adequate data sets need to be tailored to the used sensors
and intended use-cases. The amount of samples needed to train a robust system needs to be
inferred iteratively by measuring relevant metrics and explicitly targeting related weaknesses in
the data distribution. Developing such a system requires a mature data collection, labelling, and
data selection process that needs to be steered coordinately for a successful development.

Even if well-founded adaptions of the training data, process, or software are applied, there is no
guarantee that the initial problem of the algorithm will be solved by the proposed adjustment and
new iterations may be required. This newly introduced source of uncertainty in the development
increases the effort needed to make a reliable system available to the market. This is also visible
in the number of mergers and cooperations between big automotive and software companies
for the development of autonomous systems [247–249]. Even big companies do not have all
monetary resources and talent at hand to solve the challenges on their own.

It is argued, e.g. by Tesla, that camera-based systems suffice for autonomous driving applica-
tions, since humans use a similar sensory system to perceive their environment. However, deep
learning-based 3D depth estimation from camera data is a critical point as safety requirements
need to be met for an autonomous software stack [250]. Current planning algorithms [251]
require precise knowledge of the environment for adequately handling dynamic traffic scenarios,
rough estimates are not sufficient. Radar and lidar sensors provide such precise spatial informa-
tion. It is questionable whether legislators will allow the use of camera-based estimated depth
information for safety critical tasks, further motivating the use of a diverse sensor suite and data
fusion methods.

Societal Relevance
The low-level fusion of different modalities has proven to be effective for non-ideal conditions
such as rain and night time. Due to the frequent occurrence of such conditions in everyday driving,
low-level fusion methods could become an important building block to enable autonomous driving
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in a variety of non-ideal everyday conditions. The author expects that a low-level fusion can
also be beneficial for complex scenarios where objects are only partly visible in each individual
sensor or environment conditions limiting the sensors, such as rain, fog and direct sunlight
blinding. The additional robustness, paired with a visualization for the passengers, can increase
the trust of the society in such a technology and enable a wider adoption of autonomous driving.

The work on robust object detection algorithms contributes to the wide diffusion of autonomous
vehicles for everyday driving. Autonomous driving itself, if widely applied, will cause a revolution
in the field of transportation. The number of parking spaces, which take as much as 24 % of the
surface of American cities, could be reduced [8]. Owning a car might no longer be a necessity
even in more rural areas, reducing overall costs further. Vehicle crashes could be reduced by
90 % [8]. A recent report projects that using a driverless taxi will cost less than half of using
a human driven taxi [252]. Analysts of Morgan Stanley project the annual benefit generated
by autonomous vehicles at 1.3 trillion dollars annually in the United States of America alone.
Less traffic congestion and productivity gains from working on the road contribute to benefits
of 571 billion dollars [253]. However, the future in which autonomous driving is a reality is still
distant due to a variety of challenges that need to be solved. In 2021, Litman predicts that
autonomous vehicles might be available within 5 to 25 years [252, p. 29]. This high uncertainty
in the estimation alone shows that the road of research is still long until robust systems will be a
reality.

5.3 Outlook

This work presented radar-centric low-level fusion methods for robust object detection in in-
clement weather conditions. Directions for future work based on this thesis are given in Section
5.3.1. Due to its importance, future work in the field of radar hardware and data sets is discussed
in Section 5.3.2. In addition, a broad variety of open research questions in the field of object
detection exist which are briefly discussed in Section 5.3.3 to give a conclusive overview of the
field.

5.3.1 Future Work

The radar only object detection approach could not be conclusively evaluated through the lack
of adequate data. With the release of the RadarScenes [70] data set, the network should be
re-evaluated for the task of moving object detection to investigate the performance on a more
dense radar-centric data set.

For 2D sensor data fusion, benefits of the low-level data fusion over a high-level fusion are shown.
However, the explicit knowledge of the distance information of point targets could potentially get
lost in the deep learning processing during the DNN processing for the 3D position estimation.
One could explore an additional rule-based fusion of the radar measured distance values to the
estimations of the neural network, to see if the 3D detection performance can be augmented in
this way.

The fusion of lidar data with additional modalities in a 2D projection was not developed in this
thesis due to the better performance of 3D fusion methods in literature. For a use-case which
is constrained by computational resources, the 2D fusion of all modalities could be explored if
limitations in the resulting performance can be tolerated for the intended application.
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A visualization of the detected objects has shown that wrong bounding box orientation estimations
have a negative influence on the overall 3D object detection performance of the developed
algorithm. Further tuning of the network parameters and a balancing of the partial losses should
be explored to increase the performance of the orientation estimation and the overall algorithm.

The methods developed in this thesis are evaluated on the official nuScenes validation data
set. However, the fusion algorithms are only applied to the front-facing sensors of the vehicle.
For an evaluation on the official test data set, the fusion approaches need to be expanded to
a 360° object detection by incorporating all sensors around the vehicle. Even though literature
suggests that the results on the validation and test set of nuScenes do not differ significantly,
this additional sensor coverage would increase the validity of the results further.

The highest positive impact on the results of the radar-centric approaches is expected if the
official object labels are revised and adapted to the needs of the radar sensors. This includes
adding new bounding boxes for objects which are only visible in the radar and camera data but
not in the lidar data, as well as adapting the labeled bounding boxes to the calibration of the
radar sensors.

5.3.2 Radar Hardware and Data

Regardless of whether classical algorithms or deep learning methods are used, the software
processing is limited by the data it operates on. This section therefore gives a brief overview
of current radar hardware and data. It gives an outlook to future requirements for data sets for
radar-centric and low-level fusion object detection methods.

With respect to a single radar sensor, the resolution and resulting data density of the provided
point cloud is a challenge for object detection. Scheiner et al. [71] perform clustering and
classification of point cloud data of two different sensor hardware generations. The increased
resolution of the newer sensor hardware enabled a relative performance increase of the clustering
result by 23 % and of the classification result by 13 %. Engels et al. [73] specify a current high-
resolution radar with a distance resolution of 0.2 m and angular resolution of under 2.0° which is
similar to the radar used in the aforementioned work [71]. In comparison, the resolution of the
nuScenes data set is specified sparser with a distance resolution of 0.4 m–1.8 m and angular
resolution of 3.2°–12.3°. On the other hand, current lidar sensors [254] achieve even higher
resolutions at accuracies of 0.01 m and 0.07°, respectively. The expected availability of higher
resolution radar input data in the coming years will have a continued positive effect on the
achievable detection performance [73, 255, 256]. The additional measurement of the elevation
component of high resolution radar sensors is expected to further increase the object detection
performance [69, 223]. The radar-centric methods presented in this thesis have already proven
their ability to handle denser 3D data through their application to high resolution lidar data in
both, literature and in the thesis itself. The robustness and range rate measurement of the
radar combined with a higher resolution could create an increased potential of radar sensors for
autonomous driving in the future.

This thesis argues that in the foreseeable future, a multi-modal sensor system of radar, camera,
and lidar will be necessary to enable safe autonomous driving. Temporal synchronized simulta-
neous recording of the input sensors is an important factor for the final obtainable performance
of an object detection system that is not considered in public data sets. Without a simultaneous
recording, contradicting information about the poses of moving objects is present in the input
data when used in a low-level fusion approach. While Precision Time Protocol (PTP) synchro-
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nization is already available in a variety of current systems, external recording trigger possibilities
are not widely employed [257]. The agreement on a shared specification for the interface to
synchronization and data recording triggering amongst vendors would facilitate the fusion of
different sensor models and generations for a range of use-cases and precision requirements.

Spatial calibration is of equal importance for unimodal and multi-modal object detection. Several
approaches are proposed to calibrate sensors with respect to artificial targets. These include
calibration for omni-directional cameras [258], and the extrinsic calibration of radar, camera, and
lidar sensors [259].

Both the extrinsic and intrinsic sensor parameters can change over time due to mechanical and
thermal influences. Online re-calibration is therefore a pre-requisite for the fleet application of
autonomous vehicles. Neural networks have been proposed for target-less online calibration of
camera and lidar sensors [260], and camera and radar sensors [261]. Online calibration of the
intrinsic camera parameters can be performed by using the known shape of traffic signs [262].

Static re-calibration of sensors is done for the recording of the nuScenes data set twice a week
[40]. Miscalibrations between radar sensor data and the ground truth data, generated from
lidar data, are nonetheless clearly visible, especially for distant objects throughout the data
set. If miscalibrated input data are fed into a neural network, the optimization might be able to
average out some outlier effects but will not be able to mitigate systematic errors present in the
data. Providing exact spatial calibration information at all times is therefore an important open
challenge for future data sets and real world applications of autonomous driving.

The selection of appropriate samples for a data set is of further importance. A variety of
environment conditions and traffic scenarios need to be covered in a data set to get an accurate
performance estimation for real scenarios. The selection of the right data for such a data set
might be of greater importance than the choice of the actual algorithm as suggested by A. Ng
[246]. From a practical application point of view, data selection, monitoring, and management
are important organizational challenges to generate a suitable data set in an iterative way. Tools
to annotate 3D sensor data are both available open-source [263–265] and from commercial
vendors.

Once reliable data processing methods are developed, the computational and memory resources
required for the processing methods need to be further optimized [266, 267]. Hardware and
software components for the sensor data processing can be considered jointly to increase the
real-time capabilities of the system [268, 269]. With the expected sensor resolution increase, the
demand for computational hardware resources for the data processing will increase further.

Section 2.1 has shown that no universal data set with quality radar data is available to the public.
This section has discussed a variety of challenges for the use of multi-modal sensor data for
object detection. A data set, addressing these challenges, could facilitate further research in the
field of radar-centric data fusion for object detection.

5.3.3 Object Detection

Section 5.3.2 showed that the creation of radar-centric data sets is an important step to facilitate
further radar research. This section discusses software processing related open questions for
object detection which are, in contrast to the topics in Section 5.3.1, only implicitly derived from
the work of this thesis.
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Recording realistic data from simulation would drastically decrease the effort needed for data-
related tasks when developing an object detection system. However, current simulation environ-
ments are not able to produce such high-fidelity sensor data so that scenario mining from real
data remains obligatory [270, 271]. The simulation of radar data with its complex interactions
with the environment is a notable challenge in this field [272, 273].

Irrespective of the data themselves, there are further open research directions for radar-centric
object detection model development. Operating on radar cube data brings the benefit of intro-
ducing even more dense data to the neural network processing, generating additional potential
for the object detection performance. Some first works have been released to process the full
3D radar cube data with deep learning methods [191]. At the same time, the amount of data that
needs to be handled by such methods increases compared to point-based radar processing,
leading to additional computational resource requirements.

This work fuses perception sensors for object detection. Information from additional sources
such as the outline of a prior map can be added to the fusion approach to increase the amount
of input data further [274]. Map features indicating a wall should make the prediction of a vehicle
at the same location unlikely.

Standard object detection approaches can only detect objects of known classes from the training
set. In the practical application, an autonomous vehicle might encounter objects that do not
belong to any of the pre-trained classes. These open-set conditions can occur at any time on
the road and need to be handled [275, 276].

While some form of probability is estimated for the classification part of object detection, the
bounding box is estimated with a fixed pose in the 3D space. The network does not provide
probabilistic certainty information about the spatial pose estimation. Probabilistic object detection
deals with this problem by not only predicting a location of an object, but also an uncertainty
estimate for the correctness of this predicted location [277, 278].

Using current metrics for object detection, one compares different methods depending on the
proportions of correct and incorrect detections of objects in the data. For the autonomous driving
task, however, some objects are of greater important than others. This may lead to the selection
of a lower performance method for the intended task by relying on current metrics. Appropriate
test methods [250] and respective metrics [279] need to be conceived for the safe deployment of
autonomous vehicles.

In a scenario where vehicles are no longer controlled by humans, the abuse of the computer
driving the vehicle can have severe impacts. In addition to manipulating the code on the system
itself, deep learning-based systems are also susceptible to special visual patterns that can be
maliciously displayed to the object detection system to cause a failure of the system. Certain
textures of materials can lead to a detection of an object in empty space or prevent the network
from identifying an object in plain sight. More research is needed to avoid such adversarial
attacks on sensors of all modalities [280–282].
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The thesis developed methods for object detection in an automotive context. Object detection is
identified as one of the important technical challenges for autonomous driving. The performance
of lidar- and camera-based object detection systems is limited in inclement environment condi-
tions. Radar sensor data are less affected by such conditions, making it a preferred modality
for robust object detection. Its low resolution, however, limits the number of use-cases that can
be solved by radar data processing alone. With the advent of higher resolution radar sensors,
this thesis develops radar-centric processing and multi-modal fusion methods for robust object
detection.

The introductory chapter highlights the economic and societal benefits of autonomous driving
applications, for which object detection is a prerequisite. It continues to define the terminology of
automotive perception and gives an overview of the object detection task.

After the introduction, the thesis reviewed related work for object detection in Chapter 2. As deep
learning-based methods are the most effective in the field of object detection, publicly available
data sets for training object detection DNNs are reviewed. While there is no radar-centric data
set for the training of radar-based object detection systems, the nuScenes data set is identified
as the only adequate data set to enable current developments. A short overview of performance
metrics to measure the performance of machine learning-based object detection models is given
before reviewing the state of the art of object detection in an automotive context. Camera, lidar,
radar, and sensor fusion methods are reviewed separately. The focus of the review is on radar
and radar-centric fusion methods with additional modalities.

Conclusions from the related work are drawn in Chapter 3. While a lot of work covers deep
learning-based object detection with camera and lidar data, radar and radar-centric deep learning
fusion methods were not available before writing this thesis. Motivated by the success of the
application to lidar and camera data, this research further developed radar-centric deep learning
approaches with the goal to leverage the robustness of radar sensors for the final detection
result. The research is structured into three sub fields with respective research goals: Exploring
new methods for radar data processing, radar and camera fusion, as well as radar, camera, and
lidar fusion.

The results of the thesis are presented in the form of prior publications in Chapter 4. A DNN for
the direct processing of irregular point cloud data is adapted to the radar domain. A semantic
segmentation is performed as an intermediate step towards object detection. Despite leveraging
the range rate and signal intensity features of the radar, the presented KPConv approach
reaches similar performance scores as the previous deep learning-based state of the art. The
additional adaption of recurrent network structures to point cloud data, motivated by classical
radar processing, could not create an additional performance gain. An additional investigation
showed shortcomings of the radar data and labels in the nuScenes data set as the main source
for the limited performance. Another evaluation of the method is recommended once more dense
data with correct labels are available.
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To further evaluate the potential of radar-centric object detection, a fusion with camera data is
employed to generate more dense input data. The radar data are projected onto the camera
image plane and fused at different abstractions levels with the camera data. It was shown that
the shared processing of the data in a combined early and feature fusion in a DNN outperforms
the camera-only and high-level fusion baselines. The performance gain is especially visible for
rain and night scenes where the robustness of the radar sensor can be leveraged. The low-level
fusion approach enables the utilization of weak features which otherwise would be discarded
due to the data abstraction in a high-level fusion approach.

Due to the importance of lidar data in the state of the art of object detection, a third development
is presented which fuses radar, camera, and lidar data for object detection. The data are fused
in an early fusion approach in a regular voxel grid and then processed with sparse convolutions.
A novel loss is proposed which increases the detection performance compared to the baseline
regression loss. The low-level fusion outperforms the high-level fusion baseline. The robustness
of the proposed method is shown by outperforming the baseline by an even greater margin for
rain and night scenes.

The presented methods are discussed within their respective publications. The research ques-
tions are answered in more detail in Chapter 5. The usage of low-level fusion methods, as
used in the publications of this thesis, is proposed as a promising research direction for robust
object detection. Directions for future research building on this thesis are given. The impact of
the developments for the research community and its potential for the industrial adoption and
application in society are discussed.

While the thesis provides promising directions for robust object detection, there is still a number of
obstacles in the way of enabling safe autonomous driving in all conditions. The outlook in Section
5.3 identifies data selection and hardware development as important factors to increase the
object detection performance of radar-centric object detection methods. Radar cube processing,
probabilistic object detection, and sensor simulation are identified as important open challenges
for future radar based software research. To support future work in this field, the code developed
for this thesis is made available open source on GitHub.
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